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PI ParB: The structural and functional domains of the Pl  plasmid centromere-binding protein. 

Doctor of Philosophy, 200 1 

Jennifer Anne Surtees 

Department of Molecular and Medical Genetics, University of Toronto 

The P 1 prophage plasmid is stably maintained as a unit-copy plasmid in Escherichia coli. 

Faithful maintenance of Pl requires an active partition system, par, that is encoded by the phsrnid. The 

par operon consists of two tram-acting factors, parA and parB, and a centrornere-like site called pars. 

ParB is a multifunctional protein. Et interacts with and stimuiates the biochemical activities of ParA. 

ParB is a dimer in solution. Finally, ParB binds specifically to pars, dong with the E. coli integation 

host factor (MF) to form a high affinity nucleoprotein complex called the partition complex, which 

mediates partition. ParB and H F  stimulate each other's DNA binding activity. In this thesis 1 examine 

the structural and functional domains of ParB. Using protein fragments, 1 show that ParB contains two 

independent multimerization domains, one at its C-terminus and one at its N-terminus. 1 also show that 

the extreme N-terminus of ParB is required for ParA-ParB interactions. By iimited proteolytic 

digestion, 1 show that ParB has a distinct domain structure, with the C-terminal dimerization domain at 

its core. 1 have examined the architecture of the partition cornplex by investigating the DNA binding 

activity of various ParB fragments. A single dimer of ParB is sufficient for partition complex formation. 

The first 141 residues of ParB are dispensable for the formation of the partition complex. A fra,oment 

missing only the last 16 arnino acids of ParB binds specifically to pars, but binding is weak and no 

longer stimulated by IHF. The ability of IHF to stimulate ParB binding to pars  correlates with C- 

terminal dimenzation. Using full and partial pars  sites, I have found that two regions of ParB, one in 

the centre and the other near the C-terminus, interact with distinct sequences within pars. I propose a 

mode1 of how the ParB dimer binds pa r s  to form the minimal partition complex. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 



The P 1 prophage is rnaintained as a unit-copy-number plasmid in Esclterichia d i ;  that 

is, there is one copy of the plasmid per copy of the host chromosome (Prentki et al., 1977). 

Despite its very low copy number, P l  is extremely stable within a ceII population (Austin et al., 

198 1)- Its stability is dependent on an active partition mechanism encoded by the plasmid. 

Other low-copy-number plasmids have ako been identified, e-g. F, RI. These plasmids also 

encode an active partition system that is functionally analogous to that of PI. 

The mecbanism of plasmid partition is not well understood, but can be thought of as a 

positioning reaction. As such, two newIy replicated sister plasmids are positioned within the ce11 

such that septum formation and subsequent ce11 division occurs between the two plasmids. 

Because plasmids must "know" where they are in the cell, host components have been 

implicated in partition, although few have been identified- It is thought that the plasmids use at 

least some cornponent(s) of the cellular machinery that the host chromosome uses for 

segregation. This machinery has not yet been fuiIy identified and therefore P 1 partition is a good 

mode1 system for chromosome segregation. Both P 1 and the chromosome are maintained at the 

same copy nurnber, but Pl is not essential for ceIl growth and therefore it is easier to study 

defects in the PI system. Similarly, studying PI partition will elucidate the partition rnechanisrn 

of other Iow-copy-number plasmids. In addition, understanding how plasmids are rnaintained is 

an important clinical problem because antibiotic resistance and virulence genes are often 

encoded by extrachromosomal episomes in bacteria1 pathogens (such as pMTl of Yersinin pestis; 

Hu et al., 1998; Youngren et al., 2000). 

Al1 partition systems identified to date, in both bacterial and plasmid genomes, encode a 

cis-acting, or centromere-like, site to which a trans-acting protein binds. In Pl, the site is pars  

and the protein is ParB. In this thesis 1 investigate the structural and fünctionai domains of ParB. 

Specifically, 1 demonstrate the regions of ParB that are involved in self-association and in DNA 
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binding and 1 discuss the implications of these properties for the architecture of the "partition 

complex" that assembles at pars. 

1. Plasmid Partition 

1-1 Pl Plasrnid Partition 

The Pl  prophage exists as a unit-copy plasmid in E. coli (Prentki et al., 1977) and is lost 

in fewer than one in every 10' ce11 divisions (Austin et al., 198 1). This stable maintenance is 

absoIutely dependent upon its partition system, par, encoded by a 2.5 kilobase region of the 

plasmid (Austin and Abeles, 1983a)- The par region encodes two mm-acting factors, parA and 

parB, transcribed from a promoter upstream of parA and a cis-acting site, pars, iocated 

immediately downstream of pnrB (AbeIes et al., 1985) (Figure 1-1). Al1 three elements are 

essentid for partition, although only pars  is required in cis (Austin and Abeles, 1983a; Austin 

and Abeles, 1983b; Abeles et al., 1985; Friedman and Austin, 1988). 

ParA is required for two distinct functions in PI partition: 1) regdation of par  gene 

expression (Abeles et al., 1985; Friedman and Austin, 1988; Hayes et al., 1994) and 2 )  physical 

segregation of the plasmids (Davis et al., 1996; Youngren and Austin, 1997; Radnedge et al., 

1998; Bouet and Funnell, 1999). ParA's regdatory role is fairly well understood, while its role 

in partition is less clear. Recent reports, however, have suggested some intriguing possibilities 

(see section 1-22). 

ParB and the E. coii-encoded integration host factor (IHF) bind to pa r s  to form a 

nucleoprotein structure called the partition complex (Davis and Austin, 1988; Funnell, 1 988b; 

Davis er ai., 1990; Funnell, 199 1 ; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). Formation of this complex is one 

of the earliest steps in partition. The partition complcx ntediates localization of the plasmid 

(Erdmann et al., 1999), presumably through ParE3-ParB and ParB-ParA interactions as well as 



Pl  par 

Figure 1-1. The P l  plasmid partition operon. The genes encoding ParA and ParB are 

indicated by the arrows, pars (the centromere-like site) is denoted by the blue box and 

parOP (the operator-promoter region) by the yeilow box (Abeles et al, 1985). The scale (in 

kilobases) is shown above the diagram. The pars and purOP regions are extended below 

the operon. The -35 and - 10 transcription signals, the ribosome binding site W S )  and the 

parA start codon (ATG) are indicated. The inverted arrows represent the 20 bp imperfect 

inverted repeat to which ParA is thought to bind @avis et al, 1992; Davey and Funnell, 

1994) . Inpars, the specific box A and box B sequeoces (Davis et al, 1988; 1990; Hayes 

and Austin, 1994; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993; 1994) are indicated in blue and magenta, 

respectively. The IHF binding site (Fumell, 199 1) is indicated in green. 



interactions with specific host-encoded factors. ParB dso stimulates ParA's biochemical 

activities (Davis et al., 1992; Davey and Funnell, 1997). 

1-2 Pl  ParA 

1-2.1 Gene regulation: Replation of parA and parB gene expression is crucial. 

Excessive amounts of either or both gene product(s) disrupt partition (Abeles et al., 1385; 

Funnell, 1988a; Hayes et al., 1994). ParA is a site-specific DNA binding protein; it regulates 

gene expression by binding to the operator region, parOP, thereby repressing the parAB operon 

(Friedman and Austin, 1988; Davis et al., 1992; Davey and FunneII, 1994)- DNaseI footprinting 

has shown that ParA binding is centred over an inverted repeat within the operator (Davis et al.. 

1992; Davey and Funnell, 1994). ParA is thought to bind the DNA as a dimer, and since 

protection from DNaseI can extend to 150 base pairs, several ParA dimers likely bind 

cooperatively to the operator region (Davey and Funnell, 1997). ParA binding probably 

interferes with the ability of RNA polymerase to interact with the promoter. ParB acts as a co- 

repressor by stimulating repression by ParA, but has no repressor activity on ïts own (Friedman 

and Austin, 1988). In vitro, ParB stimulates ParA's site-specific DNA binding activity (Davey 

and Funnell, 1997). 

ParA belongs to a superfamily of proteins that have a unique version of the Walker A 

motif and two potential Walker B motifs (Motallebi-Veshareh et al., 1990), motifs that are 

involved in nucleotide binding (Walker et al., 2982). Consistent with the presence of these 

conserved sequences, ParA has a weak ATPase activity that is stimulated by ParB and by DNA 

of no particular sequence, length or topology (Davis et al., 1993). The stimulatory effects of 

ParB and DNA are additive (Davis et al., 1992). 

Nucleotide binding and hydroIysis by ParA modulate its site-specific DNA binding 

activity in a complex manner (Davey and Funnell, 1994; Davey and FunneII, 1997; Bouet and 
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Funnell, 1999). First, ATP stimulates ParA binding to the operator region 5- to 10-fold, as 

determined by DNaseI footprinting (Davey and Funnell, 1994). ADP and non-hydrolyzable 

analogues of ATP stimulate DNA binding an additional 5- to 10-fold. Therefore binding of ParA 

to adenine nucleotides stimulates its DNA binding, while the act of hydrolysis is inhibitory 

(Davey and Funnell, 1994). Second, nucleotide binding affects the oligomeric state of ParA, 

pushing the monomer-dimer equilibrium toward dimer formation (Davey and Funnell, 1994). 

These observations led to the proposal chat the more active DNA-binding fortn of ParA is a 

dimer (Davey and Funnell, 1994). 

Nucleotide binding also alters the conformation of ParA, increasing its percent helicity as 

determined by circular dichroism (Davey and Funnell, 1997). These studies also showed small 

but distinct differences in the conformational changes induced by adenosine di- and tri- 

phosphates and by hydrolyzable and non-hydrolyzable adenosine triphosphates (Davey and 

Funnell, 1997). The conformational changes presumably affect ParA's various activities. 

ParB stirnulates ParA's DNA-binding activity in the presence of ATP (Davey and 

Funnell, 1997) but not in the absence of nucleotide or in the presence of ADP or ATPyS, 

suggesting that ATP hydrolysis was required for stimulation by ParB. Interestingly, stimulation 

by ParB and ATP resulted in the same level of parOP binding as observed with ADP and non- 

hydrolyzable analogues of ATP, suggesting that ParB negated the inhibitory effects of ATP 

hydroIysis on DNA binding. 

Deletion of the Walker A motif, or mutation of the conserved lysine within the motif 

(K122), disrupts ParA's ATPase activity and causes significant defects in both autoregulation 

and partition (Davis et al., 1996). More recently, a series of point mutations was introduced into 

the Walker A motif and the Walker B motifs (Fung, 2000). Al1 of the mutant proteins had 

reduced ATPase activity and were defective in partition but were able to repress transcription to 
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varying degrees. In fact, one class of mutants were "super"-repressors, repressing transcription 

in vivo to a much greater extent than the wild-type protein represses. Therefore parOP binding 

and subsequent repression do not require ATP hydrolysis, although it may be required to 

modulate repression. Together, the different effects of different nucleotides suggested that ATP 

binding and hydrolysis have separable fünctions in repression, and perhaps also in partition 

(Davis et al. ,  1996; Davey and Funnell, 1997; Fung, 2000). 

1-2.2 Partition role: The transcriptional regulatory role of ParA is dispensable for 

plasmid stability. Certain point mutations in the parOP region lead to low-level, constitutive 

expression of parA and parB. The resulting protein levels support partition (Davis et al., 1996). 

However, even in the presence of these mutations, ParA is required for PI stability. Therefore 

ParA is directly required for the positioning reaction. 

One class of pnrA mutants is called "propagation-defective", or PD (Youngren and 

Austin, 1997). P 1 plasmids encoding these mutants cm not be established or maintained in a ce11 

unless they are complemented with a copy of the wild-type parA gene, even when autoregulation 

has been bypassed. This is in direct contrast to plasmids canying parA nul1 mutations or other 

point mutations that are established and then slowly lost from a cell population by random 

diffusion (Abeles et al.. 1985; Friedman and Austin, 1988). The dramatic phenotype of the 

propagation-defective parA mutants is only observed in the presence of ParB, indicating that 

ParA interacts with the ParB-pars complex (Youngren and Austin, 1997). Thus it was sugested 

that ParA is involved in partition cornplex pairing and that the mutant ParA proteins formed 

paired complexes that could not be separated. 

Interestingly, propagation-defective parA mutants caused a phenotype very much like 

that observed upon overexpression of pnrB (Funnell, 1988a). A large excess of ParB has a 

strong destabilizing effect on plasmids that contain pars ,  preventing their establishment in E. 
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colL The excess ParB likely binds the plasrnids and other ParB molecules, leading to 

sequestration of large aggregates of ParEl-parS complexes (Funnell, 1988a). Similarly, 

propagation-defective ParA proteins may have a defect in their ability to dissociate or separate 

paired plasmids. 

In vitro, ParA interacts directiy with the P d - p n r S  partition complex (Bouet and Funnell, 

1999). The interaction is absolutely dependent on both ATP and ParB. ATPyS dso supports the 

interaction indicating that ATP hydrolysis is not required. The effect of the interaction varies 

with ParB concentration. At high ParB concentration ParA is recruited to the partition complex, 

whereas at Iow concentration, ParA causes disassembly of the partition complex (Bouet and 

FunneII, 1999). It is tempting to suggest that the latter effect is a result of the role that ParA 

plays in dissociating paired partition complexes. 

ADP does not support a ParA-partition complex interaction, but does allow stable ParA 

binding to pnrOP (Bouet and Funnell, 1999). This interaction is not stable in the presence of 

ATP, however. The data suggest that nucleotide binding by ParA acts as  a molecular switch in 

which ParA-ADP is the repressor form of the protein while ParA-ATP has a direct role in 

partition (Bouet and Funnell, 1999). 

1-3 Pl ParB and the partition complex 

1-3.1 The pars site: pars is the centromere-like site of P 1 and consists of several 

distinct DNA sequences that are specifically bound by either ParB or MF (Davis and Austin, 

1988; Funnell, l988a; Funnell, 1988b; Davis et al., 1990; Funnell, 199 1 ; Funnell and Gagnier, 

1993; Funnell and Gagnier, 1994). The wild-type pars  site is 84 bp long and can be divided into 

three main sections: left, central and right (Fig. 1-2). The right 34 bp region contains a 13 bp 

palindrome with a 3 bp spacer. The significance of this inverted repeat is not clear, however, 

because further deletion analyses narrowed the minimal region down to the leftmost 22 bp of this 
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LEFT CENTRE RTGHT 
h i .  

I 
B1 
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TTTCATTTAATGA 
G 
C 

---+ t 
13 bp palindrome 

minimal pars 

Figure 1-2. The P l  pars site. The purs site is divided into three sections, LEFT, RIGHT and 

CENTRE, as described in the text. The box A and box B sequences are drawn in blue and pink 

boxes, respectively. The inverted arrows below the sequence represent the 13 bp palindrome on 

the right side ofparS (Martin et al, 1987; Davis et al., 1990). The bracket indicates the minimal 

region ofpars  required for partition (in the absence of MF) (Martin et ai, 1991). 



region, indicating that only the left haif of this palindrome was important for function (Martin et 

al., 199 1 ; Funnell and Gagnier, 1994; Hayes and Austin, 1994)- Within this smaller region is an 

inverted repeat of a heptameric sequence, ATTTCAC/A, called the box A sequence (Fig. 1-2). 

The right half of the Iarger palindrome contains an additional copy of this heptameric sequence. 

A second specific sequence, called the box B sequence (TCGCCA), is also present in single copy 

in the right section of parS. The left portion of pars contains a single copy each of the box A 

and the box B sequence and ParB exhibits some specificity for this region when isolated from the 

rest of pars (Davis et al., 1990). 

The left and right regions of pars  flank an MF Gntegration Host Factor) binding site 

(Funnell, 1988b; Davis et al., 1990; Funnell, 1991). MF is a small, architectural protein of E. 

coli with site-specific DNA binding activity. i t  is involved in a number of cellular processes. 

including h site-specific recombination (Friedman, 1988). IHF is a DNA bending protein 

(Robertson ana Nash, 1988; Thompson and Landy, 1988; Rice et al., 1996). MF binds its 

recognition site within pars and creates a large bend in the DNA (Funnell, 199 1). DNA-bending 

by IHF can be partially replaced by intrinsically bent DNA (Hayes and Austin, 1994), arguing 

that the role of IHF is primarily to bend the DNA rather than to mediate protein-protein 

interactions. The IHF-induced bend bnngs the left and right sides of pars  into close proximity 

(Funnell, 199 1 ; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). 

In wild-type E. coli cells, IHF forms part of the partition complex (Funnell, 1988b; 

Funnell, 199 1) and increases ParB7s affinity for parS approximately 10,000-fold (Funnell, 199 1). 

In the presence of IHF, both the right and left sides of parS are occupied simultaneousIy (Funnell 

and Gagnier, 1993), indicating that the bend facilitates simultaneous interactions of ParB with 

both sides of parS. MF is not, however, absolutely required for Pl partition. In its absence, 

ParB binds the right side of parS with higher affinity than the left side, dthough at higher ParB 
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concentrations, both sides of pars become occupied (Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). The right half 

of pars is sufficient for partition (Martin et al., 1987; Funnell, 1991 ; Martin et al., 1991) and 

ParB is able to interact specifically with this portion of the site (Davis et al., 1990). However, 

partition in the absence of the W site or the left side of pars (IHF-independent partition) is 

slightly less efficient because the affinity of ParB for the minimal parS site (i.e. the right side) is 

lower than for the intact site, causing less efficient complex formation (Funnell, 199 1 ; Funnell 

and Gagnier, 1993). 

pars contains four copies of box A and two copies of box B. These sequences are 

arranged non-symmetncally throughout the site and are directly contacted by ParB, as 

deterrnined by DNaseI footprinting and methylation prorection and interference experirnents 

(Davis and Austin, 1988; Davis et al.. 1990; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). In several different 

studies, different regions of pars were mutated to determine which of these boxes is required for 

partition. Plasmids containing these versions of pars were then tested for plasmid stability or for 

incompatibility phenotypes (the latter is the ability to displace another plasmid that is maintained 

with the same par system; see section 1-5). These analyses showed that box A4 was not required 

for partition or incompatibility in the presence or absence of IHF (Funneli and Gagnier, 1994; 

Hzjes and Austin, 1994). Deletion of box A3, on the other hand, showed that it was absolutely 

essential for partition (Martin et al., 1987; Martin et al., 199 1 ; Hayes and Austin, 1994). A 

single point mutation (T to A) in either box A2 or box A3 did not affect partition with or without 

IHF, as determined by incompatibility expenments (Funnell and Gagnier, 1994). But when the 

sarne point mutation was presenr in both box A2 and box A3, the mutant pars was significantly 

reduced in its ability to exert incompatibility (Funnell and Gagnier, 1994). When the entire box 

A3 sequence was changed, the plasmid exerted no incompatibility (Davis et al., 1990). When 

the same changes were inrroduced into box Al,  partition was unaffected (Davis et al., 1990). In 
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fact, in the presence of MF and ParB, the mutated box Al  region was still protected frorn DNase 

1 digestion, indicating that the box A 1 sequence is completely dispensable for partition and for 

organizing the wild-type partition complex (Davis et al., 1990). 

The importance of the box B sequences has also been examined. Deletion of  either box 

B I or  box B2 disrupts partition in the presence of EE (Davis et al., 1990: Hayes and Austin, 

1994). Deleting o r  mutating box B 1 does not, however, interfere with MF-independent partition 

(Martin et al., 1987; Martin et al., 1991; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993), indicating that the left side 

of p a r s  is unimportant in the absence of a bent complex. In contrat,  box B2 is absolutely 

reqiiired for partition in the absence (or presence) of MF (Martin et al., 199 1) and mutations 

within box B2 are particularly destabilizing in MF-independent partition (Martin et al., 199 1; 

Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). 

Therefore, the data indicate that boxes B 1, A2, A3 and B2 are essential for wild-type 

partition complex formation, Le. in the presence of MF. Boxes A l  and A4 appear to be 

redundant in complex formation, although they may stabilize additional protein-DNA 

interactions in vivo (see section 1-3.3-1). In the absence of IHF, the left side of pars ,  i.e. box B 1 

is also dispensable. Therefore the minimal binding site in the absence of MF consists of the box 

A2-A3 inverted repeat and the overlapping box B2 sequence. 

The spacing and helical phasing of the box A and boxB sequences is also critical for MF- 

stimulated partition complex formation (Funnell and Gagnier, 1993; Hayes and Austin, 1994). 

Specific faces of the left and right side of p a r s  must be oriented toward each other to  allow high- 

affinity ParB binding (Funnell and Gagnier, 1993; Hayes and Austin, 1994). Furthemore, if the 

left side of pars  is extended but still correctly oriented with respect to the right a m ,  the resulting 

site does not support partition unless the right sidr is similarly extended (Hayes and Austin, 

1994). The nght side is apparently more flexible than the left side, so that when it is extended by 
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an integral number of helicd turns it can still align itself with the wild-type left side (Hayes and 

Austin, 1994). The additional flexibility of the right arm may be related to the AT-rich region 

adjacent to the IHF binding site (Hayes and Austin, 1994). These observations support a mode1 

in which ParB makes simu1taneous contacts with both sides of parS in the presence of an IHF- 

induced bend. In order for the "cross-bend" interactions to be made and stabiked, the two arrns 

ofpars  and the ParB binding sites within these m s  must be properly aligned. 

1-3.1-1 P l  vs. W par: The P7 prophage encodes a par system that is very similar to that 

of P 1 (see section 1-4.2) (Ludtke et al., 1989). In particular, the pars sites of the two plasmids 

are strikingly similar- P7 pars  contains a a central IHF binding site that is flanked by "box A 

(heptameric) and "box B" (hexameric) sequences. The box A sequences of Pl and P7 differ only 

in the seventh residue of the heptameric sequences (Hayes and Austin, 1993; Hayes er al., 1993) 

and are functionally interchangeable (Hayes and Austin, 1993). The box B sequences are more 

divergent and cannot substitute for one another (Hayes and Austin, 1993). In fact, exchanging 

the box B sequences is sufficient to chanse the specificity of ParB binding. P 1 ParB binds a 

parS site with Pl box B sequences and P7 ParB binds a pars  site with P7 box B sequences 

(Hayes and Austin, 1993). Within the PI box B hexameric sequence, a single dinucleotide (CG) 

is sufficient to maintain P l  ParB specificity (Hayes and Austin, 1993). 

1-3.2 Physical properties of ParB: The ParB polypeptide is 333 amino acids in Iength. 

ParB is very basic, containing 55 lysine + arginine residues. It has a molecular mass of 

approximately 38 kDa, although it migrates with 45 kDa proteins on SDS-polyacrylamide gels. 

Gel filtration analyses suggested a native molecular mass of approximately 140 kDa (Funnell, 

199 l), while sedimentation analyses indicated a smaller size of approximately 60 kDa (Funnell, 

199 1). Since both of these techniques are sensitive to the shape as well as to the size of a 

protein, the sirnplest interpretation was that ParB exists as an asyrnmetric dimer in solution 
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(Funnell, 199 1). This prediction was supported by in vitro cross-linking reactions with 

dithiobis[succinimidyl propionate] (DSP), a 12A cross-linker that reacts primarily with lysines. 

In the presence of DSP, ParB migrated as a dimer-sized smear on denaturing poIyacryIamide 

gels (Funnell, 199 1) -  

Sequence analysis of ParB does not provide any clues regarding the region of ParB 

required for its dimerization activity. Lobocka and Yarmolinsky (1996) isolated a series of point 

mutations within pnrB, and found that certain arnino acid substitutions near the C-terminus of 

ParB disrupted dimerization activity of the mutant proteins in ce11 lysates (Lobocka and 

Yarmolinsky, 1996). As part of my Master's thesis, 1 found that a dimerization activity was 

contained within the C-terminal 59 amino acids of ParB. This region was sufficient to interact 

with a version of ParB Iacking only the first 29 amino acids, in the yeast two-hybrid system (see 

Fig. 1-3; Surtees, 1996). This srnall C-terminal fragment (275-333 ParB) was not, however, able 

to self-associate in this assay. 1 concluded that either the assay was not sufficientIy sensitive to 

detect such interactions, or that a more N-terminal region of ParB was required to mediate seIf- 

association (Surtees, 1996). In this thesis 1 present evidence that there are in fact two self- 

association domains within ParB, one at its C-terminus and a second at its N-terminus (Chapter 

2)- 

1-3.3 ParB's DNA binding activity: Since ParB interacts specifically with both box A 

and box B sequences, it is reasonable to expect that two different regions of ParB are involved in 

the site-specific DNA binding activities. Indeed singIe amino acid substitutions in two different 

regions of ParB have been observed to disrupt its DNA-binding activity (Lobocka and 

Yarmolinsky, 1996). Substitutions in the centre of ParB, on either side of a putative helix-tum- 

hel ix domain (see below), prevent pars binding. Similarly, substitutions within the C-terminus 

of ParB resulted in proteins that were unable to bind pars. Since these C-terminal point mutants 
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PârB Deletions 

NE2  1 1 1 COOH Interaction with 
1 30-333 ParB 

Figure 1-3. Summary of ParB fragment interactions with 30-333 ParB. This is a 

schematic of some of the work fiom my Master's thesis. It is a surnmary of rny yeast 

two-hybnd analysis of ParB-ParB interactions. The ParB fi-agrnents drawn on the left 

were fused to the GAL4 activation domain and were tested for an interaction with 30-333 

ParB fused to the GAL4 DNA binding domain (Surtees, 1996). 



were also unable to dimerize (see section 1-3.2), it was suggested that the defect in self- 

association weakened or eliminated ParB's DNA-binding activity (Lobocka and Yarmolinsky, 

1996). Alternatively, the C-terminus could form part of a second, independent DNA binding 

domain of ParB. 

To identify the region of ParB required for box B binding (and therefore for Pl  pars 

specificity; Hayes and Austin, 1993), Radnedge et al (1996) constmcted a series of PI:P7 hybrid 

ParB proteins. Homologous domains were identified and swapped (Radnedge et al., 1996). The 

resulting proteins were tested for their ability to support either Pl  or P7 pars partition Nt vivo. 

The authors found that when the region corresponding to P 1 ParB residues 28 1-302 was 

exchanged for that of P7 ParB, the species specificity was swapped (Radnedge et al., 1996). 

Since the box B sequence deterrnines this species-specificity (see section 1-32 l), this C-terminal 

region of P 1 ParB is the minimal region of ParB required for P 1 box B binding (Radnedge et cil., 

1996). This region is calIed the "discriminator recognition sequence", or DRS (Radnedge er al., 

1996). It is not clear whether the DRS directly interacts with the box B DNA or is involved in 

prornoting a ParB conformation that aIlows another region of the protein to intcract with the box 

B sequence. 

A putative helix-tum-helix motif was identified by sequence alignment near the centre of 

ParB (Dodd and Egan, 1990) (Fig. 1-4). Secondary structure predictions by PHD (Rost and 

Sander, 1993; Rost and Sander, 1994) support this prediction (see Chapter 4). The helix-turn- 

helix (HTH) structure was the first DNA-recognition motif to be discovered. The first structures 

were of the Cro repressor, the E. coZi CAP protein and the DNA-binding domain of the h 

repressor. The conserved recognition motif for these proteins consisted of an a-helix, followed 

by a short turn and then a second a-helix. It is important to note, however, that regions of the 

protein outside the HTH often have significant roles in DNA recognition. For instance, the 
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P l  ParB 

- sufficient to interact 
with 30-3 33 ParB 

Figure 1-4. Putative domains of Pl ParB. The orange boxes indicate conserved regions of 

f a f i  (Williams and Thomas, 1992; Lobocka and Yarmolinslq, 1996; Hanai et al, 1996). The 

blue HTH box indicates a putative helk-tum-helix domain that has been predicted by sequence 

alignment @odd and Egan, 1990). The pink DRS box represents the "discriminator recognition 

sequence", involved in box B recognition (Radnedge et al, 1996). The brackets above ParB 

indicate regions in which mutations affecting dimerization andor DNA-binding activities of 

ParB were mapped Gobocka and Ymolinsiq, 1996). The blue box below ParB indicates a 

region (residues 275-333) that is able to interact with 30-333 ParB in the yeast two-hybrid 

system (Surtees, 1996). 



extended N-terminai ami of the k repressor makes essentiai contacts with the major groove and 

wraps around the operator site (Pabo and Sauer, 1992)- 

Co-crystals of typical HTH proteins bound to their DNA sites have revealed common 

feanires (reviewed in (Pabo and Sauer, 1992). First, dimeric HTH proteins bind DNA sites 

containing inverted repeats. Each monomer binds a half site. Second, one helix of the HTH 

domain makes contacts with the major groove. Since boxes A2 and A3 on the right side of pars 

form an almost perfect inverted repeat, it has been proposed that the ParB putative HTH directly 

contacts this repeat in parS. 

1-3.3.1 Gene silencing: In contrat to its activity in partition, which stabilizes plasmids 

with pars, ParB binding can destabilize certain pars-containing plasmids, depending on the 

location of pars  on the plasmid (Lobocka and Ymolinsky. 1996; Rodionov et al., 1999). 

Destabilization occurs as a result of ParB-dependent gene silencing, i.e. repression of genes 

linked to pars  (Rodionov et al., 1999). In vivo chromatin irnmunoprecipitation experiments 

suggested a mechanism for silencing (Rodionov et al., 1999). In these experiments, ParB bound 

DNA up to several kilobases away from pars. The results therefore indicate that ParB 

polymerizes along the DNA, in either direction away from its nucleation site, pa r s  (Rodionov et 

al., 1999). The extent of ParB polymerization was reduced in the absence of IHF (Rodionov et 

al., 1999), indicating less efficient complex formation. Extensive ParB polymerization is 

presumably mediated by protein-protein (dimer-dimer) interactions and largely non-specific 

protein-DNA interactions. The biological relevance of ParB gene silencing is not clear, but these 

observations support a mode1 in which ParB and IHF binding to parS stimulates the formation of 

a substantial nucleoprotein complex (see Chapter 3). 

Additional evidence supporting the formation of a large nucleoprotein structure is 

provided by irnrnuno-localization of ParB in fixed bacterial cells (Erdmann et al., 1999) (see 
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section 1-6.1). Immunofluorescence microscopy revealed the pars-dependent formation of large, 

bright ParB foci. These experiments indicate that the majonty of ParB in the ce:l (approximately 

7000 dirners (Funnell, 199 1 ; Funnell and Gagnier, 1994) converges into only a few foci 

(Erdmann et al., 1999), implying large nucleoprotein structures. 

1-3.4 ParB homologues: Partition operons analogous to that of P 1 have been identified 

in a large number of plasmids as well as in the chromosomes of many bactend species (Gerdes 

et al., 2000) (see sections Dl-2.2 and III-2.3). Al1 of these systems encode a ParB-like protein 

that, where studied, binds a specific DNA site. However, the sequences of these proteins are of 

limited similanty and are best compared within closely related groups (e-g. sop/par, section 1-4) 

(Motallebi-Veshareh et al., 1990; WiiIiams and Thomas, 1992; Hanai et al.. 1996; Gerdes et al., 

2000). ParB-like proteins do share two regions of reasonable conservation. The fîrst extends 

from about residues 168-205 (Pl ParB numbering), and a helix-turn-helix motif is predicted in at 

least several of these proteins (Dodd and Egan, 1990; Hanai et al., 1996; Lobocka and 

Yarmolinsky, 1996). A second region of similarity lies between ParB residues 78 and 136, 

particularly from residues 93-97 and frorn residues 102-1 12 (Motallebi-Veshareh et al., 1990; 

Williams and Thomas, 1992; Hanai et al., 1996; Lobocka and Yarrnolinsky, 1996). No 

functional role for these "motifs" has been identified. There is little or no conservation in the C- 

terminal hatf of Par8 homologues (Hanai et al., 1996). 

The chromosome-encoded ParB-like proteins exhibit more similarity with each other than 

with the plasmid-encoded proteins. Nonetheless, there is some similarity between the 

chromosomal proteins and P 1 ParB in the central regions of these proteins, the region that 

contains a putative HTH motif (sections IIt-2.2 and III-2.3) (Mohl and Gober, 1997). 



1-4 Other plasmid partition systems 

The numerous partition systems encoded by other plasmids are analogous, although not 

always homologous, to the Pl partition system (Figure 1-5). There are two major families of 

partition systerns, the sop/pnr family and the IncFIi farnily. Plasmids in both families encode a 

cis-acting site and a protein that binds that site- Typically, a protein with putative ATPase 

activity is also involved, although the role of ATP binding and hydrolysis is not clear. 

1-4.1 F: The partition system of F is calIed sop (Stability of plasmid) and is related to the 

Pl par system. It encodes two proteins, SopA and SopB, that are similar in sequence to ParA 

and ParB, respectively, The cis-acting site is called sopC and is located downstream of sopB. 

sopC is very different in sequence from pars and consists of 12 tandem direct repeats of a 43 bp 

sequence (Mon et al., 1986; Motallebi-Veshareh et al., 1990; Williams and Thomas, 1992). 

Each sequence contains a short inverted repeat to which SopB binds (Hayakawa et al-, 1985; 

Mon et al., 1986; Mori et al,, 1989). The SopB-sopC complexes form a nucIeoprotein structure 

that is analogous to the Pl partition complex and is presumabIy the substrate for plasmid 

localization. Unlike P 1 however, no host factor is thought to be involved in partition complex 

formation. 

Like Pl ParA, SopA has ATPase activity that is stimulated by SopB (Watanabe et al., 

1992). SopA binds the sop promoter region and regdates transcription from the operon (Mori et 

al,, 1989; Hirano et al., 1998). In vitro, SopB stimulates the interaction between SopA and the 

prornoter, indicating that SopB also pIays a role in sop gene regulation (Mon et al., 1989; Biek 

and Strings, 1995). The stimulation of SopA activity by SopB suggested that the two proteins 

interact. Subsequently SopA and SopB have been shown to interact directly (Hirano et al., 1998; 

Kim and Shim, 1999). 



parA parB pars 
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Figure 1-5. Partition operons of several different plasmids. The orange mows indicate the 

genes encoding the ParA homologues (the ATPase protein) and the blue arrows indicate the 

genes encoding the ParB homologues (the centromere-binding protein). There is limited 

homology among these Par proteins. The cis-acting sites are represented by the blue boxes and 

are very different. P denotes the promoter region. The scale is indicated above the maps in 

kilobases. The maps are derived ftom several sources (Abeles et al, 1985; Ludtke et al, 1989, 

Mon et al, 1986; Gerdes et al, 1986; Youngren et al, 2000). 



Both Pl  ParB (section 1-3.3.3) and F SopB are able to silence, or repress, genes that are on either 

side of their DNA sites (pars or sopC, respectively) (Lynch and Wang, 1995; Lobocka and 

Yarrnolinsky, 1996; Kim and Wang, 1999; Rodionov et al., 1999). In both cases, the silencing 

c m  extend up to several kilobases. Furthemore, genes silenced by SopB are apparently 

inaccessible to dam methyIase and DNA gyrase (Lynch and Wang, 1995). Two models have 

been proposed to explain the silencing effects. In the first, binding the cis-acting site recruits 

more protein to the DNA, resulting in a large complex that occludes RNA polymerase (see 

section 1-3.3.1) (Rodionov et al., 1999). The second model suzgests that the protein-DNA 

complex is Iocalized to a specific region in the ce11 and is therefore sequestered from the 

transcriptional machinery (Kim and Wang, 1999). The data for Pl support the first model. ParB 

has been shown, by chromatin immunoprecipitation assays, to directly interact with DNA up to 

10 kb away from pars (Rodionov et al., 1999). 

SopB binding to sopC reduces the negative superhelicity (Le. increases the linking 

number) of the DNA, indicating that the DNA is wrapped around the protein core (Biek and Shi, 

1994; Lynch and Wmg. 1994; Biek and Strings, 1995). Increased SopB expression results in 

increased linking numbers, even in the presence of a single copy of the 43 bp sopC repeat (Biek 

and Shi. 1994; Lynch and Wang, 1994; Biek and Strings, 1995). This suggests that SopB bound 

to its site can recruit other SopB moIecules and promotes wrapping of the adjacent non-specific 

DNA, resulting in a large partition complex (Biek and Shi, 1994; Lynch and Wang, 1994; Biek 

and Strings, 1995). On the other hand, the N-terminal 82 residues of F SopB fused to a 

heterologous DNA-binding domain were sufficient to promote gene silencing in DNA adjacent 

to the specific site recognized by the heterologous protein (Kim and Wang, 1999). The authors 

found that these N-terminal residues were also sufficient to localize SopB within the cell (see 

section 1-62) (Kim and Wang, 1998), suggesting that these residues direct the protein-DNA 
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complex to a specific cellular location. However, there have been conflicting reports of SopB 

localization (see section 1-6.2) (Hirano et al., 1998; Kim and Wang, 1998) and the nature of 

silencing remains to be elucidated, 

1-4.2 Pi: The P7 prophage partition system is very similar to the Pl system. The 

organization of the par operon is virtually identical and the Par proteins are highly homologous. 

Despite the similarities, however, the P 1 and P7 par components are not interchangeable, and 

each system is specific for its own site. This system has been useful for defining the functional 

requirements within Pl par through swapping experiments (see section 1-3.2.1). 

1-4.3 p-MT1: Recently, the pMTl vinilence plasmid of Y. pestis h a  been found to 

encode a partition system that is very similar to that of P? (and, slightly less so, but still similar 

to that of P 1) (Hu et al., 1998; Youngren et al., 2000). The operons are organized the sarne way, 

including the presence of a parS site downstream of the parB gene. pMT 1 pars contains 

heptameric box A and hexameric box B sequences, although the box B sequences of pMT1 are 

different than those of P 1 and of P7 (Youngren et al., 2000). Interestingly, the pMT 1 par locus 

is fully functional in E. coli and does not compete with either the P 1 or P7 plasmid (Youngren et 

al., 2000). The pMT1 plasmid from Y. pestis must be able to interact with whatever E. coli host 

factors are involved in partition. 

1-4.4 RI: The R1 plasmid is a member of a different plasmid family, called IncFII, that 

also inchdes NRI (R100). The organization of the Incm partition systems is superficially like 

those of the parlsop partition systems, but there is very Iittle sequence homology (Williams and 

Thomas, 1992). The par region of R 1 consists of a cis-acting site, parc, located upstream of the 

parM and parR genes that encode the two trans-acting factors (Fig. 1-5) (Dam and Gerdes, 

1994). The parC site is the centromere-iike site of R 1 and also contains the operon promoter 

(Jensen et al., 1994; Breuner et al., 1996). ParR binds to parC and autoregulates transcription of 
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both parR and parM (Jensen et al., 1994). This protein-DNA complex also serves as the 

centromere-like cornplex that is the substrate for partition (Dam and Gerdes, 1994). R1 is the 

only system for which plasmid pairing h a .  been demonstrated in virro (Jensen et al., 1998). The 

plasmids pair via the ParR-parc partition cornplex (Jensen et al., 1998). ParM has ATPase 

activity and interacts directly with the Pa&-parc complex (Jensen and Gerdes, 1997), 

stimulating R1 plasmid pairing (Jensen et al., 1998). The stimulatory effect of ParM on pairing 

requires ATP hydrolysis (Jensen et al-, 1998). 

1-5 Partition models 

The mechanism of plasmid partition is not understood, but it is essentially a positioning 

reaction. Sister plasmids must be properly positioned within the ce11 to allow septum formation 

and ce11 division to occur between them. Any rnodel to explain plasmid partition must also 

explain the phenornenon of incompatibility, i.e. the inability of two different plasmids to be 

stably maintained in the same cell. Two types of incompatibility exist, the first mediated by the 

plasmid replication system and the second by the plasmid partition system. RepIication- 

mediated incompatibility occurs because templates for replication are randomly selected from a 

pool of replicons. If two different plasmids have the same replicon, random replication from the 

mixed pool c m  lead to a discrepancy in the relative copy nurnber of the two plasmids, eventualiy 

leading to loss of one or the other from a ce11 line (Austin and Nordstrom, 1990). In partition- 

mediated incompatibility, two different plasmids with the sarne partition region cannot be 

maintained in the sarne cell. In P 1, the partition incompatibility region is pars (Abeles et al., 

1985; Martin et al., 1987). 

Two general partition models can account for partition-mediated incompatibility (Figure 

1-6). In the firsr model, replicated plasmids bind a pair of unique, limiting host receptors, with 

one receptor on either side of the cell. Once a plasmid has bound one receptor, the other has to 
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bind the second receptor. Therefore different plasmids with the same partition site have to 

compete for a limited number of receptors, leading to incompatibility and the eventual loss of 

one plasmid type. Plasmids with different incompatibility determinants (centromere-like sites) 

would bind different receptors and would both be maintained (Fig. MA).  This model requires 

unique receptors for every possible plasmid (Austin and Nordstrom, 1990; Williams and 

Thomas, 1992), which has made it less intuitively appealing. It had been suggested that the 

bacterial chromosome might act as the receptor, with different plasmids binding different 

chromosomal regions. However both P 1 and F plasmids are able to segregate into anucleate 

cells generated by mukB nul1 mutations (Ezaki et al., 199 1 ; Funnell and Gagnier, 1995). MukB 

is an E. coli protein that is important in chromosome structure and segregation (see section ItI- 

4.1). The fact that F and P 1 are faithfully partitioned into anucleate m~tkB cells indicates that 

they need neither the chromosome nor the MukB protein for maintenance. 

The second mode1 postdates that plasmids with the same partition site pair via these sites 

(Figure I-4B). The paired plasmids then position themselves in the cell, by attachment to some 

cellular component, such that the septum forms between the plasmids at ce11 division. Different 

plasmids with the same partition sites would be mis-paired, leading to random distribution and 

plasmid loss. In this model host factors are invoked but need not be specific to a particular 

plasmid (Austin and Abeles, l983b; Nordstrom and Austin, 1989; Austin and Nordstrom, 1990; 

Williams and Thomas, 1993). 

Recently, a number of different groups have directly visualized plasmids andor partition 

proteins in living and fixed bacterial cells (see section 1-6) (Gordon er a!., 1997; Niki and Hiraga, 

1997; Kim and Wang, 1998; Erdmann et al., 1999; Jensen and Gerdes, 1999). in general, these 

studies support a partition model in which the newly replicated plasmids are initially paired. The 

sister plasmids are then rapidly separated and specifically positioned within the cell. 
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A. Limiting site / B. Plasmid Pairing 

O plasmid partition site specinc host receptor 1 
Figure 1-6. Models for P l  plasmid partition. Two alternative models to explain partition- 

mediated incompatibility. A. Limiting sites. Plasmids bind specific, unique host receptors in 

opposite sides of the ce11 via the partition complexes. B. Plasmid pairing. Plasmids pair via 

the partition complexes. The sister plasmids are then separated and positioned on opposite sites 

of the cell. The pink circles represent the plasmid, the blue boxes represent partition complexes 

and the red lines indicate unique host receptors. 



1-6 Plasmid localization 

Recent advances in ce11 biology have made it possible to visuaiize molecules within 

bacterial cells (e.g. (Gordon et al., 1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1997; Kim and Wang, 1998). 

Different techniques have been used to track both plasmid and protein molecuIes (see also 

section ID-1.1). To position DNA within the cell, the lncO/LacI-GFP system has been used by 

several groups ( e g  (Gordon et al.. 1997). Tandem repeats of the lac operator ( l a d )  are 

inserted into the DNA molecule of interest. Then a LacI-GFP protein fusion is expressed in cells 

canying the lac0 insertion. Lad-GFP binds the operator sequences so that the position of the 

DNA corresponds to the position of the GFP moiety. Fluorescent in sirri hybridization (FISH) 

has also been used to localize DNA molecules. Fluorescently-labeled probes corresponding to 

different DNA sites are hybridized to the plasmid and visualized in fixed cells (e-g. (Niki and 

Hiraga. 1997). Finally, immunofluorescence microscopy has been used to position proteins 

within a cell. Fluorescent secondary antibodies mark the location of specific proteins within 

fixed cells (e.g. (Erdrnann et ni., 1999). 

1-6.1 Pl: The intracellular localization of P 1 was determined using the 1acOLacI-GFF' 

system (Gordon et al., 1997). In newbom cells, P 1 localizes to midcell. Following replication 

the plasmids rapidly migrate to the and VI positions, relative to ce11 length, where they rernain 

tethered until the completion of ce11 division. Once the ce11 has divided, these positions become 

the midcell of the dauphter cells. Even in srnall (Le. young) cells, two separated foci were often 

observed, irnplying that the plasmids separated early in the ce11 cycle, well before ce11 division. 

The localization of P 1 ParA and ParB in E. coli has also been examined by 

immunofluorescence microscopy of the endogenous levels of the proteins (Erdmann et al., 

1999). ParB foms discrete foci, pnmarily located close to the ?4 and 34 positions of the cell. 

This correlates well with the observed position of the plasmid (Gordon et al., 1997). In the 
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absence of pars, discrete ParEl foci are not observed. Instead, ParB is dispersed throughout the 

cell, indicating that pars recruits ParB to forrn foci- This aiso strongly suggests that ParB foci 

and P 1 plasmids CO-localize. 

The formation of ParB foci is dependent on pars, but independent of ParA, However, the 

proper localization of the ParB-pars complexes (partition complexes) within the ce11 requires 

ParA. In the absence of ParA, ParB foci form, but are not properly positloned at the '/s and 34 

sites. In dl cells, the foci were found in the centre or ends of the celis, corresponding to regions 

not occupied by the nucleoid, Therefore at Ieast one of ParA's functions is to direct the partition 

complexes to their proper cellular positions. ParA may be required to separate paired partition 

complexes (see above), and/or to tether the complexes, and therefore the plasmids, to some 

cellular component at the % and 34 positions. Preliminary experirnents indicate that ParA ATP- 

binding andor hydrolysis activity is required for correct localization of the ParB-pars complexes 

(N. Erdmann, E. Fung and B.E. FunneII, unpublished data). 

ParA was dispersed throughout the ce11 in the presence of pars and/or ParB, as 

detemined by immunofluorescence microscopy (Erdmann et al., 1999). 

1-6.2 F: The intracellular Iocalization of the F plasrnid has also been established using 

the ZacOLacI-GFP system (Gordon et al., 1997) and also by fluorescent i n  sitri hybridization 

(FISH) (Niki and Hiraga, 1997). The position of F in E. coli is very similar to that of Pl .  F is 

localized at rnidcell in newborn cells and, following replication, is rapidIy rnoved to the L/4 and % 

positions of the cell. The plasmid foci remain at these positions until after ce11 division, when 

the cycle repeats itself. 

Different groups have reported sirnilar patterns of F plasmid localization (Gordon et al., 

1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1997). The localization of F SopB h a .  been more contentious. In one 

study, SopA and SopB, each fused to the Tir-Tag, were Iocalized by immunofluorescence 
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microscopy (Hirano et al., 1998). Both proteins fomed foci in the presence of sopC. In the 

absence of sopC, but in the presence of both SopA and SopB, both proteins were dispersed 

throughout the cell. Differences were observed, however, when each protein was expressed 

alone. SopA Iocalized exclusively to the nucleoid and SopB was distributed in the cytosolic 

spaces. Therefore the formation of SopA and SopB foci is dependent on the presence of the cis- 

acting DNA site and each protein affected the localization of the other. The dependence of SopB 

on sopC for foci formation is consistent with the results obtained using P 1 ParB (Erdrnann et al., 

1999) in which ParB foci did not forrn in the absence of pars (see section 1-6.1). Perhaps as a 

consequence of overexpression (see below), several protein foci (4- 10) were observed in cells 

and therefore the SopA-SopB-sopC foci were not exclusively at the cell and 3/4 positions. 

Nonetheless, the protein foci were not localized to the ceII poles, consistent with F plasmid 

locaiization. 

In contrast, Kim and Wang (1998) found that SopB-GFP localized dose to the ce11 poles. 

independent of both sopC and of SopA. Deletion analysis of SopB indicated that a region near 

the N-terminus of SopB was sufficient to effect this cellular localization. The authors suggested 

that SopB localized to these positions to keep the F plasmid pairs apart while the septum forms. 

In both these studies (Hirano et al., 1998; Kim and Wang, 1998) the proteins were 

overexpressed. Therefore. the physiologically relevant localization could have been masked in 

one or both of these studies. T7-tagged SopB was shown to be functional for partition (Hirano et 

al., 1998) but while SopB-GFP was able to mediate gene silencing, it was not tested for function 

in partition (Kim and Wang, 1998). Therefore SopB-GFP may be deficient in some aspect of 

partition, and its localization may be aberrant. It is also possible that the fraction of SopB-GFP 

bound and localized to sopC is not visible over the background of overexpressed SopB-GFP in 

the cell. 



1-6.3 RI: The intracellular localization of R1 was examined using the lacO/LacI-GFP 

system (Jensen and Gerdes, 1999). In cells containing one focus, it was found either at midceil 

or near one pole. In cells with two foci, they were most often found at opposite poles of the cell. 

In a few cases two foci were observed close to each other at midcell or in intermediate positions. 

In these cases, the locations of plasmids were symmetrical with respect to mid-ceII. suggesting 

the plasmids were en route from midceIl to the ce11 poles following replication. The fact that few 

such intermediates were observed suggests that the plasmids rapidly migrate away from each 

other and toward the poles. 

The Iocalization of ParM (the ATPase) was determined using immunofluorescence 

microscopy and a ParM-GFP fusion protein (Jensen and Gerdes, 1999). In both cases, newborn 

cells had two ParM foci, one at either pole. As the cells grew, an  additional ParM focus formed 

at midcell and was then duplicated. As the cells continued to grow, the two new foci migrated 

apart and the septum formed between them resulting in newbom ce1Is with two polar foci. This 

pattern of localization was independent of any other components of R 1. 

The ParM foci CO-localized with the R 1 plasmid (Jensen and Gerdes, 1999). ParM does 

not interact directly with the plasmid partition site, parc, but does interact with ParR that is 

bound to pa rc  (Jensen et al., 1998) and in this way might tether the plasmid to the polar region. 

In general. there were more ParM foci than plasmid foci. suggesting that the additional protein 

foci may prepare for plasmid segregation in the next ce11 cycle. The authors (Jensen and Gerdes, 

1999) proposed the following model. Following replication, the pIasmids pair via sopC (Jensen 

et al., 1998) at midcell. They are then separated and are somehow actively moved to opposite 

poles, essentially being passed from a central ParM focus to a polar ParM focus. 

Localization of R1 is different from that of either P l  or F. The two latter plasmids are 

both localized to the ce11 !A and % positions (Gordon et al., 1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1997), 
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whereas RI is localized to the ce11 poles (Jensen and Gerdes, 1999). Localization of Rl and the 

ParM protein is more sirnilar to that of chromosomal oriC regions (Gordon er al., 1997; Webb et 

al,, 1997; Hiraga et al., 1998; Niki and Hiraga, 1998; Niki et al-, 2000) and chromosomal 

partition proteins such as B. sttbtilis SpoOJ and C. crescentzts ParB (Glaser et al., 1997; Lin et 

al., 1997; Mohl and Gober, 1997) (see sections Et-1.1 and III-2). 

1-7 Importance of the ce11 !A and 3h positions 

Both P l  and F are localized to the 54 and % positions of the E. coZi ce11 (Gordon et al., 

1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1997) (Figure 1-7). How are these plamids tethered to these locations? 

What cellular component(s) are involved? Despite many investigations (e.g. (Ezaki et al., 199 1 ; 

Funnell and Gagnier, 1995; Xu, 1995; Surtees, 1996; Erdmann, 1998), no E. coli proteins other 

than MF (Funnell, 1988b) have been found that directly affect plasmid partition. However, one 

possible mechanism for plasmid localization is interaction with the replication machinery. 

PolC, the catdytic subunit of DNA polyrnerase in B. subtilis, has been visualized (Lemon 

and Grossman, 1998). PolC-GFP Iocalized to discrete positions in the cell, primarily at or near 

rnidcell, rather than being randomly distributed throughout the ce11 as might be expected if the 

polymerase moved dong the DNA strands. These observations indicate that PolC is anchored in 

the centre of the ceIl and the DNA template moves through a stationary replication factory. 

Recently, E. coli SeqA was localized to the !A and 34 positions of E. coli (Hiraga et al., 1998). 

SeqA regulates initiation of DNA repIication by sequestering hemi-methylated, or newly 

replicated, DNA (Lu et al., 1994; Slater et al., 1995; Bahloul et al., 1996; Boye et al., 1996) and 

its position may indicate the location of a stationary replisome in E. coli, If the replisome is in a 

fixed position, it would be an attractive target for components of plasmid partition systems (Fig. 

1 -7). 



host factor(s) f 

Figure 1-7. Mode1 of the P l  partition cycle. In new-bom cells, Pl is positioned at mid-cell, 

then replicated. ParB and IHF bindparS to form the partition complexes. The complexes pair, 

presumably at mid-cell, and set up dïrectionality of separation. ParA-ATP interacts with the 

paired plasmids and somehow initiates separation andor positioning. The separated plasmids 

are specifically positioned at the ce11 quater positions prior tu ce11 division. The pink circles 

represent plasmids, the blue boxes representpars, the purple ovals and yellow circles represent 

ParB and IHF, respectively. The orange oval represents ParA-ATP dimers and the red box 

represents host factor(s). The mode1 is described in more detail in the text. 
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II. Additional factors in plasmid stability 

I I4  Plasrnid copy number contro1 

Plasrnid maintenance within a bacterial population must be balanced with any selective 

disadvantage the plasmid may impose upon the celL Small plasmids make few metabolic 

demands of the ce11 and therefore can be maintained at high copy number- These plasmids are 

randomly distributed at ce11 divisior?. Consequently efficient control of the copy number of such 

plasmids is cmcial in order to avoid a high frequency of plasmid loss. 

The Pl prophage is very large, about 90 kb, and is maintained at a very low copy number, 

which would presumably minimize the metabolic burden on the ce11 (Prentki et al., 1977). 

However, there must be two copies of the plasmid prior to ce11 division in order that both 

daughter cells receive one copy. Therefore tight regulation of P 1 copy number is essential for 

both plasmid maintenance and optirnai ce11 growth. Such regulation is established by two 

mechanisms: control of plasmid replication initiation and site-specific recombination to resolve 

plasmid multimers following repl ication. 

11-1.1 Replication control: RepA is the replication initiator protein encoded by Pl 

(Abeles, 1986). The replication region of P 1 contains a "copy-number control" locus, incA, 

which consists of nine repeats of a DNA sequence that is specifically recognized by RepA (Pal et 

al., 1986). Five copies of these "iterons" are found within the plasmid origin, oriR (Chattoraj et 

al., 1985; Abeles, 1986). RepA binding to both regions mediates interactions between incA and 

oril?, through RepA protein-protein interactions (Pal and Chattoraj, 1988). Such DNA looping 

h a  been observed by electron microscopy (Chattoraj et al., 1988; Pal and Chattoraj, 1988). 

These interactions, called handcuffing, inhibit DNA replication, probably by steric hindrance 

(Pal and Chattoraj, 1988). As the copy number is increased by replication, the number of sites 



available for RepA to bind also increases. This increases the number of possible "handcuffing" 

interactions, thereby inhibiting further replication. 

11-1.2 Multirner resolution: Homologous recombination c m  occur between sister 

plasmids, resulting in oligomeric plasmids. Plasmid multimerization reduces the number of 

segregating plasmid units in a ce11 and leads to plasmid loss. This is a particular concern for 

plasmids such as Pl ,  whose copy number is already very low. To alleviate this problem. several 

plasmids use site-specific recornbination. In some cases, the plasmid encodes its own site- 

specific recombination systems. The Cre-loxP system, used extensivety to promote site-specific 

recombination in eukaryotic molecular biology, is the Pl system whose primary function is to 

aid plasmid stability. P l  encodes the Cre recombinase that mediates site-specific recombination 

between two 1oxP sites, each 34  bp in length (Austin et al., 198 1). Other plasmids use host 

recombinases to effect resolution. One example of this is the ColEl plasmid that directs the E. 

coli XerC and XerD proteins to its recornbination site, cer (Colloms er al., 1990; Clerget, 199 1; 

Blakely et al., 1993)- 

11-2 Post-segregational killing 

One way used by a variety of plasmids to ensure their survival within a bacterial 

population is to eiiminate any cells that have lost the plasmid. To do this, many plasrnids encode 

post-segregational killing systems, also called plasmid-addiction systems. In these systems, the 

plasmid encodes a poison and an antidote to the poison. The poison is very stable, whereas the 

antidote is rapidly degraded. Therefore once a ce11 loses the plasmid, the poison remains but the 

antidote does not and the ce11 is killed. The killing system of Pl consists of two proteins: Doc 

(beath on -ring), the toxin, and Phd Qrevent b s t  a a t h ) ,  the antidote (Lehnherr et al., 1993). 

Doc is a stable protein that is resistant to proteolysis, while Phd is efficiently degraded by the 

ClpXP-protease system (Lehnherr and Ymolinsky,  1995). Therefore continual expression of 
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Phd is required to prevent toxicity by Doc (Lehnherr and Yarmolinsky, 1995). The cellular 

target of Doc is unknown. Phd has been shown to interact directly with Doc to form a 

heterotrimeric complex (P2D) that is thought to inhibit the toxic activity of Doc (Gazit and Sauer, 

1999)- 

Killing systems have also been identified in other plasmids. The F plasrnid encodes the 

ccd system in which CcdB is the toxic protein and CcdA is the antidote protein (Hiraga et al., 

1986). CcdB targets gyrase and causes doubIe strand breaks in the chromosome (Bernard and 

Couturier, 1992). CcdA binds directly to CcdB to inactivate it (Maki et al., 1992). The R 1 

plasrnid encodes an RNA kiIIing system. The toxin is the hok mRNA and the antidote (Sok) is a 

small antisense RNA that prevents translation of the hok mRNA (Gerdes et al., 1986; Gerdes et 

al., 1990). The hok mRNA encodes two reading frarnes, hok (host killing) and rnok (modulation 

of killing) that are translationdly coupled (Thisted and Gerdes, 1992). The Hok protein kills 

cells by damaging the ceII membrane (Gerdes et al., 1986). Sok-RNA represses hok translation 

indirectly through rnok by binding the rnok translational initiation region (Thisted et al., 1994). 

Chromosomal homolopes of the killer, or addiction, modules have also been described 

(Masuda et al., 1993). The m a Z F  operon of E. coli (Metzger et al., 1988), also called chpA 

(Masuda et al., 1993), is one such system. MazE is a labile protein that is depraded by  the 

ClpPA serine protease and protects the ce11 from the effects of MazF, the stable toxin (Aizenman 

el al., 1996). Expression of mnzE and m a 3  is controlled by the cellular levels of ppGpp, which 

increase under conditions of nutritional stress. Increasing ppGpp inhibits m a Z F  gene 

expression (Aizenman et al., 1996). The labile MazE is thus degraded and not replaced, leaving 

the stable MazF protein to kill the cell. It has been speculated that the mnzEF operon mediates 

programmed bacterial ce11 death upon starvation (Aizenman et al., 1996). 



III. Bacterial Chromosome Segregation 

The mechanism of chromosome segregation in bacteria is not well understood- 

Interestingly, homologues of plasmid partition systems have been detected in a number of 

different bacterial chromosomes, although not in the chromosome of E. coli, and several are 

involved in chromosome segregation (see section III-2) (Ireton et al., 1994; Mohl and Gober, 

1997; Webb et al., 1997; Gerdes et al., 2000). 

111-1 Chromosome positioning 

Less than 0.03% of E- coli cells are anucleate (Hiraga et al., 1989), but how is the 

stability of the chromosome maintained? Is there a bacterid mitotic apparatus? In early reports, 

stained chromosomes were visuaiized to track their movement. Rapid movement of the stained 

chromosomes from mid-ce11 to the Vi and % positions of the ce11 was initially interpreted as 

evidence for active segregation, presumably via a mitotic-like mechanism (Donachie and Begg, 

1989; Hiraga et al., 1990). However, this conclusion was based on measuring movement of the 

nucleoid centre. Later, similar experiments were perforrned and rnovement of the nucleoid was 

measured with respect to the nucleoid borders. The latter measurements implied that the 

chromosomes moved slowly and continuously toward the ceII poles throughout the ce11 cycle 

(vanHelvoort and Woldnngh, 1994) and therefore that chromosome segregation was a passive 

process dependent on ceII growth. 

111-1.1 Chromosome localization: 1s chromosomal segregation active or passive? This 

question has been answered by recent advances in ce11 biology allowing visualization of bacterial 

chromosomes and proteins in fixed andor live bacteriai cells (Glaser et al., 1997; Gordon et al., 

1997; Lin et al,, 1997; Mohl and Gober, 1997; Webb et al., 1997; Hiraga et al., 1998; Lin and 

Grossman, 1998; Niki and Hiraga, 1998; Webb et al., 1998; Marston and Emngton, 1999; Quise1 

et al., 1999; Niki et al., 2000). In these studies, chromosomes were specifically oriented and 
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rapidly segregated toward opposite ceIl poles, strongly supporting an active mechanism of 

chromosome segregation in bacteria. 

Specific regions of the chromosome in E. coli and B. srrbtilis were visualized directly in 

one of three ways. First, tandem copies of the lac operator of E- coli were integrated into 

specific regions of the chromosome and GFP-Lac1 fusion proteins were expressed in these cells 

(Gordon et al., 1997; Webb et al., 1997; et al., 1998). Second, fluorescently labeled 

probes corresponding to different chromosomal loci were hybridized with the chromosome in 

fixed cells (FISH) (Niki and Hiraga, 1998). Finally, different regions of the B. subrilis 

chromosome were labeled with the nucleotide analogue BrdU (5-bromodeoxyuridine) and a- 

BrdU antibodies were visualized with fluorescent secondary antibodies (Lewis and Errington, 

1997). 

The chromosomes of E- coli and B. subtilis showed very similar localization patterns 

within the cell. In both bacteria, the replication origin region (oriC) was polarly localized 

(Gordon et al., 1997; Webb et al., 1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1998; Webb et al-, 1998; Niki et al., 

2000). After replication of the region, one oriC moved to the opposite ce11 pole. Time Iapse 

microscopy of this movement in B. subtilis indicated that the oriC regions moved apart very 

rapidly, with a maximum velocity of > 0.27 pm per minute in an 1 1 minute burst in cells with a 

doubling time of over 100 minutes and an average ce11 length of approximately 2 Pm. For the 

sake of cornparison, the growth rate of the cells was approximately 0.0 1 1-0.025 pm per minute 

(Webb et al., 1998). in contrast, the terminus region of the chromosome (lm-) was generally 

localized at mid-ce11 (Gordon et al.. 1997: Webb et al., 1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1998: Webb er 

al., 1998; Niki et al., 2000). Prior to ce11 division. the duplicated termini separated and the 

septum fonned between them (Gordon et al., 1997; Webb et al., 1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1998; 

Webb et al., 1998). Even very young (Le. short) cells had duplicated oriC regions at opposite 
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poles of the ce11 (Gordon et al,, 1997; Webb et al,, 1997; Niki and Hiraga, 1998; Webb et al., 

1998; Niki et al., 2000). In these cells- replication of the chromosome was not complete. 

Therefore bipolar migration of oriC regions occurred during ongoing replication. 

Ili-2 Chromosome partition systems 

The specific orientation of the chromosome throughout the ce11 cycle implies a 

mechanism that organizes the chromosome and ensures that it is localized, i-e. a partition system. 

Recently, homologues of Pl pnrA and pari? have been identified in the chromosome of a number 

of different bacteria, including Pseudomonas putida, B. srrbtilis, Carrlobacter crescentus, 

Streptomyces coelicolor, Borrelia burgdorferi, Mycobacteriurn trrberctilosis and A4ycobacteriurn 

leprae (Ogasawara and Yoshokawa, 1992; Fraser et al., 1997; Mohl and Gober, 1997; Gd-Mor 

et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2000). The par regions are, in general, linked to the oriC region of the 

chromosome. The genetic organization of the parAB loci is, in many cases! similar to that of the 

plasmid partition systems (e-g. P 1 and F), including inverted repeat sequences downstream of the 

parB component that may be centrornere-like sites. No par region has been identified in the 

chromosome of E- coli. 

111-2.1 Streptomyces coeiicolor: Deletion analysis of the parAB locus of S. coelicolor 

showed that this region is involved in the proper segregation of its linear chromosome during 

spomlation (Kim et al., 2000). When portions of parB or of parA and parB were removed, more 

than 13% of spore compartments did not inherit the full DNA comptement. A potential cis- 

acting site, a 14 base pair inverted repeat to which the parB gene product might bind, was also 

identified (Kim et al., 2000). 

111-2.2 Caulobacter crescentus: In C. crescentus, the parA and parB genes are essential 

for ce11 viability (Mohl and Gober, 1997). The ParB protein binds specificaily to an 

approximately 400 base pair DNA fraament immediately downstream of parB. The specific 
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binding site within this fragment has not yet been identified. Immunofiuorescence microscopy 

revealed cell-cycle dependent localization of both ParA and ParB. Both proteins were dispersed 

throughout the ce11 until about 60% of the chromosome had been replicated. At this point, ParB 

was predominantly localized to the polar region. Upon completion of replication, both ParA and 

Pa* exhibited bipolar localization. When DNA replication was inhibited, ParB tended to 

localize at midcell, suggesting that the polar localization is dependent on DNA replication andor 

the subsequent movement of the chromosomes. This aIso suggests that the origin region of the 

chromosome is localized to the cell poles since the pars locus is near the origin. It is not clear 

whether ParA and ParB participate in chromosomal migration toward the poles or are simply 

carried to the poles when bound to the chromosomes. However, overexpression of either ParA 

or ParB, or both, resulted in mislocalization of ParB and a severe defect in chromosome 

partition, with at least 10% anucleate cells in the population. This suggests an active role for the 

Par proteins in properly orienting the chromosomes and promoting the segregation of sister 

chromosomes to opposite ceIl poles (MohI and Gober, 1997). 

111-23 Bacillus subtilis: The ParA and ParB homologues in B. scrbtilis are calIed Soj 

and SpoOJ. respectively. The genes encoding these proteins were initialry identified via their 

important roles in spomlation (Mysliwiec et al., 199 1) and they were later found to be involved 

in chromosome partition in both sporulating and vegetative cells (Ireton et al., 1994; Sharpe and 

Errington, 1996). 

SpoOJ interacts with an origin-proximal region of the chromosome (Lewis and E~ng ton ,  

1997; Lin et al., 1997) and specificalIy recognizes a 16 base pair inverted repeat sequence (called 

pars) that occurs 10 rimes in the chromosome (Lin and Grossman, 1998). Al1 copies are within 

the origin-proximal-20% of the chromosome and eight are bound by SpoOJ in vivo, as 

determined by chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments (Lin and Grossman, 1998). This 
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short DNA sequence is sufficient to stabilize a plasmid in B. subtilis in the presence of both 

SpoOJ and Soj (Lin and Grossman, 1998). Thus SpoOJ Iikely binds the pars sequences to form a 

large nucleoprotein structure that is involved in first pairing sister origins (andogous to the 

proposed plasmid pairing) and rhen in directing the chromosomes to their destinations within the 

cell. The cellular Iocalization of SpoOJ was determined by imrnunofluorescence microscopy in 

fixed cells and by following SpoOJ-GFP fusions in living cells (Glaser et al., 1997; Lewis and 

Emngton, 1997; Lin et al., 1997). SpoOJ was positioned near the ce11 poles and was associated 

with the nucleoid. Following replication, two SpoOJ foci separated, with one focus migating to 

the opposite pole corresponding to the movement of the oriC region of the chromosome (see 

above). Both SpoOJ and its binding site, pars, are conserved in a number of bacterid species, 

suggesting a common role for the pair in chromosome segregation. 

The role of Soj, the ParA homologue, in chromosome segregation is not well understood. 

The protein is required to stabilize a plasmid containing the B. srrbtiiis parS site (Lin and 

Grossman, 1998), but deletion of soj alone does not appear to cause a defect in partition of the 

bacterial chromosome (Ireton et al., 1994). Soj negatively regulates the transcription of certain 

sporulation genes (Ireton et al-, 1994; Cervin et al., 1998; Quise1 and Grossman, 2000) by 

specifically interacting with their prornoter regions (Cervin et al., 1998; Quise1 et al., 1999: 

Quise1 and Grossman, 2000). SpoOJ is antagonistic to the repressor activity of Soj (Ireton et al., 

1994). In the absence of SpoOJ, the interaction of Soj with the promoter regions increases, as 

determined by chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments (Quisel et al., 1999; Quise1 and 

Grossman, 2000). 

Immunofluorescence microscopy did not reved Soj Iocalization. However, examination 

of Soj-GIFP protein fusions in living, stat ionq phase cells revealed dynarnic localization of the 

protein (Marston and Enington, 1999; Quise1 et al., 1999). Soj-GFP oscillates between large 
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nucleoid-associated patches and a polar Iocalization on a time-scale of minutes. This may occur 

primarily in cells about to undergo sporulation, when establishing the appropriate regdatory 

. pathway is important. In the absence of SpoOJ, Soj remains associated with the nucleoid and 

does not dissociate. Furthermore, point mutations in the putative ATPase domain of Soj 

dismpted its localization and function, indicating chat ATP binding and hydrolysis by Soj is 

required for its activity (Quisel et al., 1999). 

The nucleoid locdization of Soj presumably occurs, at leas in part, when the protein 

binds the promoters of spomlation genes. Given the importance of the putative ATP binding 

regions in Soj, it is possible that Soj activity is modulated by adenine nucleotides, andogous to 

P 1 ParA (Bouet and Funneli, 1999). If so, one way that SpoOJ could regdate Soj Iocalization 

might be by affectin: its ATPase activity, thereby regulating the proportions of Soj-ATP and 

Soj-ADP (Quisel et al., 1999). 

Interestingly, Soj also affects SpoOJ Iocalization (Marston and Enington, 1999). In a soj- 

strain, the large, discrete SpoOJ foci were replaced by smaller, scattered foci. These small SpoOJ 

foci likely represent pcrrS-binding, but in this case the pars sequences throughout the ongin 

region of the chromosome have not converged. This suggests that Soj Iocdization to the 

nucleoid also represents an involvement in organizing SpoOJ foci, that is, in condensing the 

SpoOJ-pars complexes from one chromosome into a single focus. Once the SpoOJ nucleoprotein 

structures have been established, Soj leaves the nucleoid. This, in turn, wou1d relieve repression 

of the sporulation initiation genes. Therefore Soj may act as a checkpoint protein, only allowing 

sporulation to initiate once the chromosome has been properly organized with SpoOJ (Marston 

and Emngton, 1999). 



III-3 Mode1 of chromosome segregation 

The visuai localization of chromosomal regions and of ParA- and ParB-like proteins in 

bactenal cells has provided strong evidcnce that chromosome segregation is an active process 

that requires some form of motive force to ailow rapid separation of the origiin regions. Severai 

questions regarding the mechanism of separation remain. What energetic process drives the 

chromosomes apart? How is the ATPase activity of the ParA-like protein involvedb? How are 

the polar regions distinguished from other regions of the cell? While the answers to these 

questions are still unclear, a more coherent picture of chromosome positioning and segregation is 

emerging and the homologues of ParA and ParB play crucial roles in these processes. A mode1 

for chromosome partition is as follows. SpoOJParB binds its recognition sites within the origin- 

proximal region to form an important nucleoprotein structure. Soj/ParA promotes this 

organization. Once the origin is repIicated, the SpoOJ-DNA structure mediates sister 

chromosome pairing. thereby orienting the chromosomes. The origin regions are then actively 

separated, with one moving to the opposite end of the cell. Soj/ParA ATPase activity may aid in 

the migration of the sister chromosomes. The mode1 is very similar to that for P 1 plasmid 

partition (Fig. 1 -7). except that the chromosomes, and particularly the oriC region, are targeted to 

a different region of the ceII. 

Lemon and Grossman (1998) proposed that extrusion of newly replicated DNA from a 

stationary replication factory located at midcell might be sufficient to separate sister 

chromosomes and direct them to opposite poles. However, time iapse microscopy expenments 

have shown that the oriC regions move apart quite suddenly and rapidly (Webb et al., 1998) 

rather than gradually moving apart, as would be expected if replication was the only motive force 

for segregation. Therefore the replication rnachinery could initiate chromosome separation, but 

additional components may be required for rapid movement of the chromosomes. Alternatively, 
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the newly replicated oriC regions may be quickly separated, followed by slower movement of 

the rest of the chromosome. 

III-4 Chromosome condensation 

Recently, chromosome condensation has been found to play an important role in 

chromosome segregation. Decondensation causes segregation defects. The MukB protein of 

E-coli and the SMC proteins of other bacteria have a roIe in maintaining the structural 

organization of the chromosome. 

III-4.1 E. coli Muk proteins: MukB is a 177 kDa protein with globular domains at both 

its mino-  and carboxy-termini. The N-terminal globular domain has a Walker A-type NTP- 

binding domain and can bind and hydrolyze both ATP and GTP (Niki et al., 1992; Lockhart and 

Kendrick-Jones, 1998). The C-terminal globular domain of MukB is essential for its DNA- 

binding activity, which appears to be non-specific (Saleh et al., 1996), possibly mediated through 

putative zinc finger motifs (Niki et al., 199 1; Niki et al., 1992). This domain also contains a 

putative Walker B nucleotide-binding motif (Melby et al., 1998). MukB forms an anti-parallel 

homodimer via the central coiled-coi1 regions that form a flexible hinge region. This 

organization brings the N-terminal and C-terminal globular domains into close proximity at 

either end of the protein, bringing the putative Walker A and Walker B motifs close together 

(Melby et al., 1998). Two proteins, MukE and M U E ,  interact directly with MukB (Yamanaka et 

al., 1996; Yamazoe et al., 1999). MukF is required in order for MukB and MukE to interact, 

indicating that MukF directly mediates MukBFE complex formation. 

Initial reports emphasized the apparent structural similarities between MukB and 

eukaryotic motor proteins, such as myosin and kinesin heavy chains (Vale and Goldstein, 1990). 

More recently, however, structural similarities have also been noted between MukB and SMC 

@tructural maintenance of chromosome) proteins. SMC proteins are structural proteins that were 
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initially identified in eukaryotic cells and are involved in chromosome condensation (see section 

Iïl-4.2). Genetic experiments have also indicated that MukT3 has a rote in establishinp andor 

maintaininp the appropriate structure of the E. coli chromosome. 

In rnctkB mutant cells, the E. coli nucleoid is unfolded and expands to fil1 the entire ce11 

(Niki et al., 199 1). A similar phenotype was obsewed when E. coli ceils were treated with 

camphor, a chemical that is lethal to E. coli (Hu et al,, 1996; Harrington and Tmn, 1997). 

Overexpression of crcA, cspE and crcB, homologues of cold shock proteins, reversed the 

unfolding of the nucleoid, condensing it to occupy only about a third of the ce11 (Yarnanaka et 

al., 1994: Hu et al.? 1996) in the presence of either camphor or a mutation in mrrkB. These 

results suggested that MukB is involved in condensing the chromosome. 

Further support for a structural role for MukB came when mutations in topoisomerase I 

were shown to suppress both point and nul1 mutations of mukE (Sawitzke and Austin, 2000). 

These suppressor mutations led to excessive negative supercoihg of the chromosome by gyrase, 

thereby compacting the chromosome. Inhibition of ,yrase by coumermycin reversed the 

suppressor effect of the topoisomerase 1 mutations. Furthermore, Muk mutants were 

hypersensitive to coumerrnycin in the absence of any other mutations. These observations led 

the authors to the conclusion that MukB is required to condense and organize the chromosome 

into a compact structure and that in the absence of MukB, excessive negative supercoiling can 

largely substitute for this condensation (Sawitzke and Austin, 2000). MukB is therefore thought 

to be functionally similar to the SMC (structural maintenance of chromosomes) proteins. 

111-4.2 SMC proteins: SMC proteins are a farnily of proteins with homologues in 

bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes (Melby et al., 1998). In eukaryotes, SMC proteins are involved 

in chromosome condensation and segregation (Koshland and Strunnikov, 1996; Hirano et al., 

1997), X chromosome dosage compensation (Lieb et al., 1998)? sister chromatid cohesion 
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(Guacci et al., 1997; Michaelis et al., 1997) D N A  supercoiling (Kirnura and Hirano, 1997) and 

DNA repair (Jessberger et al., 1996). 

SMC proteins have also been identified in rnany bacterial species, including B. subtilis 

(Brittorr et al., 1998: Moriya et al,, 1998), C. crescentus (Jensen and Shapiro, 1999) and M- 

t~lberczdosis (Cole, 1998). The structural organization of SMC homodimers is very similar to 

that of MukB homodimers. The conserved Walker A and Walker B motifs are at opposite ends 

of each subunit and the two domains are separated by a long coiled-coi1 domain (Lockhart and 

Kendrick-Jones, 1998). Interesti~gly, neither E. coli nor Hcremophiltts inflrcenzae has an smc 

bene, although both encode MukB. 

Bacterid SMC proteins are involved in chromosome structure and segregation in B. 

srtbtilis (Britton et al., 1998; Moriya et ni., 1998) and C. crescent~ls (Jensen and Shapiro, 1999)- 

Subceilular localization of SMC in B. subtilis suggests that S M C  acts at discrete loci on the 

chromosome and is loaded ont0 chromosomes from polar foci to facilitate chromosome 

condensation during or following DNA replication (Graurnann et al., 1998). Furthemore. B. 

snbtilis SMC preferentially binds single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), leading to aggregation, likely 

through ATP-induced protein-protein interactions (Hirano and Hirano. 1998). B. subtilis SMC 

also has ssDNA-stimulated ATPase activity and it has been proposed that ATP regulates 

interactions between B. sttbrilis SMC molecules that are bound to different regions of ssDNA 

dong the chromosome, leading to chromosomal compaction, or condensation (Hirano and 

Hirano, 1998). 

Eukaryotic SMC proteins have been isolated as part of a rnultisubunit complex that is 

involved in both chromosome condensation and sister chromatid cohesion prior to separation at 

anaphase (Guacci et al., 1997; Michaelis et al., 1997). Prokaryotic SMC proteins may similarly 

provide a link between these two processes. Cells in which smc is disrupted have decondensed, 
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extended nuclei and SpoOJ is mislocalized (Britton et al., 1998; Moriya et al., 1998). In srnc 

spoOJ double mutants, the partition defects are more severe than in either single mutant and 

many more cells have aberrant nucleoids (Britton et al., 1998). SMC may facilitate the assembly 

of SpoOJ-mediated paired complexes through its role in chromosome condensation (Britton et 

al,, 1998). 

III4  Chromosome separation 

As with plasmids, newly relicated chromosomes must be single-copy units in order to be 

properly segregated pnor to ceII division. Chromosomes must be decatenated and monomerized 

and the processes that insure chromosome separation are similar to those that separate plasmids 

(see section 13. 

111-5.1 Chromosome decatenation: During chromosome repIication, catenanes are 

formed, interfering with chromosome separation. E. coli encodes two type 2 topoisornerases, 

gyrase and topoisomerase IV. These enzymes make transient double strand breaks, through 

which another DNA piece can pass, then reseal the breaks. Soth gyrase and topoisomerase IV 

consist of two subunits, encoded by gyrA and gyrB (gyrase) and parc and parE (topoisomerase 

IV). A11 of these genes are essential (Kato et al., 1990; Luttinger et al., 1991; Lynch and Wang, 

1995). In vivo experiments have shown that topoisornerase IV is primarily responsible for 

chromosome decatenation (Adams et al., 1992; Zechiedrîch and Cozzarelli, 1995; UIIsperger and 

Cozzarelli. 1996). Gyrase, on the other hand, introduces negative supercoils in the DNA. 

Negative supercoiling provides superhelical tension that facilitates DNA melting for replication 

and transcription (Holmes and Cozzarelli, 2000). Negative supercoiling has also been implicated 

in chromosome condensation that is required for segregation (see section III-4) and that 

facilitates decatenation by topoisomerase IV (Holmes and Cozzarelli, 2000). 



III15.2 Multimer resolution: As with plasmids, sister chromosomes can be linked by 

homologous recombination, resulting in a circular dimer. In E. coli two site-specific 

recombinases, XerC and XerD, resolve these dimers. XerC and XerD bind CO-operatively to a 

difaeletion-jnduced filamentation) site in the terminus region of each chromosome (Blakely et 

al., 199 1 : Kuempel et al., 199 1 : Blakely et al., 1993). XerC catdyzes the first strand exchange, 

producing a Holliday junction. XerD acts upon the Holliday junction, catalyzinp a second strand 

exchange and generating recombinant products (Colioms et al., 1996; Colloms et al., f 997; 

NeiIson et al., 1999). FtsK is also required for XerCmerD recombination at dzy(Steiner et al., 

1999), probably to activate XerD strand exchange (Recchia et al., 1999). Chromosomal dimers 

are thought to be the normal substrate for XerCKerD recombination, so that site-specific 

recornbination only occurs to generate monorneric chromosomes (Recchia et al-, 1999). 

IV Thesis Rationale 

ParB is a dimeric protein that binds parS, dong with IHF, to forrn the partition complex. 

ParA interacts with the cornplex in an ATP-dependent manner. ParB also interacts with ParA in 

the absence of pars  and stimulates ParA's biochemical activities. The work that 1 have done has 

focussed on determining the regions of ParB that are required for these different activities. I 

have defined the structural domains of ParB by limited proteolytic digestion. By deletion 

analysis of ParB T identified two regions of ParB that are involved in self-association, one at 

either end of the protein. Similady, 1 Iocalized the region of ParB required for ParA-ParB 

interactions to the extreme N-terminus of ParB. 1 have examined the stoichiometry of ParB 

binding to pa r s  in partition complex formation. Finally, 1 identified the regions of ParB required 

for its DNA binding activity. I have found that 142-333 ParB contains aii the information 

required to specifically bind pars in an IHF-stimulated manner. Within this fragment 1 have 
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tested the importance of the putative HTH and the C-terminal DRS and dimerization domains in 

pars binding activity. My results suggest a mode1 of how a ParB dimer binds pars to form the 

minimal partition complex. 



CHAfTER 2 

The P l  ParB domain structure includes two independent multherization domains 

A version of this chapter has been published as: 
Surtees, J.A. and B.E. Funnell(1999) Jozirnnl of Bacreriology 181: 5898-5908. 

1 pexformed al1 of the experiments in this chapter. 



Introduction 

In this chapter 1 describe the use of limited proteolytic digestion of ParB to identify the 

resistant structural domains of the protein and begin to correlate these domains with function, 

specifically ParB's ability to dimerize, 

The hydrodynarnic and cross-linking properties of ParB indicate that it is an asymmetric 

dimer in solution (Funnell, 199 1)- However there are no canonical dirnerization motifs, such as 

leucine zippers, in ParB and therefore the regions involved in dimerization are not obvious. Point 

mutations within the C-terminal region of ParB disrupt the protein's cross-linking activity, 

indicating that this region is important for dimerization (Lobocka and Yarrnolinsky, 1996). In 

my Master's thesis, 1 began to define the boundaries of a C-terminal dimerization domain 

(Surtees, 1996)- I produced a nested series of N-terminal fragments of ParB and tested them for 

an association with ParB missing the first 29 residues (30-333 ParB) in the yeast two-hybrid 

system. The C-terminal59 residues of ParB were sufficient to interact with 30-333 ParB, but 

this C-terminal dimerization domain did not self-associate in this assay (Fig. 1-3). 

Previous studies have indicated that ParB is involved in various types of self-association 

interactions. Excess ParB destabilizes plasmids containing pars  (Funnell, 1988a). The data 

suggest that excess ParB self-associates and forms ParB-ParB-pIasmid aggregates that cannot 

partition properly. Also, ParB can siIence the expression of genes that are located near pars 

(Rodionov et al., 1999), indicating that ParB binds pars  and then polymerizes along the DNA, 

fon-ning a nucleoprotein filament that extends beyond par. Finally, it has been proposed that 

plasmids pair during partition, mediated by ParB-ParB association (Nordstrom and Austin, 

1989). A pairing interaction has been observed in an analogous plasmid partition system, that of 

the RI plasmid, ParR, the ParB equivalent, binds DNA at p a r c  and has an intrinsic pairing 

activity that is stimulated by ParM, the ParA analogue (Jensen et al., 1998). 
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Limited proteolysis is a classical way to isolate and define functional domains within a 

protein (reviewed in (Konigsberg, 1995). Typically, at low protease concentrations, the more 

flexible linker regions of proteins are accessible to the protease and are cleaved, while the more 

stably structured regions are left intact. Recent exarnples of this approach include domain 

analysis of Themzrrs rhemophilus UvrB protein (Nakagawa et al., 1997), T4 intron-encoded I 

TevI endonuclease (Derbyshire et al., 1997), the Saccharomyces cerevisiae transcription factor, 

Swi6 (Sedgewick et al., 1998) and the human apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease (AP) (Strauss 

and Holt, 1998). SopB, a ParB homologue encoded by the F plasmid, has also been examined by 

limited proteolytic digestion (Hanai et al., 1996) and the C-terminus of the protein was 

determined to be required for DNA binding activity in vitro. Here I show that the C-terminus of 

ParB foms a dornain that is highly resistant to protease. 

The yeast two-hybrid system, a genetic assay for protein-protein interactions performed 

in S. cerevisiae (Fields and Song, 1989), has been successfûl in identifying interacting partners in 

many eukaryotic systerns (reviewed in (Fields and Sternglanz, 1994)- and in several prokaryotic 

systems (Pichoff et al., 1995; Huang et al., 1996; Kiesau et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1997). A 

direct interaction between ParM and ParR of the R1 plasmid was initiaIIy demonstrated with the 

yeast two-hybrid system (Jensen and Gerdes, 1997). Self-association domains have ako been 

identified by two-hybrid analysis (Creasy et al., 1996; Zelicof et al., 1996). 1 have previousIy 

demonstrated that ParB-ParB interactions can be detected in this manner (Surtees? 1996). IR this 

study, 1 have used the yeast two-hybrid system as well as chemicd cross-linking to further 

examine the self-association interactions of ParB. 



Experimental Procedures 

Bacterial and Yeast Strains. Escherichia coli DH5 endAI hsdR I 7 (rK- mK'3 supE44 

thi-l recAl gyrA96 relAI] was used for al1 plasmid constmctions. E. coli BL2 1 [F ompT h s d S ~  

( r i  me-) dcm gnl] (hDE3, pLysS) (Studier and Moffatt, 1986) and BB IO1 [ara A(lnc pro) haiA 

argE (Am) rif thi-1 AdyD /F' ZacF lacZ::Tn5 profl (hDE3) were used for fusion protein 

expression and purification. 

Sacchnrontyces cerevisiae strain Y 153 (MATa gaL4 ga180 his3 rrp 1-90] ade2- 10 I r r r a3 -  

52 leu2-3,112 URA3::GALlncZ LYS2::GALHIS3) (Durfee et al., 1993) was used for the yeast 

two-hybrid analysis, 

Media and Antibiotics. All bacterial cells were grown in LB medium or on LB plates 

(Sambrook er al., 1989). The antibiotics and concentrations used were: ampicillin, 100 pg/ml; 

chloramphenicol, 25 pg/ml; and kanarnycin, 25 pg/mI. Yeast cells were grown in YPD medium 

(1 % W/V yeast extract, 2% w/v Bactopeptone, 2% w/v glucose). PIasmid-containing yeast strains 

were prown in SD broth (0.67% w/v yeast nitrogen base, 2.5% w/vglucose) supplemented with 

the appropriate amino acids (tryptophan, 40 m a ;  leucine, 100mg/L; histidine, 20 mzJL; 

adenine, 40 m a ;  uracil, 20 m a ) .  Agar was added to a concentration of 2% w/v for plates. To 

detect expression of the HIS3 reporter gene, SD plates Iacked histidine and contained 25 mM 3- 

amino 1,2,4-triazole (Durfee et al., 1993). 

Reagents and buffers. Sources for reagents were as follows: 3-amino 1,2,4-triazole, 

amino acids, dithiobis[succinirnidyl propionate] (DSP), bovine serum albumin (BSA), guanidine 

hydrochlonde (GuHCI). Si-ma: W s i n  and chymotrypsin, Worthington Biochemical; X-gal (5- 

bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl P-D-galactopyranoside), Jersey Supply Lab; imidazole, Research 

Organics Inc.; yeast nitrogen base, Difco; Bradford reagent, Bio-Rad. Enzymes for cloning were 

purchased from New England Biolabs or Boehringer Mannheim. Resins used were Ni-NTA 
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resin (Qiagen) or Chelating Sepharose Fast-Flow (Pharmacia). The Iatter was pre-equilibrated 

with ~ i ' +  by washing twice with 4 volumes of stet-ile water, mixing with 2 volumes of O. 1 M 

NiSOa for at least 10 minutes and then washing with 5 volumes of water. The ~i'+-agarose 

resins were equilibrated with 10 volumes of the appropriate purification buffer before use. 

Sonication buffer was 50 mM Na-phosphate (pH 8.0), 300 rnM NaCl, 7 rnM B-mercaptoethanol. 

Wash buffer was sonication buffer with 10% (v/v) glycerol. Buffer A was 100 rnM NaH2P04, 

10 rnM Tris, 6 M guanidine-HC1, pH 8.0. Buffer F was 0.2 M acetic acid, 6 M guanidine-HCl. 

Plasmid constmction. The DNA encoding full-length ParA and ParB, and ParB 

fragments were cloned into one of four vectors for analysis in this work (TabIe 2-1). The vectors 

for the yeast two-hybrid system were PAS I and pACTII. (Durfee et al., 1993) and for purification 

were either pET19b-HMK (Copeland et al., 1996) or pJS 124 (Table 2- 1). To create pJS 124, 

pETI9b-HMK was digested with BnmHI and treated with Klenow DNA polymerase and dNTPs. 

Two compIemen tary Iinkers, 5 ' GGATCCATGAGTGAGTGA and 

S'TCACTCACTCATGGATCC, were then ligated into this site, creating a new BarnHI site and 

inserting stop codons in al1 three frarnes downstream of the BnmHI site. The stop codons 

provide translational stop s ipa l s  for the 3' deletions of parB. The sequence of the linkers was 

designed to avoid hydrophobic residues at the C-terminus of the fusion proteins, to avoid 

targeting them for intracellular proteolysis (Bowie and Sauer, 1989; Parsell et al., 1990). 

Some of the plasmids used in this chapter, in particular plasmids used in the yeast two- 

hybrid analyses, were previously constructed as part of my M. Sc. work- These are indicated in 

Table 2-2. Parent parB plasmids were constmcted for subsequent constructions. First, the Dra1 

site in Pl  DNA downstream of parB was changed to a BamHl site, and the resulting P 1 BgZII- 

BamHI parB fragment was cloned into the BamH site of pBluescriptII SK+ (Stratagene), 

creating pJS9 and pJS 10 (opposite orientations of the complete parB gene). Site-directed 
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TABLE 2-1. Vectors and P l  plasmids 

Vector Description 

GALA DNA-binding domain vector 
GALA activation domain vector 
protein expression vector; 
N-terminai 1 Ox histidine tag; 
heart muscle kinase (HMK) 
phosphorylation site 
PET 19 b-HMK derivat ive; 
STOP codons inserted in al1 3 frames 
at BarnHI site 
parB in pB luescript SK+ 
pari3 in pBluescript SK+: 
opposite orientation of pJS9 
pJS 10 with B g m  site immediately 
upstream of pari3 

MarkerWU Reference 

TRPI, Durfee et al., 1993 
LEUZ, Durfee et al.. 1993 

A P ~  Copeland et al., 1996 

ApR this study 

A P ~  Surtees, 1996 
AP this smdy 

ApR this study 

a. indicates ampicillin resistance in E. d i .  TRPl and LEU2 are nutritional markers in S. 

cerevisiae 



mutagenesis (Kunkel er al., 199 1) of pJS IO introduced a new B g m  site upstream of the parB 

ATG, creating pJS49. The sequence was changed from 5' ACT GAG TA4 GAT CTC CCC 

ATG to 5' ACT GAG ATC TAT CTC CCC ATG. The new B g m  site allowed in-frame fusion 

of the pnrB ATG to the reading frarnes of the two-hybrid vectors and of pJS 124. 

The pnrB deletion plasrnids were created by exonuclease III digestion of parB using a 

modified protocol from the NEB Biolabs Exo-Size kit. For 5' deletions, pJS9 was digested with 

KpnI and EcoRI and then treated with exonuclease tII- Exonuclease products were treated with 

mung bean nuclease and then Kienow DNA polymerase and dNTPs to ensure blunt DNA ends. 

Following ligation to 12 bp BamHI linkers, the DNA was recircularized and used to transform E. 

coli DH5. The 3' deIetions of parB were constructed in a similar manner, except that the starting 

plasmid was pJS49 (see above). The endpoint of each parB deletion was deterrnined by dideoxy 

DNA sequencing (Pharmacia T7 sequencing kit) (Table 2-2). This process produced pnrB gene 

fragments flanked by BamHI andor B g m  sites, Fra,aments in which the deletion was in the 

proper reading frame for insertion into the BarnKI sites of PAS 1 and pACTII were chosen for the 

yeast two-hybrid expei-iments. 

ParB fragments covering a wide range of sizes were selected for in vitro analyses. In 

most cases, the corresponding parB gene fra,oments were cloned as BarnHI or BamElYBgiII 

fragments into the BarnHI site of pJS 124 for protein purification. This created fra,ments fused 

to histidine Tag A (Fig. 2-1 A). Several of the 5' deletions of parB were instead cloned into 

pET19b-HMK (Table 2-1). In this case, the vector was digested with XhoI and then treated with 

Klenow DNA polymerase and dNTPs. The plasmids bearing the parB fraaments were digested 

with BamHI and then treated with Klenow DNA polymerase. The blunt-ended DNA fra,ament 

was then ligated into pETI9b-HMK. This cloning strategy removed the HMK sequence from 

the polyhistidine tag, resulting in Tag B (see Fig. 2-1A). 
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TABLE 2-2. Plasrnids used for yeast two-hybrid analysis 

Vector 

PAS t 
pACTII 
PAS 1 
pACTll 
pACTII 
pACTII 
pACTIT 
pACTll 
pACTII 
PACTE 
PAS 1 
pACTII 
pACTII 
PACTE 
p ACT11 
pACTII 
pACTII 
pACTII 
pACTII 
PAS 1 
p ACT11 

ParB fragment 

FL-ParB 
FL-PxB 
30-333 ParB 
30-333 ParB 
47-333 ParB 
67-333 ParB 
87-333 ParB 
93-333 PUB 
187-333 ParB 
275-333 ParB 
275-333 ParB 
1-312 ParB 
1-293 ParB 
1-277 ParB 
1-234 ParB 
1-189 PUB 
1-177 PUB 
1-128 ParB 
1-61 PxB 
1-6 1 ParB 
FI-,-ParA 

Source 

this study 
this study 

Surtees, 1996 
Surtees, 1996 
Surtees, 1996 
Surtees, 1996 
Surtees, 1996 
Surtees, 1996 
Surtees, 1996 
Surtees, 1996 
Surtees, 1996 

this study 
this study 
this study 
this study 
this study 
this study 
this study 
this study 
this study 

Surtees, 1996 

* plasmids constructed for my Master's thesis (Surtees, 1996) 



TABLE 2-3. Plasmids constructecl for protein expression (al1 constructed for this study) 

Plasmid 
pJS 12 
pJS 117 
pJSll8 
pJS 119 
pJS 120 
pMDl 1 
pMD 12 
pJSl21 
pMD 13 
pJS 123 
pJS 172 
pJS 1.51 
pJS 128 
pJS 189 
pJS 146 
pJS 164 
pJS 143 
pJS 144 
pJS 145 
pJS 129 
pJS 166 
pJS 149 
pJS 148 
pJS 198 

Vector 
PET 1 9b-HMK 
PET 19b-HMK 
PET 1 9b-HMK 
PET 19b-HMK 
PET 19 6-HMK 
PET 19b-HMK 
PET 19 b-HMK 
pJS 124 
PET 19b-HMK 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 124 
pJS 134 
pJS 1 24 
pJS 124 

ParB framentb 
FL-ParB (Tag A 1 ) 
47-333 ParB (Tag B) 
67-333 ParB (Tag B) 
87-333 ParB (Tag B) 
93-333 ParB (Tag B) 
153-333 ParB (Tag A2) 
175-333 ParB (Tag A2) 
187-333 ParB (Tag A3) 
267-333 ParB (Tag A2) 
275-333 ParB (Tag A3) 
1-3 12 ParB (Tag A3) 
1-293 ParB (Tag A4) 
1-277 ParB (Tag A4) 
1-274 ParB (Tag A4) 
1-245 ParB (Tag A4) 
1-334 ParB (Tag A4) 
1 - 1 89 ParB (Tag A4) 
1-188 ParB (Tag A4) 
1- 182 ParB (Tag A4) 
1-177 ParB (Tag A4) 
1 - 128 ParB (Tag A4) 
1 - 1 14 ParB (Tag A4) 
1-6 1 ParB (Tag A4) 
47- 177 ParB (Tag A3) 

6. The sequence of the N-terminai tags is shown in Figure 2- IA. 



Figure 2-1. A. Sequences of the N-terminal tags of the purified fusion proteins used in this chapter. 

Tags A 1 to A4 are encoded by PET 19b-HMK and pJS 124. Slightiy different versions of the tag were 

generated as a result of cloning from different sources. In tag B, the HMK sequence has been eliminated 

in the cloning procedure (see Experimental Procedures). The HMK recognition sequence is a 

phosphorylation site for the catalytic subunit of bovine heart muscle kinase. B. Sequences of ParB. 

The arrows indicate the N-terminus of each proteolytic fragment identified in this chapter. Bands A to E 

were generated by trypsin digestion. Band F was produced by chymotrypsin digestion. 



HMK recognition 
10X HISTIDINE TAG sequence 

7 m /kg Tag Al  
l MGHHHHHHHH HHSSGHIDDD DKBMLEDLRR 

Tag A2 
Tag A3 

'RIYLP ~ a g ~ 4  

10X HISTIDINE 'ZIAG 
7 

MGHHHHHHHH HHSSGHIDDD DKHMLEIR TagB 

1 MSKKNRPTIG RTLNPSILSG FDSSSASGDR VEQVFKLSTG RQATFIEEVI 

BandF BandA 

51 PPNQVESDTF VDQHNNGRDQ ASLTPKS YPAIGVRRAT 

Band B 

101 GKIEILDGSR RRASAILENV ISVQEAQNLA 

Band D 
P 

201 VQSELTFSDY KTLCAVGDEM GNKNLEE'DQL IQNXSPEIND ILSIEEMAED 

Band E 
i' 

301 SYEFNRLSKE LQEELDRMIG HILRKSLDKK PKP 333 



To create the 47- 177 ParB fra,oment, pJS 18 (parB deleted for the nucleotides encoding 

amino acids 1-46 cloned into pBluescript SK+) was used as a substrate for PCR and the region 

encoding up to arnino acid 177 was amplified. The upstrearn primer was the M 13 reverse 

primer. The downstrearn primer (5' GCGCAGATCTïACAGCCCTTCTTTGGCTGC) changed 

arnino acid 178 to a stop codon and created a Bgm site to facilitate cloning. The PCR product 

was purified from an agarose gel, digested with BamHI and Bgm, and cloned into the BarnHI 

site of pJS 124. 

pBEF2 17 encodes a protein fusion of full-length ParA fused to the N-terminus of the 

GALA activation domain (Surtees, 1996; Surtees and Funnell, 1999). 

Yeast two-hybrid analysis. Y 153 cells were transformed by two different plasrnids 

using an adaptation of a high efficiency transformation protocol (Gietz et al., 1992). To test for 

expression of the lacZ reporter sene in yeast, transforrnants were grown as 1-2 cm patches on 

minimal plates. Cell patches were replica plated ont0 new plates overlaid with a #50 Whatman 

filter circle and incubated overnight at 30°C. Next, a #3 Whatman filter circle was immersed in 

2.5 ml X-gal soIution (60 rnM Na2HP04, 40 rnM NaH2P04, 10 mM KC1, 1 mM MgSoj, 0.38 

rnM P-rnercaptoethanol and 0.8% w/v X-gai) in a sterile Petri plate. The #50 replica filter was 

frozen in liquid N7, w m e d  to room temperature, then overlaid colony side up on the saturated 

#3 circle. The plate was closed, wrapped in parafilrn and incubated at 30°C. The time required 

for colour deveiopment ranged from 1 hour to overnight. 

Protein purification. For native protein purification, a 500 ml culture of BL2 1 (hDE3) 

pLysS cells transformed by a plasmid encoding a histidine-tagged ParB fusion protein was 

gown at 37°C in LB medium containing ampicillin and chlorarnphenicoI to an A6O0 of 

approximately 0.5. IPTG was added to 1 mM and the culture was incubated for an additional 2 

hours at 37OC. The cells were collected by centrifugation, washed and resuspended in sonication 
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buffer and frozen in liquid nitroten. The cells were thawed on ice, lysed by sonication bursts 

and centrifuged at 2 5 , 0 0 0 ~  g for 1 hour at 0°C- The remaining steps were performed at 4°C. 

The supernatant was collected and loaded ont0 a small (0.5 - 1 ml) M2+-agarose colurnn. The 

colurnn was washed with 10 column volumes of sonication buffer and then with 20 column 

volumes of wash buffer. The fusion protein was then eluted in steps of increasing imidazole 

concentration. Most of the fusions eluted at about 400 rnM imidazole and the majority of the 

ParB fragments purified well with this method. However, some fragments. particularly the small 

N-terminal fragments (1-33, 1-61 and 1-1 14 ParB), were much cleaner when purîfied with a 

denaturing protocol. This method did not affect the cross-linking of the proteins, as determined 

by examination of several proteins (His-ParB, 47-333 ParB and 1-293 ParB) that were purified in 

parallel using both methods. 

For denaturing purification, E. coli BE3 10 1 cells were used. The deletion of slyD, whose 

gene product is a histidine-rich protein that binds nickel affinity chromatography resin, results in 

cleaner purifications, particularly in denaturing protocols. A 25 ml culture of BE 10 1 cells 

transformed by a plasmid encoding a ParB fusion protein was g o w n  at 37OC in LB medium 

containing ampicillin and kanarnycin to an of approximately 0.8. IPTG was added to 1 nSvI 

and the culture was incubated at 37OC for another 2 hours. The cells were collected by 

centrifugation, resuspended in 0.75 ml Buffer A and mixed gently by slow rotation at room 

temperature for at least one hour. The lysate was centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 minutes in a 

microfuge. The supematant was removed and mixed gently with 75 pl of ~i'+-agarose resin at 

room temperature for 15 minutes. The resin was collected by centrifugation and washed three 

times with 1 ml of Buffer A, To elute protein, the resin was mixed w i h  750 pl Buffer F, and re- 

centrifuged. The supematant was collected and dialysed against decreasing concentrations of 

panidine-HC1 until the protein was in wash buffer. 
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ParB (with no His-tag) was purified as described previousIy (Funnell, 199 1 ; Davey and 

Funnell, 1994). Protein concentrations were determined by Bradford protein assay (Bradford, 

1 976). 

DSP cross-linking. Protein sarnples were diluted to between 5 p d m l  and 20 p@mI in 50 

mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5; 150 mM NaCI; O. 1 rnM EDTA. DSP (20 m g m l  in 

dimethylformamide) was added to O. 1 mg/mI, and the mixtures were incubated at room 

temperature. To stop the cross-linking reaction and to precipitate the protein, 750 p1 samples 

were removed, mixed with an equd  volume of 30% (v/v) trichIoroacetic acid and incubated on 

ice for 20 minutes. The precipitate was collected by centrifugation at 4"C, washed with acetone 

and resuspended in 30 pl of 62.5 mM Tris-HCL (pH 6.8), 2% (w/v) SDS, 10% (v/v) glycerol and 

0.025% (w/v) bromophenol blue. The samples were incubated at 90°C for 3 minutes and then 

analysed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 

Proteolysis. ParB or ParB fragments were incubated with trypsin or  chyrnotrypsin in 50 

rnM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5); 100 mM NaCl: O, 1 mM EDTA and 20% (v/v) glycerol at room 

temperature. The protein:protease ratios used ranged from 100: 1 to 5000: 1 (w/w), and are 

indicated in the figure legends. Digestion was stopped by the addition of acetic acid to 1% (v/v). 

For sequencing of the N-termini, proteolytic digestions were flash frozen on dry ice and stored at 

-20°C. 

Protein sequencing. The protein products were separated by electrophoresis in a 15% 

SDS-polyacrylamide gel and then were transferred to a PVDF membrane using a Multiphor II 

Electrophoresis system (Pharmacia). The filter was nnsed several tirnes in distilled water and 

stained with 0.2% (w/v) Coomassie Blue in 50% (v/v) methanol for 5 minutes. The filter was 

destained with several washes of 50% methanol, air-dried, wrapped in plastic and stored at - 



Sequencing was perfomed at the HSC Biotechnology Service Centre, Toronto, Ontario. Canada 

and at the Alberta Peptide Institute, Edmonton, Alberta, Camada. 



Resul ts 

ParB is a multifunctional protein with several different biochemical activities- These 

include its ability to dimerize, its specific DNA binding to sequences within pars and its 

interaction with ParA. It may also be involved in interactions with host ce11 components required 

for partition. In this work, 1 took two different appraaches to identify and map the structural and 

functional domains in ParB. One approach was to use proteolytic digestion to analyse the 

domain structure of the protein. 1 also assayed fia-pents of ParB for dimerization activity to 

define functional domains. 

Proteolytic digestion of ParB. 1 first treated ParB with low concentrations of trypsin, a 

protease that cieaves on the carboxy side of lysine and arginine residues (Konigsberg, 1995), and 

examined the digestion patterns by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2-2). 1 compared this pattern to that 

produced from a version of ParB that was tagged at its N-terminus with a poIyhistidine sequence 

(Fig. 2-2). ParB and His-ParE contain 55 and 59 q i n i n e  + lysine residues, respectively. After 

tryptic digestion of ParB and His-ParB, a discrete pattern of proteolytic products was seen. The 

major proteoIytic fragments were identified by sequencing their N-termini (Fig, 2- 1 and Table 2- 

2). The first major fraapent that appeared migrated at about 32 kDa (Fig. 2-2, Band A) and 

started at amino acid 83. At later time points, a smaller band with an apparent size of 30 kDa 

(Band B), starting at residue 124 was produced. With more extensive digestion, two fra,gnents 

(Band C and Band D) were generated, with apparent sizes of 25 kDa and1 8 kDa, respectively. 

The latter two fra,ments began at residues 142 and 185, respectively, and persisted, even after 

very long periods of digestion. A smaller fragment of about 10 kDa (starting at residue 263) 

would occasionally be seen, especially in digestions performed at 30°C (Fig. 2-3), but in general 

Bands C and D were particularly resistant to further proteolysis. Note that the sizes cited here 

are only estimates (apparent molecular mass) because ParB runs anomalously on SDS-PAGE- 
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Time of digestion (hr) 

Figure 2-2. Tryptic digestion of ParB and His-ParB. ParB (P) and His-ParB (H) were 

treated with trypsin at a pr0tein:protease ratio of 1000: 1 (w/w) at 20 C for the indicated 

times. Digestion was stopped with 1% acetic acid, Proteolytic fragments were separated 

by electrophoresis in 15% SDS polyacrylamide gels and were visualized with Coomassie 

Blue. Undigested ParB and His-ParB migrate with 44 kDa and 50 kDa proteins, 

respectivety. The arrows to the nght of the figure indicate the major tryptic fragments 

identified in Table 2. M denotes size markers. 



The calculated molecular masses of ParB and His-ParB are 38.5 kDa and 41 -7 kDa, respectively, 

but they migrate at about 4 4  kDa and 50 kDa respectively. 

The cleavage patterns of both proteins were very sirnilar. The main difference was that 

His-ParB digestion generated a number of fragments that rnigrated slightly faster than the intact 

protein, which likely represent removal of the His-tag from His-ParB (these fragments no longer 

bound to ~ i ' +  affinity resin; data not shown). The sirnilaris. in rate and pattern of cleavage for 

both native and His-tagged ParB indicated that the N-terminal tag did not significantIy alter the 

conformation of ParB. Consequently, to simplify purification of the truncated versions of ParB. 

1 have used the His-tagged versions of ParB and ParB fragments for domain analysis. 

Next 1 asked if chymotrypsin, which cIeaves on the carboxy side of hydrophobic residues 

(Konigsberg, 1995) detects similar domains in His-ParB (Fig. 2-3). Several fragments with sizes 

sirnilar to those produced by trypsin were observed. Specifically, Band F (Fig. 2-3) appeared 

only slighcly larger than Band A, and was found to begin at amino acid 79, which was very close 

to the initia1 tryptic cleavage. The proteolytic data indicate that the N-terminal approximately 80 

arnino acids of ParB are reIatively accessible to protease and are rapidly digested, suggesting that 

this region is less stably folded under these conditions. 

Bands B, C, D and E represent increasingly C-terminai portions of ParB. Since these 

fragments, particularly Band D (starting at amino acid 185) and Band E (starting at amino acid 

263), were observed only in the later time points, 1 concluded that they must be derived from the 

Iarger fraagnents that are subsequently reduced or disappear. Ail these proteolytic fragments 

migrated more sIowly than predicted for fragments that extend to the C-terminus (Fig. 2-3) and 

Table 2-2), suggesting that the C-terminus is included in these fra,oments. 

1 compared the proteolytic patterns of digestion of full-Iength ParB with those of two C- 

terminal fraaments and two N-terminal fragments of ParB (Fig. 2-4). The two C-terminal 
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a b  c d e  f g h i  

Figure 2-3. Chyrnotrypsin and trypsin digestion of His-ParB. In the left panel, 

five micrograms of protein were incubated with increasing amounts of protease for 

2 hours at room temperature. Protein to protease ratios (w/w) were: lanes a and i) 

200:l; lanes b and h) 500:l; lanes c and g) 1000:l; lanes d and f) 5000:l; and lane 

e) no protease. The arrows indicate the fragments whose N-termini were 

sequenced. The right panel shows a tryptic digest @rotein:protease ratio of 

1000: 1) perfomed at 30 C for 7.5 hours and illustrates an additional band (E) that 

was also sequenced. The positions of size markers are indicated beside each gel. 



TABLE 2-4. N-terminal sequences of proteolytic fragments generated by trypsin and 

ch ymotrypsin 

Molecular Mass (kDa)' 

N-terminal sequenceb Starts at # 

?-Thr-ne-Lys-His-Gln 83 

Val-Leu-Val-Thr- Asp 124 

Asp-Val-Gln-Thr-Ala 142 

Ala-Leu-Gln-Ala-Ala 185 

Glu/GI y-?-?-?-Leu 263 

Lys-?-Ile-Arg-Ser-Thr 79 

Apparent Predicted 
(on gel) (to C-terminus) 

32.2 28-4 

a. The bands refer to those indicated in Figures 2-2,2-3 and 3-4. 

b. The sequences were determined by Edman degradation and the first 5 or 6 residues are 

shown. Despite blanks in some sequences, each was consistent with only one position in ParB 

assuming that each N-terminal residue was preceded by either an arginine or a lysine for tryptic 

fra,ments and by a hydrophobic residue for chymotryptic fragments. 

c. The apparent molecular weights were determined by linear regression analysis (Multi- 

Analyst software) of the protein gels and the predicted molecuhr weights were calculated 

assuming the fra,ments extend to the C-terminus of the protein. 



fra,oments, His-47-333 ParB and His-67-333 ParB, both generated a cleavage pattern similar to 

that of full-length His-ParB, including the resistant domains (especially Band D) that remained at 

the later time points. The digestion of two N-terminal fragments, His- 1-274 ParB and His-1-293 

ParB, produced a series of fia-ments that were simiIar to each other, but were d l  smaller than 

those produced from Ml-Iength protein at comparable tirnes. Therefore, removd of the C- 

terminus, but not of the N-terminus, of Pa& dtered the pattern of resistant regions. These 

results, along with the N-terminal sequences and the sizes (Table 2-2) of the proteolytic 

fraagnents. suggest the tryptic fragments of full-length ParB likely extend to, or very close to, the 

extrerne C-terminus of ParB, 

1 attempted to confim the identity of the tryptic fra*g-nents by rnatnx assisted laser 

desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectroscopy. However, because His- 

ParB contains 59 arginine + lysine residues, there was a very large number of potential tryptic 

fragments. This complicated the analysis, particularly of fragments with a mass of Iess than 10 

kDa. AIso, the technique was unable to reproducibly detect fragments of His-ParB larger than 

about 2 1 kDa. Despite these problems, one peak of average mass of 17,106 +/- 30 Da was seen 

consistently by mass spectroscopy (data not shown). This mass corresponds only to a fragment 

consisting of amino acids 185-333, whose N-terminus is identical to that of Band D, and whose 

C-terminus corresponds to the C-terminus of ParB. Since it is likely that Band D is derived from 

the larger proteolytic fia-ments, 1 expect Bands A, B, C and F also extend to amino acid 333. 

Given the mobility and apparent molecular weight of Band E, it likely also extends to or close to 

the extreme C-terminus of ParB. 

The data strongly suggest that the region from residues 185-333 foms a resistant core 

structure, within which lies a further resistant dornain, from amino acid 263-333. Within this 

structural domain lies a region that h a  previously been implicated in ParB's dimerization 
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Figure 2-4. Tryptic digestion of His-ParB, two C-terminal fragments ais-47-333 ParB and 

His-67-333 ParB) and two N-terminal fragments (HEs-1-293 ParB and His-1-274 ParB). For 

each time course, the protein to protease ratio was 100@: 1 (w/w) and the digestions were 

performed at room temperature. The arrows to the left mf the figure indicate the major 

proteolytic fra,g-nents of His-ParB. 





activity (Lobocka and Yarmolinsky, 1996). The proteolytic resistance of the C-terminal half of 

ParB may be the result of a core structure centred around a strong dimenzation interface at the 

extreme C-terminus. 

Definition of dimerization domains by yeast two-hybrid and in vitro cross-linking 

anaiysis. 1 used deletion malysis to define regions of ParB that are required for dimerization. 

The first approach was the yeast two-hybrid system, which provided the advantage that both 

homo- and hetero-interactions could be examined, In the system that I used, ParB or ParB 

fragments were fused to the DNA binding domain andor to the activation domain of the S. 

cerevisine GAL4 protein. The interaction of the DNA-binding fusion with an activation domain 

fusion activated a lac2 reporter gene, detected by filter tests with X-gai as a substrate, and a 

HIS3 reporter gene, detected as growth on minimal plates lacking histidine and containing 3- 

arninotriazole. 3-AT inhibits imidazole glycerol phosphate (IGP) dehydratase, thus reducing 

basal histidine biosynthesis (Kishore and Shah, 1988). An interaction was considered positive 

only if both reporter genes were activated. 

Examples of the activation of l a d ,  as detected by X-gal filter tests, are shown in Fig- 2-5. 

When full-length ParB was tested for a self-association interaction (homodimerization) the yeast 

cells turned blue within a few hours on X-gal filter tests (Fig. 2-5A). These transformants aIso 

grew well in the absence of histidine. 1 concluded that ParB dimerization activity was detectable 

in yeast. Seven different C-terminal fragments of ParB, when fused to the GA14 activation 

domain, interacted with FL-Pa* (Fig. 2-6). Two of these fragments, 87-333 ParB and 187-333 

ParB, correspond closely to tryptic fragments A and D, respectively. The shortest fraament 

consisted of only the last 59 amino acids of ParB, indicating that this region of ParB is sufficient 

to mediate a dimerization interaction with longer ParB fragments. Al1 of the deletions, including 

275-333 ParB, were also able to interact with 30-333 ParB when this ParB fraament was fused 
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30-333 Pari3 30-333 Pari3 
+ + 

30-333 Par8 GAL4 ACT 

FL Par6 FL PorB 
f + 

FL ParB 47-333 Pari3 

FL ParB 30-333 PorB 
+ + 

275-333 Par0 275333 ParB 

FL FurB 
+ 

1-1 77 ParB 

1 30-3:3 FL ParA 

30-333 Pari3 
+ 

GAL4 ACT 

FL Par8 
+ 

FL ParA 

Figure 2-5. Examples of filter tests to determine B-galactosidase activity in the yeast two- 

bybrid system. The light patches were scored as negative and the blue patches indicated a 

positive interaction. Each panel (A and B) is a separate filter, but the patches within each panel 

are fkom the same fiIter. The particdar interactions tested are indicated in the key on the right 

of each filter. Various ParB and ParB bgment  interactions (A and B) and ParA-ParB 

interactions @) are shown. GAL4-ACT is the GAL4 activation domain aione encoded by 

pACTII, and represents one of the negative controls for these assays. FL ParB + GAL4 patches 

look like 30-33 3 ParB + GAL4 patches (A and B). 



with the GALA DNA-binding domain (Figs. 1-2 and 2-6; Surtees, 1996). Western blotting of 

ce11 Iysates indicated that in each instance the recombinant proteins were expressed in yeast (data 

not shown). 

The 275-333 ParB fragment was then fused co the GAL4 DNA-binding domain in order 

to test it against itself and al1 other C-terminal fragments (Figs. 2-1 and 2-6) (Surtees, 1996)- 

While it interacted with dl larger fia-gnents, 275-333 Pa& did not interact with itself in yeast 

(Surtees, 1996). This suggested that a more N-terminal region, between amino acids 187 and 

274, was required in at least one monomer for dimerization to be detectable in yeast. To 

measure dimerization independently of the yeast system. 1 tumed to an in vitro cross-linking 

assay. 

Full-Iength and truncated versions of ParB, fused to a polyhistidine sequence, were 

purified and then treated with DSP, a thiol-cleavable cross-linker that interacts with lysines. As 

has been shown previously (Funnell, 199 l), full-length ParB cross-linked efficiently to a dimer- 

sized srnear following this treatment (Fig. 2-7). Because ParB contains 29 lysines, both inter- 

and intramolecular cross-links occur, resulting in srneary rather than discrete bands on SDS- 

polyacrylamide gels. Al1 of the C-terminal fragments, including His-275-333 ParB, cross-linked 

to dirner in this assay, although cross-linking was not always complete. 1 concluded that the 

most C-terminal 59 amino acids of ParB define a region that is sufficient for dimerization. 

A second seif-association domain of ParB. 1 next tested various N-terminal fragments 

(Le. C-terminal truncations) for their abiIity to cross-link in vitro. Fra,ments lacking the extreme 

C-terminus (e.g. His 1-274 ParB) did not cross-link, which was expected since the C-terminal 

dimerization domain defined above was removed. Surprisingly, as more of the C-terminus of 

ParB was removed, the protein fra,ments recovered the ability to cross-link with DSP (e-g. His 

1-177 ParB). This indicated a second multimerization domain within the N-terminal half of 
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ParB + ;L f + .  Y& two-hybrid 
NE12 OOOH 

1 100 UW) 300 333 ri FLPadB 30-333 275-333 

DSP 
cross-linking 

Figure 2 4 .  Summary of dimerization assays with C-terminal fragments of ParB. In 

yeast two-hybrid analysis, the ParB fiagments shown in the diagram were fused to the GAL4 

activation domain and were tested against FL-Pa*, 30-333 ParB and 275-333 ParB (in the 

columns) that were fused to the GAL4 DNA-binding domain. For the cross-linking 

experiments, ParB fiagments fbsed to a polyhistidine tag (Table 2-3) were purified and 

exarnined NI vitro (Experirnental Procedures). The results f?om the yeast two-hybnd 

experiments were categorized as follows: (-), no colour development on füter tests or no 

growth on plates without histidine; (+), moderate colour development and moderate growth in 

the absence of histidine; (++), dark blue colour and good growth in the absence of histidine. 

ND, not determined. The DSP cross-linking results were similarly categorized: (-), no cross- 

linking; (+) some cross-linkùig activity; (*) strong cross-linking, often to completion. 

Neither set of categones is intended to imply relative strength of the interactions, which are 

presurnably dependent on the assay. The N-termini of the tryptic proteolytic hgments are 

indicated above the schematic of ParB. *; these experiments were performed for rny Master's 

thesis (Surtees, 1996). 



Figure 2-7. Cross-linking of His-ParB and His-PârB fragments with DSP. Ten microgams 

of protein were incubated with DSP at room temperature for the indicated times, and analysed by 

elecrrophoresis as described in Experirnentai Procedures. The arrows indicate the positions of 

monomers and the brackets indicate the positions of cross-linked products (XL). A) Cross- 

linking of His-ParB is compared with that of His-47-333 ParB on a 10% SDS-gel. His-ParB 

cross-links efficiently to a dirner- and possibly a tetrarner-size smear. B) Two smaIler C- 

terminal fragments cross-link in the presence of DSP. His-87-333 ParB and His-275-333 were 

treated with DSP and analysed on a 10% polyacrylamide gel (left) and a 12% polyacrylamide gel 

(right), respectively. C )  Cross-linking reactions of two N-terminal fra,gnents of ParB, His- 1-293 

ParB and His 1 - 177 ParB were analysed in a 13% polyacrylamide gel. D) Cross-linking 

reactions of His-ParB. His- 1-1 77 ParB and His-47- 177 ParB were analysed in a 13% 

polyacrylamide gel. 
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ParB. The data also suggested the presence of an inhibitory region within the C-terminal half of 

ParB. Fusions consisting of only the first 1 14 arnino acids or less no longer cross-Iinked with 

DSP (Fig. 2-8), but this may be explained by the fact that only a few lysines remain in these 

fra,men ts. 

A possible trivial explanation for cross-linking of 1-177 ParB and 1 - 189 ParB is that the 

deletion created "sticky ends", leading to non-specific hydrophobic interactions. Two 

experiments suggested that this was not the case. When an equal concentration of BSA was 

incIuded in the assay, no interaction between 1-177 ParB and BSA was observed (data not 

shown). 1 ais0 removed the N-terminal46 arnino acids from the His- 1- 177 construct. His-47- 

177 did not cross-link under the conditions in which His-1-177 did cross-link (Fig. 2-7). Both 

experiments imply that the interaction of His-1-177 with itself is specific. This was further 

supported by yeast two-hybrid analysis (see below). It also appears that deletion of the N- 

terminal 46 arnino acids of ParB is sufficient to dismpt the N-terminal self-association domain. 

A series of these N-terminal ParB fragments were tested for interactions with full-length 

ParB and ParB lacking the frrst 29 amino acids (30-333 ParB) in yeast (Fig. 2-8). Al1 interacted 

with full-length ParB, including those that did not cross-link in vitro, indicating that only the first 

6 1 amino acids of ParB are required for this interaction. However, none of the C-terminally 

truncated proteins interacted with 30-333 ParB-DB. Finally, as with cross-linking of 47- 177 

ParB, the removal of both the C-terminus and the N-terminus eliminated self-association of 

ParB. The inhibition that the C-terminus exerted on cross-linking of the N-terminal self- 

association domain was, however, not seen in yeast. Al1 N-terminai fraagnents could interact 

with full-length ParB (Fig. 2-8). Unfortunately, it was not possible to test for homodimerkation 

of these proteins in yeast because the DNA-binding fusions of 1-3 12, 1-293, 1-277 and 1-234 

P d 3  activated both reporter genes in the absence of an interacting partner. Nevertheless, these 
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NH3 COOH 
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Figure 2-8. Summary of dimerkation assays with N-terminal fragments of ParB. In 

yeast two-hybrid analysis, the ParB hgrnents shown in the diagram were fused to the 

GAL4 activation domain and were tested against FL-ParB and 30-333 ParB (in the 

columns) fùsed to the GAL4 DNA-binding domain. For cross-linking experiments, 

polyhistidine-tagged protein fusions were purified and tested in vitro. The categories are 

described in the legend to Figure 2-6. 



results support the presence of a second multimerization domain within the N-terminal region of 

ParB. 

ParA-ParB interactions. ParA fused to the GAL4 activation domain was able to 

interact with FL-ParB in the yeast two-hybrid system (Fig. 2-5B) (Surtees, 1996). However, 

when only the first 29 amino acids were removed from ParB, the interaction was eliminated (Fig. 

2-5B). These data indicate that the extreme N-terminus of ParB is required for an interaction 

with ParA. They are consistent with recent results from experiments using P 1 -P7 hybrid 

partition proteins to probe the specificity of ParA-ParB interactions (Radnedge et al., 1998). The 

latter showed that the first 28 amino acids of ParB are necessary for Pl ParB to recognize P I 

ParA. 



Discussion 

I have probed the domain structure of ParB by partial proteolysis and by analysis of ParB 

fragments for self-association interactions. My mode1 of ParB from these experiments is shown 

in Fig. 2-9. The major proteolytic fra,oments were identified and shown to be C-terminal, 

extending to or very close to the extreme C-terminus of ParB (Table 2-4). My proteolysis results 

suggest that an approximately 80 arnino acid region at the N-terminus of ParB forrns an unstable 

dornain (or domains), that is/are easily accessible and rapidly digested by protease (Region 1, 

Fig. 2-9). The remaining approximateIy 350 amino acid region is more structureci (Region II, 

Fig. 2-9). In particular, the 185-333 fra,ament (Band D in Figs, 2-2 to 2-4) is very resistant to 

protease, although further digestion to the 263-333 fragment was also obser~ed. Therefore, the 

last approximately 140 residues of ParB form an inaccessible, fotded structure (Region Da, Fig- 

2-9), within which is a smaller resistant core of 70 amino acid residues. This core structure 

contains the C-terminal dimerization domain that is defined by chemicaI cross-linking and yeast 

two-hybrid analyses. The dimerization interface may contribute to the protection of these C- 

terminal residues from proteolytic digestion. 

ParB's dimerization domains. In vitro cross-Iinkinz and the yeast two-hybrid system 

have provided cornplementary information regarding the dirnerization activities of ParB. The 

last 59 amino acids of ParB were sufficient to interact with full-length ParB and with the other 

C-terminal fragments in the yeast two-hybrid system (Figs. 2-SA anci 2-6). This fra,oment was 

also cross-linked by DSP in vitro. These data indicate that the C-terminal59 amino acids 

contain a dimerïzation domain. 1 also discovered that a fra,ment consisting of the first 177 

amino acids of ParB was cross-linked by DSP in the absence of the C-terminal dirnerization 

domain, providing evidence of an additional multimerïzation determinant within the N-terminal 
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Figure 2-9. Mode1 of ParB's functional and structural domains. The coloured boxes 

represent regions of the protein involved in ParB-ParB and ParA-ParB interactions. The 

arrows ïndicate the N-termini of the proteolytic hgments (A to F) identified in this 

chapter. 1 propose that the C-terminal self-association domain is required for ParB 

dimerization and the N-terminal self-association domain mediates oligomerization. The 

"inhibitory region" affects the self-association of ParB that is mediated by the N-terminal 

oligomerization domain, as measured by cross-linking assays. The "ParA" box indi,, ""tes a 

region of ParB that is necessary for interactions with ParA. The lower black boxes predict 

the general structural domains of ParB, fiom proteolytic assays. Region I represents the 

protease-accessible N-terminal region, which may mean that it is less structured in 

solution. Region II is more stable and more protease-resistant. Region IIa represents the 

smallest highly protease resistant region of ParB. 



half of ParB. Deietion of the first 46 amino acids from 1 - 177 Pd3 disrupted this determinant. 

Similady, while al1 the N-terminal fragments interacted with FL-ParB in the yeast two-hybrïd 

systern, none interacted with 30-333 ParB (Fig. 2-8). These results strongly suggest that an 

intact N-terminus in both partners is cmcial for an interaction in the absence of the C-terminus in 

even one partner. Finally, the data also indicate that removal of only 2 1 amino acids from the C- 

terminus dismpts the C-terminal dimerkation domain. 

A C-terminal region of ParB inhibits cross-linking in the absence of the C-terminus. 

ParB fragnents missing only a portion of the C-terminus (2 1 - 100 residues) did not cross-link in 

the presence of DSP, but removal of an additional 54 residues (from residue 190) restored cross- 

linking activity. Therefore a region at the C-terminus (Fig. 2-8) is inhibitory to dimerization via 

the N-terminus in a cross-linking assay. This result may explain why point mutations in the C- 

terminus of ParB destroyed its cross-linking ability (Lobocka and Yarmolinsky, 1996) and failed 

to reved the N-terminal self-association domain. On the other hand, this inhibition was not 

apparent in the yeast two-hybrid experiments. ParB fragments lacking the C-terminus, when 

fused to the GAL4 activation domain, could interact with full-length ParB that was fused to the 

GAL4 DNA-binding dornain (Fig. 2-8). If an inhibition occurred, it was not sufficient to 

completely destroy the interaction. Alternatively, the yeast two-hybrid system may provide a 

distinct context that allows these interactions to occur. For example, the full-length partner may 

prevent the "free" C-terminus of its partner from occluding its N-terminal domain, binding of 

ParB to DNA in yeast (presumably non-specifically) may alter the conformation of one or both 

partners, or the addition of a large GAL4 fusion at the N-terminus of the C-terminal deletions 

may expose the N-terminal self-association domain. 



Whether the C-terminus of full-length ParB normally prevents self-association of the N- 

terminal domain is unknown, but this has interesting implications for partition. The C-terminus 

in the intact protein rnay physically block oligomerization through the N-terminus until a specific 

point in partition, for example, until ParB binds to pars or until ParB binds to ParA. A similar 

situation exists with the E. coli regdatory protein NtrC (Fiedler and Weiss, 1995). which 

contains two muItimerization domains- The first mediates constitutive dimerization and is 

located at the C-terminus of the protein. The second is near the N-terminus and the central 

domain of the protein sterically inhibits its oligomerization activity, until it is phosphorylated by 

NtrB. That no resistant region corresponding to the N-terminus of ParB was detected following 

proteoIytic digestion may also indicate that the N-terminus is not oligomerized in solution. 

Possible roles for dimerization in ParB activity in partition. In this work, 1 have 

shown that ParB contains a distinct domain structure, within which exist two self-association 

determinants that can function independently. Do these two regions have distinct roles in 

partition? Experiments with hybrid P 1-P7 ParB proteins indicate that the C-terminus of ParB 

likely contains more than one function (Hayes and Austin, 1993; Radnedge et al., 1996). 

Bacteriophage P7 encodes a partition system that is very similar to that of P l ,  with homologous 

ParA and ParB proteins and a similar cis-acting pars site. Species specificity appears to be 

mediated through recognition of the pars box B sequences, since the pars box A sequence in 

both P 1 and P7 are interchangeable. The C-terminus of a hybrid ParB protein is responsible for 

recognizing its cognate box B sequence. The dimerized C-terminus rnay bind directly to the box 

B sites, and dimerization at the C-terminus may be required for box B binding. 

It has been proposed that a putative helix-turn-heIix motif in the centre of ParB (amino 

acids 166- 189) (Dodd and Egan, 1990) is responsible for box A binding (Radnedge et al., 1996). 



Classicaily, hetix-mm-helix (HTH) DNA-binding proteins, such as the Trp repressor, h Cro and 

E. coli CAP protein, must be dimenc in order to efficiently bind the DNA, with each partner 

contributing a DNA binding half site (Pabo and Sauer, 1992). ParB dirnerization may bring two 

HTH motifs together to forrn a stable DNA binding domain and one or both multimerization 

domains may be required to ensure the HTH domain is intact (Fig-. 2-9). 

Zn vitro studies have shown that ParB is a dimer under d l  conditions tested (Funnell, 

199 1). 1 have shown that ParB fra,ments missing the extreme C-terminus do not dimerize in 

vitro. Similarly, point mutations within the C-terminus disrupt dirnenzation (Lobocka and 

Yarmolinsky, 1996). 1 therefore propose that the C-terminal domain promotes ParB 

dimerization- Since Parl3 exists as a dimer, this is likely a strong interaction (Fig. 2-9). I suggest 

that the N-terminai self-association domain mediates dimer-dimer interactions. This interaction 

occurs only under certain conditions, such as when P M  is bound to pars. It leads to the 

formation of tetramers and higher-order ohgomers that are inferred from the observation of 

plasmid pairing of R 1 ParR (Jensen et al., 1998) and gene silencing by Pl  ParB (Rodionov et al., 

1999). The lac repressor similarly has two multimerization domains, one that allows 

dimerization and a second at its extreme C-terrni~ius that promotes tetramerization through 

dimer-dimer interactions (Chen and Matthews, 1994a; Chen et al., 1994b). 

The 29 amino acids at the extreme N-terminus of ParB are required for a Pa&-ParB 

interaction (Radnedge et al., 1998) (Fig. 2-SB). Therefore the N-terminal domain of ParB 

contains both a ParA and a ParB (self) association function. ParA-ParB interactions occur in at 

least two aspects of partition. ParB acts as a CO-repressor to stimulate the repressor activity of 

ParA (Friedman and Austin, 1988), and ParA assembles on the ParB-IHF partition complex at 

pars in an ATP dependent reaction (Bouet and Funnell, 1999). IR the latter case, it is interesting 



to note that at high ParA to ParB ratios, ParA prevenis or inhibits ParB binding to parS. Perhaps 

the ParA-ParB interaction (when in excess) interferes with the N-terminal ParB-ParB 

association. It is not known whether such ParA-ParB and ParB-ParB interactions both occur in 

the context of the partition cornplex or whether they are mutually exclusive. The next step is to 

establish how the self-association domains contribute to ParB's activities in partition. 



CHAPTER 3 

Stoichiometry of P l  ParB in plasmid partition complexes 

The data in this chapter formed part of the publication: 
Bouet, J.-Y., J.A. Surtees and B.E. Funnell(2000) Jortrnal of Biological Chernistp 
275: 8213-8219. 

J.-Y. Bouet did the expenment in Fig 3-2. 1 performed the experiments in Figs. 3-3 and 
3-4. 



Introduction 

ParB and THF bind pars to form a nucleoprotein structure called the partition complex 

(Davis and Austin, 1988; Funnell, 1988a; Funnell, 1988b; Davis et al., 1990). The current 

picture of the Pl  partition complex is derived from a variety of protein-DNA binding 

experirnents in vitro, and examination of mutant p a r s  sites in vivo (Davis et al., 1990; Funnell, 

199 1; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993; FunneII and Gagnier, 1994; Hayes and Austin, 1994). ParB 

recognizes two distinct repeats, called box A and box B repeats, that flank an MF binding site in 

pars (Fig. 3- 1) (Funnell, 1988b; FunneIl, 199 1). Binding of MF to parS creates a large bend in 

the DNA, which greatly increases ParB's affinity for pars, Le high affinity ParB binding 

(FunneIl, 199 1; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). Proper phasing of the box A and box B sequences 

across the bend is functionally important for formation of the partition compIex (Funnell and 

Gagnier, 1993; Hayes and Austin, 1994). ParB affinity for pars is also greatly increased by 

superhelicity in the DNA substrate. Al1 these data susgest a partition complex structure in which 

the DNA is wrapped around a protein core of ParB and MF. IHF binds its specific site as a 

heterodimer (MFûr/MFP) (Yang and Nash, 1989; Rice et al., 1996). ParB is a dimer in solution 

(Funnell, 199 l ) ,  but the stoichiometry of ParB in the partition complex is not known. 

In this chapter, and in collaboration with Jean-Yves Bouet, I have examined the nature 

and stoichiometry of ParB binding to pars by gel eIectrophoresis. One dimer is sufficient to 

interact with ParB binding sequences that span the MF-directed bend, resulting in the high 

affinity binding to p a r s  that is observed for ParB and IHF. At higher concentrations of ParB, 

more dimers of ParB join this cornplex to create even higher order protein-DNA complexes. 



I+B 1 protection 

I+B2 protection 

Figure 3-1. The P l  purs site. Blue and pink boxes indicating the ParB box A and box B 

recognition motifs, respectively, are drawn behind the DNA sequence. The lefi end is 25 

bp £iom the TaqI restriction site in P l  (see Figue 1-1). The IHF binding site, determined 

by DNaseI footprinting (Funnell, 199 1 ), is indicated with dashed lines. The brackets 

below indicate the sequence that was protected in OP-CU chemical footprinting 

experiments (Bouet, et al., 2000) in the I+B 1 and I+B2 Pa&-IHF-pars complexes (see 

Results). 



Experimental Procedures 

Reagents and enzymes. Sources for reagents were as follows: bovine serum albumin 

(BSA, Fr V), Sigma; 3 ' ~ - d ~ ~ ~ ,  NEN life Science Products. Restriction enzymes and DNA 

polyrnerases were purchased €rom New England Biolabs or Roche Molecular Biochemicds. 

DNA and Proteins. The plasmids pBEF165 and pBEF166 contain the P l  pars sequence 

between the P1 TaqI and StyI restriction sites, cloned in opposite orientations into a modified 

pBlueScript vector (Funnell, 199 1). For gel mobility shift assays, the DNA substrates were total 

restriction digests of pBEF166 and thus included both pars  and vector sequence. Digestion with 

different restriction enzymes yielded DNA fra,gnents of different size. Digestion with XbaI or 

BarnHI produced pars- 132 or pars-252, respectively (the numbers correspond to the length of 

the DNA in bp). DNA fra,ments were Iabeled with "P-~ATP and DNA polymerase 1 large 

fragment, and punfied by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation steps 

(Sambrook et al., 1989). 

His-ParB has 36 amino acids, including a IOx polyhistidine tag, fused to the N terminus 

of ParB (Surtees and Funnell, 1999). ParB (Fr V), His-ParB and MF were purified ris previously 

described (Chapter 2)(Bouet and Funnell, 1999; Surtees and Funnell, 1999). 

Gel mobility shift assays. The standard reaction mixture (10 ul) contained 0.5 nM 3"- 

labeled pars  DNA in a buffer containing 50 mM Hepes KOH (pH 7.5),50 mM NaCI, 1 O rnM 

MgCL, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 100 ug BSA/mI, 100 ug sonicated salmon sperm DNAIml, and 3.5 

rnM P-mercaptoethanol. The mixtures were assembled on ice, incubated for 20 minutes at 30°C 

and andyzed by electrophoresis in 5% polyacrylamide gels in TBE buffer (90 mM Tris-borate, 1 

mM EDTA). Electrophoresis was performed at 150 V for 5 hours at 4°C. The gels were dried 



ont0 Whatman DE8 1 paper and exposed to a phosphor screen for imaging by a PhosphorIrnager 

(Molecular Dynamics). 



Results 

Characterization of two forms of the partition complex. ParB and IHF cooperate to 

form the partition complex at pars. In vitro, MF greatly increases the affinity of ParB binding to 

p a r s  (Funnell, 199 1). The structure of the partition complex is of considerable interest because 

its assembly represents an early step in partition. Jean-Yves Bouet (a former post-doctoral 

fellow in Our lab) and 1 have examined the nature and number of complexes of ParB and MF that 

assemble at pars by gel rnobility shift assays (Fig. 3-2A). We were specifically interested in 

ParB-pars complexes with IHF. Even though IHF is not required for partition, in vivo 

competition (or "incompatibility") assays indicate that MF is always a component of wild-type 

P l  partition complexes (Funnell, 1988b; Funnell, 199 1). In gel mobility shift assays, two 

distinct ParB-MF-pars complexes ('']i+B 1" and "ItB2") were observed in addition to MF 

complexes alone ("ï' complex) (Fig. 3-2; Bouet er al., 3000). This is consistent with previous 

studies of these complexes by gel electrophoresis that revealed a single ParB-MF-pars complex 

at low concentration, and a second, more slowly migating, complex at higher concentrations 

(Davis and Austin, 1988; Lobocka and Yarmolinsky, 1996). When ParB concentration was 

increased, I+B3 (Figure 3-2) and higher complexes formed (data not shown). 

Relative stoichiometry between the two partition complexes. The difference between 

I tB  1 and I+B2 could represent (i) a difference in the shape of these complexes; (ii) a difference 

in the arnount of ParB bound in each compiex; or (iii) a pair-ing event between two pars DNA 

molecules. To discriminate arnong these possibilities, Jean-Yves Bouet performed shift western 

biotting (Demczuk et al., 1993) to mesure  the relative stoichiometry of ParB on pars in the two 

complexes (Bouet et al., 3000). ParB-MF DNA complexes were transferred to membranes. The 

relative arnounts of DNA and ParB present in the different complexes were detected successively 



Figure 3-2. Multiple partition complexes form at pars with increasing ParB 

concentration. "P-labeled DNA fragments, resulting fiom an fia1 digest of pBEF166 were 

the substrates for ParB and IHF binding. This restriction digestion produced a 132 bp pars 

fragment and a 3280 bp vector DNA hgment.  Following incubation with ParB and IHF, the 

reaction mixtures were analyzed by elec&ophoresis in a 5% polyacrylamide gel. ParB 

concentrations (in nEvi dimer) are indicated above each lane. IHF, when present (+), was at 

400 nM. The positions of fiee DNA fragments and protein-DNA compIexes are indicated on 

the l e k  Note that the large vector fiagrnent also contains an IHF binding site. This 

experiment was perfomed by Jean-Yves Bouet (Bouet, et al, 2000). 



on the sarne membrane by PhosphorIrnager scanning and quantitative Western blot analyses, 

respectively. His results revealed that X+B2 contains, on average, twice as much ParB as I+B 1 

per motecule of pars (Bouet et al., 2000). 

This result makes it unlikely that I+B2 corresponds to a pairing event between two I+B 1 

complexes. If this were true, then the protein:DNA ratio for both complexes would be the same; 

complex I+B2 would have twice as much ParB and twice as much DNA as I+B 1. Similarly, if 

complexes I+B2 represented an I+B I complex that had captured and paired with a naked (or 

IHF-bound) pars DNA molecule, the ParB:DNA ratio would decrease by half in complex I+B2 

(I+B2/I+B 1 = 0.5). Nevertheless, 1 checked for pairing by including an unlabeled pars DNA 

fra,ment of different s i x  in the binding mixture (Fig. 3-3) .  The expectation was that "paired" 

complexes would form between fragments of different size, producing two distinct I+B2 

compIexes when only one of the fragments was radioactively labeled. Conversely, ParB bound to 

only one pars DNA fragment would sirnply be cornpeted by the unlabeled pars DNA fragment. 

The latter result was observed (Fig. 3-31? indicating that the I+B2 complex does not represent a 

pairing event, 

The I+B1 complex contains one ParB dimer. ParB is a dimer in solution (FunneIl, 

1991), but its stoichiometry at pars is unknown. Since ParB recognizes 4 box A and 2 box B 

sequences (Davis et al., 1990; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993), it seemed reasonable to predict that a 

tetramer would be required to occupy d l  sites. On the other hand, both genetic and chernical 

interference studies suggest that only two box A sequences are essential for pars activity (A2 

and A3 in Fig. 3-1) (Davis et al., 1990; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993; Funneli and Gagnier, 1994). 

To examine the stoichiometry of ParB in I+B 1 and I+B2 complexes, I designed a mixing 

experiment using ParB and a larger polyhistidine version of the protein, His-ParB (Surtees and 



Figure 3-3. Cornpetition analysis of ParB binding to parS. Gel mobility shift assays were 

pedormed with pars-252 (lanes 1-3) or pars-132 (lanes 4-6) DNA fkagments as the "P- 

labeled subsîrates. The reaction rnixîwes contained 16 h o 1  of "P-labeled DNA fhgments. 

When present (+), IHF and ParB concentrations were 400 nM and 250 KIM (dimer), 

respectively. In lanes 7 to 9, increasing amounts of unlabeled pars-252 (indicated above the 

fanes in h o l )  were added to the reaction mixtures prior to the addition of ParB. 
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Funnell, 1999). His-ParB binds to pars. but produces a larger, more slowly migrating complex 

(complex I+hB 1; Fig. 34A,  Iane 4). When ParB and Wis-ParB were both added to a binding 

reaction mixture, 1 expected that complexes containing more than one dimer would produce 

hybrid bands in a gel mobility shift assay. At low concentration of both ParB proteins, only 

ParB (I+B 1)  and His-ParB (I+hB 1) were observed (Fig. 3-4A, lanes 5 and 6). At high 

concentrations, an intermediate complex was observed (I+B2/hB2) that migrated between the 

PUB I+B2 and the His-ParB I+kS2 complexes (Fig. 3 4 A ,  lanes 9 and IO). The simpIest 

explanation for these results is that the ItB 1 complexes contain only one dimer of ParB and that 

the I+B2 complexes contain two dimers of ParB. 

Fomally, the lack of an intermediate I+B 1 complex could be interpreted as indicating 

that this complex contains only one monomer of ParB, since heterodimers of ParB/E-Fis-ParB 

would also be expected to produce hybrid complexes. However, 1 favoured the idea that the 

ParB dimerization interaction is too strong to completely reassort during this experiment. 

Furthemore, it seemed unlikely that a single monomer could interact with two box B sequences 

across the H F  band or to protect d i  of the sites within pars that were detected by chemical 

footprinting (see below) (Bouet et al., 2000). Nonetheless, to test whether the I+B 1 complex 

contains one dimer or one monomer of ParB, 1 forced the molecules to form heterodimers by 

denaturing and renaturing a mixture of both ParB proteins. ParB and His-ParB, alone or mixed 

together, were denatured by treatment with 6M guanidine, and then renatured by successive 

dialysis steps to remove the guanidine. When used in a DNA binding experiment at low ParB 

concentrations, the ParB-His-ParB mixture now produced an intermediate I+B l/hB 1 complex 

(Fig. 3-4B, lane 5). This result is consistent with the formation of a complex containing a 

heterodimer of ParB/His-ParB. Therefore the I+B 1 partition complex contains one ParB dimer 



Figure 3-4. Mobility of ParB and His-ParB homodimers and heterodirners bound to 

parS DNA. A, DNA binding by native ParB and His-ParB. ParE3 or His-ParB were 

incubated with pars- 132 DNA fra,ments (as an XbaI restriction digest of pBEF166) in 

the presence of MF (400 nM), and the reaction mixtures were analyzed by 

electrophoresis in a 5% polyacrylamide gel. The concentrations of Pa& and His-ParB 

(in nM) are indicated above each lane, B, DNA binding by denaturedkenatured ParB, 

His-ParB and ParB/His-ParB heterodimers. To form heterodimers, 25 pg each of ParB 

and His-ParB were mixed, diluted in 150 pl of buffer A (6 M guanidine HCI, 100 mM 

NaH2P04, 10 rnM Tris, pH 8.0) and then dialyzed against 300 ml buffer a for 4 hours to 

denature both proteins. They were renatured by successive dialysis steps against 

decreasing concentrations of guanidine HCI (3, 1 and 0.5 M) foIIowed by a final dialysis 

against 50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 8.0), 300 rnM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 7 mM P- 

mercaptoethanol. Dialysis was performed at 4°C- The resulting mixture of homo- and 

heterodimers (ParB/His-ParB mixture, lanes 5 and 9) was used in DNA binding assays. 

As controls, 25 pg each of ParB and of His-ParB were independently denatured and 

renatured (in separate dialysis bags) as above and used in DNA binding assays (ParB, 

lanes 3 and 7; His-ParB, lanes 4 and 8). To isolate "Hisf dimers" (dimers in which at 

least one monorner contains a polyhistidine tâgj, 15 pg of the denaturedhenatured 

mixture of ParB and His-PUB were purified over a 20 pl nickel-agarose chromatography 

column as described in Chapter 2 (Surtees and Funnell, 1999). Bound protein was eluted 

with 500 mM imidazole, and used in DNA binding assays (Hisf dirners, Iünes 6 and 10). 

ParB protein concentrations (in nM dimers) are indicated above each lane. 
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and the I+B2 complex contains two ParB dimers. As controls, ParB and His-ParB were 

individualIy denatured and renatured, and both proteins were able to bind pars (Fig. 3- 

4B, Ianes 3 and 4)- 

To further demonstrate that the intermediate complex I+B l/hB 1 (Fig. 34B,  lane 5) was 

forrned by heterodimers, the ParBMis-ParB denaturedkenatured mixture was repurified by 

nickel affinity chrornatography. ParB protein that bound to the nickel resin, which must contain 

at leasr one polyhistidine tag per dimer (Hisf dimers), was used in a DNA binding assay (Fig 3- 

4B, lane 6). This protein mix produced primady the intermediate I+B l/hB 1 and upper I+hB 1 

complexes. Since the latter are identical to those produced by His-ParB homodimers, 1 conclude 

that the intermediate complex contains His-ParBffarB heterodimers. Therefore, the I+B 1 

complex contains one ParB dimer, and the I+B2 complex contains two ParB dimers. 

Jean-Yves Bouet performed 1.10-phenanthroline-copper (OP-Cu) footprintinz 

experiments to determine the regions within pars that were protected in the I+B 1 and h-BS 

complexes (Bouet et al., 2000). In I+B 1 complex. protection due to ParB binding was observed 

in boxes A 1 and B I (left side) and boxes A2, A3 and B2 (right side) on both DNA strands. The 

protection of pnrS by ParB was very similar in complex ItB2, but extended outward to include 

box A4 as well as sequence to the left of box B 1 (see Fig. 3-1). The DNA sequence left of box 

B 1 is outside the minimal pnrS region required for partition (Davis et al., 1990). Therefore, the 

additional contacts made by ParB in complex I+B2 probably represent both specific and non- 

specific interactions. 



Discussion 

The formation of the P l  partition complex is an essential step in the segregation of the 

unit-copy number plasrnid P 1 at ce11 division. In this chapter, 1 have shown that the initial 

ParB+IHF complex visualized by gel mobility shift assays (I+B 1) contains a single dimer of 

P d ,  while the next complex formed (I+B2) contains two dimers of ParB. At higher 

concentrations of ParB, complexes with increasingly slower migration are observed (I+B3, I+B4, 

etc.), which presumably is a result of additional ParB dimers Ioading ont0 the nucIeoprotein 

complex. 

The stoichiometry of ParB binding has interesting implications for the architecture of the 

partition complex. In particular, the observation that a single ParB dimer is responsible for the 

I+B 1 complex is intriguing given the number of specific sequences in pars that are recognized 

by ParB. pars contains two copies of the box B repeat and four copies of the box A repeat (Fig. 

3-1). 1 favour a mode1 in which one dimer of ParB is precisely docked to occupy both box B 

repeats and the box A2 and A3 repeat. First, since both box A2 and A3 repeats are required for 

high affinity ParB binding, both must be filled to form the I+B 1 complex. Second, although the 

OP-Cu footpnnts indicate an additional protection in the region of box A l ,  previous deletion and 

mutational analyses and DMS interference experiments have shown that boxes Al  and A4 in 

pars are not essential for partition or for high affinity binding by ParB (Davis et al., 1990; 

Funnell and Gagnier, 1993; Funnell and Gagnier, 1994). Previous DNaseI footprinting 

experiments showed that ParB and IHF protected the region that contains box Al from DNaseI 

cleavage even when box AI  was mutated (changed by a 4 bp substitution mutation; Davis et al., 

1990). This implies that ParB is in the same position in the complex with or without the box Al  

sequence. Therefore, the box A 1 region is Iikely protected from OP-Cu and DNaseI cleavage by 



alterations in the geometry of ~ ! e  DNA, such as compression of the minor groove caused by 

tightening of the bend, for example. The alternative possibility is that I+B 1 cornplex represents a 

mixture of ParB orientations on pars, in which case the domain of Pa* that is responsibIe for 

recognition of box A must be quite flexible with respect to the domain responsible for 

recognizing box B. Given that box Al cannot substitue for either box A2 or A3 (Davis et al., 

1990: Funnell and Gagnier, 1993), this scenario seems unlikely. 

Previous data indicate that the MF bend in pars aIlows ParB to simultaneously contact 

its DNA recognition sequences that flank the bend (Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). The results in 

this chapter show that it is one dimer of ParB that interacts across this bend. Dirnerization of 

ParB is mediated through a dornain located at the C-terminus of the protein ( Lobocka and 

Ymolinsky, 1996; Surtees and Funnell, 1999; Chapter 2).  This region has also been shown to 

be involved in box B binding (Radnedge et al., 1996). These observations lead to a model in 

which the dimenzed C termini of one ParB dimer interact with both box B sequences 

simultaneously, perhaps threading the DNA between the monomers. In other words, the extreme 

ends of the pars site are brought together near or at the dirnerization interface. This model is 

consistent with the biochemical data that indicate that the DNA is wrapped around a core of 

protein (Funnell, 199 1 ; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). It has been suggested that a putative helix- 

turn-helix motif in the centre of ParB binds the box A motif (Dodd and Egan, 1990; Radnedge et 

al., 1996). In this case, these regions of each rnonomer would be directed toward the box A2 and 

A3 inverted repeat, but would be positioned on one side of the JJ3F bend rather than flanking it. 

The way in which ParB binds the box A and box B sequences within pars will be addressed and 

extended in Chapter 4. 



An important question is whether the I+B 1 complex is sufficient for partition in vivo. 

The affinity of ParB for the I+B2 complex is about 100-fold lower than its affinity for the I+B 1 

cornplex (Bouet et al., 2000). PUB exists at relatively high concentrations in the ce11 

(micromolar arnounts) (Funnell, 199 1 ; Funnell and Gagnier, 1994): and therefore progressive 

loading of ParB ont0 the DNA to form higher complexes probably dso occurs in vivo. This is 

supported by the observation that ParB binding can spread a geat  distance dong the DNA on 

both sides of pa r s  under conditions where ParB c m  silence genes that are located close to pa r s  

(Lobocka and Yarrnolinsky, 1996; Rodionov et al., 1999). In addition, immunofluorescence 

anaiysis shows that ParB forms bright, discrete foci at the intracellular locations occupied by Pl  

plasmids, suggesting that much of the ParB in the ce11 converges on PI at the pars site (Erdmann 

e t  al., 1999). However, the minimal amount of ParB that is necessary for partition in vivo has 

not been measured. Larger complexes (I+B2, I+B3, etc,) may be necessq  to interact with ParA 

or with host factors. Altematively, the I+B 1 complex may be sufficient for partition, but not for 

cornpetition (incompatibility). Weaker par  sites (weakened by mutation for pars, for example 

(Funnell and Gagnier, 1993) are cornpetent for partition but unable to compete with wild-type 

sites. 

Presumably binding of ParB to complex I+B 1 to form complex I+B2 is rnediated chiefly 

by protein-protein (dimer-dimer) interactions, which are weaker than the protein-DNA 

interactions that mediate complex I+B 1, since much higher ParB concentrations are required for 

complex I+B2 formation. Such dimer-dimer interactions may occur via a self-association 

domain identified near the N-terminus (Surtees and Funnell, 1999; Chapter 2). It seems likely 

that both specific and non-specific DNA contacts also contribute to the formation of complex 

I+B 2. 



The architecture of ParB binding to pars  is intriguing, given the organization of box A 

and box B motifs (Fig. 3-1) and the current result that one dimer interacts with these motifs to 

form the initial partition cornplex. These results define the minimal protein requirements for 

pars  binding. The high affinity core (complex I+B 1) then recmits more ParB molecules by both 

protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions- 



CHAPTER 4 

The DNA binding domains of Pl ParB and the architecture of the P l  plasrnid partition 
complex 

A version of this chapter has been accepted for publication in The Journal of Biologicnl 
Chemisity. Z performed al1 of the experiments in this chapter. 



Introduction 

ParB is a site-specific DNA binding protein. Its target is the plasmid centromere-like 

site, parS. In this chapter 1 have examined the interaction of ParB with pars  by asking how 

different regions of t h e  protein contribute to its DNA binding activities, 

pars  is a multipartite DNA site. An MF binding site is flanked by two types of distinct 

sequences, called box_ A and box B. which are specifically recognized by ParB (Davis et al.. 

1990; Funnell and Gagnier, 1993) (Fig- 4-1A). Previous mutational and deletion analyses have 

shown that the presemce and relative spacing of boxes A2, A3, B 1 and B2 are essential for pars 

function in vivo, while boxes A 1 and A4 are dispensable (Davis et al., 1990: Funnell and 

Gagnier, 1993; Funnell and Gagnier, 1994). ParB and MF enhance each other's afinity for pnrS 

(Funnell, 1991; Funnell and Gagnier, 1994). MF binding creates a large bend in pars  (Funnell, 

199 1) and a single dirner of ParB binds across the MF-directed bend in parS (Chapter 3; (Bouet 

et al., 2000), forming a structure in which the DNA is wrapped around the protein core (Funnell, 

1988b; Funnell, 1991 ; Bouet et al., 3000). Subsequent dimers Ioad onto the partition complex 

with increasing ParB concentrations via a series of protein-protein interactions and specific and 

non-specific protein-DNA interactions that tether increasing amounts of ParB to the partition 

complex. 

Two independent self-association domains have been identified within ParB (Fig. 4- 

2A)(Surtees and FunmeIl, 1999) (Chapter 2). One domain is Iocated within the Iast 59 amino 

acids of ParB and is lkkely the domain that mediates dimerization in solution. Limited 

proteolytic digestion indicated that the C-terminal dirnerization domain forms the core of a very 

stably folded C-termina1 half of ParB (Chapter 2; (Surtees and Funnell, 1999). The second 
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ACAGTGCTCTTTCAGTTGTTCACTG 

Box B - scrambled 
TCAACTTG 

Figure 4-1. The P l  pars site. A. Blue and pink boxes outline the box A and box B 

sequences, respectively. The black line shows the IHF binding site (Funnell, 1991). 

B. Synthetic 25 base pair oligomers used as substrates in gel mobility shift assays 

(see Figure 4-7). 



domain is located near the N-terminus of the protein. In Chapter 2 , I  suggested that this domain 

is involved in oligomerization (that is, dimer-dimer interactions) but that some type of 

conformational change in ParB is required for oligomers to form (Surtees and Funnell, 1999). 

This suggestion arose from two observations. First, the N-terminus of ParB is relatively 

susceptible to proteolysis (Fig. 2-3), suggesting it is not very stably folded in solution. Second, 

self-association, measured by chernical cross-linking experiments in vitro, of the N-terminus was 

observed only when the C-terminal half of ParB was removed (Figs. 2-7 and 2-8). One 

possi bility is that DNA binding elicits a conformational change that removes the inhibitory effect 

of the C-terminus on N-terminal self-association, promoting oligomerization. The N-terminal 

oligomerization domain either overlaps or is adjacent to a region of ParB that is required for an 

interaction with ParA (Fig. 4-2A) (Radnedge et al., 1998; Surtees and Funnell, 1999) (Chapter 

2)- 

Two different regions of ParB appear to have a role in its specific DNA binding activity, 

one near the C-terminus of ParB and the second in the middle of the protein (Fig. 4-2A). Point 

mutations near the C-terminus disrupt DNA binding activity (Lobocka and Ymolinsky, 1996). 

Proieins with these mutations also fail to dimerize and it has been sugbested that Iack of 

dimerization prevents DNA binding. These mutations dl faIl within the last 59 arnino acids of 

ParB, a region that encompasses the C-terminal dimerization domain (Surtees and Funnell, 

1999). This region also includes the "discriminator recognition sequence", or DRS, defined by 

domain-swapping experiments (Radnedge et al., 1996). When residues 28 1-302 of P 1 ParB 

were swapped with the equivalent region of the ParB protein of P7, the resulting hybrid protein 

recognized P7 parS in an in vivo partition açsay (Radnedge et al., 1996). The P7 parS site is 

very similar to Pl  parS. The Pl and P7 box A sequences are interchangeable (Hayes and Austin, 



1993) but the box B sequences are not (Hayes and Austin, 1993). Thus the swapping experiment 

defined the DRS as a region that contacts box B sequences directly or promotes a fold that 

allows box B- binding. Analysis of the ParB sequence identified a putative helix-turn-helix 

(HTH) motif, frorn residues 166 to189, that has also been implicated in ParB's DNA-binding 

activities (Dodd and Egan, 1990). Point mutations located on either side of the putative HTH 

domain disrupt DNA binding activity (Lobocka and Yarmolinsky, 1996). It has been proposed 

that this region of the protein binds the pars box A sequences (Radnedge et al., 1996). 

In this study, 1 have examined the interaction of ParB with its specific sequences in pars 

by asking how different regions of the protein contribute to its DNA binding activities. My 

results suggest a mode1 of how protein-DNA (ParB-box A and ParB-box B) and protein-protein 

(dimerization) interactions contribute to the architecture of the partition cornplex. 



Experimental Procedures 

Bacterial strains, growth media, reagents and buffers are as described in Chapters 2 

and 3. 

PIasmid construction. The new constructs created for this work were generated by PCR 

and cloned into PET 1 Sb (Novagen), which encodes a hexa-histidine tag. pJS I O (Table 2- 1)  

(Surtees and FiinneIl, 1999) was used as the substrate for PCR amplification. To create the 142- 

333 ParB fragment, the region of pnrB encoding this portion was amplified by PCR- The 

upstream primer (S'GCGCCATATGGACGTTCAGACAGCATTG) added a single Met residue 

upstream of residue 142. M 13 fonvard primer was the downstrearn primer. This PCR fragment 

was gel purified (QIAEX II), digested with NdeI and BarnHI and ligated into pETlSb, creating 

pJS308. For 1-330 ParB, 1-325 and 1-3 17 ParB, the upstream primer 

(5'GCGCATATGTCAAAGAAAAACAGACCMC) incorporated an NdeI site at the start site. 

The downstream primers, S'CGCGGGATCCTTACTTTTTATCGAGGCTC, 

S'CGCGGGATCCTTACTTTCTAAGGATATGCCC and 

S'CGCGGGATCCTTACCTGTCGAGTTCTTCCTG, created stop codons in place of residues 

33 1,  326 and 3 18, respectively and created a BarnHT site downstream of the stop codons. The 

NdeI-BarnHI fia-ments were then cloned into PET 1 Sb, generating pJS207, pJS2 12 and pJS2 13. 

To create the intemal deletions of ParB, the region of pnrB encoding residues 185 to 333 

was amplified using an upstream primer (SCGCGCTCGAGTGCTCTCCAGGCAGCGAGTG) 

that placed a XhoI site just upstream of codon 185 and the M 13 forward primer. The resulting 

XhoI-BarnHI fragment was cloned into pET 1Sb to create pJS206. The regions encoding residues 

1 - 143 and residues 1 - 165 were amplified with an upstream primer, 

SGCGCATATGTCAAAGAAAAACAGACCAAC (placing an NdeI site at the start site), and a 



downstream primer, either 5'CGCGCTCGAGTCTTïCGCTAAATTTTGCGC (creating a XhoI 

site just downstream of codon 142) or S'CGCGCTCGAGCCATCATTITTCATTCGCAT 

(creating a XhoI site just downstream of codon 165). The NdeI-XhoI fragments were cloned into 

pis206 to generate pJS2 10, encoding A142- 185 ParB, and plS2 1 1, encoding A1 66- 185 ParB. 

This cloning strategy replaced the region between residues 143 and 185 or between residue 165 

and 185 of ParB with two serine residues. 

DNA substrates. For gel mobility shift assays with the intact pars site, pBEF 165 was 

digested and end-labeled as described in Chapter 3. For DNase 1 footprinting reactions, DNA 

substrates were generated by digesting either pBEFI 65 or pBEF 166 with BalnHI and SmaI or 

BamHI and BgZII, generating a 2 1 1 bp or a 240 bp pars fragment, respectively. They were 3 ' ~ -  

labeled at the 3' end of the BnmHI site. The fragments labeled on the upper strand (as drawn in 

Fig. 4-1A) were generated from pBEF165 and fragments labeled on the lower strand were 

generated from pBEF 1 66. 

Competitor fra,oments for the gel mobility shift assays were 270 bp in length and were 

pnerated by PCR from pALA207 (Abeles et al., 1985). The pars-containing fra,gnent was 

amplified using the pnmers S'CACTTGTGTGAATCCCTTTTC and 

5'CAGGAAGAACTCGACAGGATG. The non-specific fragment was ampli fied with the 

primers 5' GCCTCTTGCGGGATATCGTC and SCTGTCGCAGCAGAGATGATG. The 

fragments were then punfied from agarose gels. 

The single site oligonucleotide substrates used for gel mobility shift assays are illustrated 

in Figure 4-1B. The lower strand of each pair was labeled at the 5' end with [?'P]ATP and T4 

polynucleotide kinase. The specific activity of each oligomer was determined by precipitating 

with trichloroacetic acid followed by liquid scintillation counting. The unincorporated 



nucleotide was rernoved by gel filtration or by ethanol precipitation. The labeled oligomers were 

then mixed with an equal amount of the appropriate upper strand oligomer in LOO mM NaCI, 10 

mM MgCIL 0.1 rnM EDTA. The mixture was heated to 70°C and was then ailowed to cool 

slowly to room temperature, to allow the two strands to anneal. 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays. These expenments were performed as described 

in Chapter 3. When the single site oligomers were used as substrates, IO fmol of labeled 

substrates were used per assay. 

DNase I protection assays. Standard 30 p1 reaction mixtures contained 20 to 50 fmol of 

3'~-labeled substrate, 50 rnM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.3, 100 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 100 pg 

of sonicated salmon sperm DNA/ml, 100 pg BSAfml, 10 mM MgCl.. 2 rnM CaC12 and 7 rnM p- 

mercaptoethanol. The mixtures were assembled on ice and incubated at 30°C for 15 min. 

Bovine pancreatic DNase 1 was then added (1 pl of a 1 pdpl s01ution)- After 3 min at 30°C, the 

reaction was stopped by addition of 80 pl of 1.6 M ammonium acetate, 400 pg sonicated salmon 

sperrn DNA/ml and 0.1 M EDTA. After phenol:chloroform extractions of the mixtures, the 

DNA was precipitated with ethanol and resuspended in 4 pl formamide dye (Sambrook el ni., 

1989). 



Resul ts 

In this work, 1 have examined the architecture of the partition cornplex by determining 

the DNA binding properties of various regions of ParB, ParB is 333 amino acids in length and 1 

previously examined its domain structure by partial proteolysis mapping and by the self- 

association activity of various ParB protein fra,ments (Chapter 2)  (Surtees, 1996; Surtees and 

FunneII, 1999). Here 1 have used several of those fra,ments to examine their interaction with the 

Pl  pars site. Al1 fragments contain a poly-histidine tag to facilitate purification. In addition, 1 

have constructed six new derivatives of ParB (Fig. 4-2B). My previous partial proteolysis 

experiments identified two tryptic fragments that were relatively resistant to further digestion. 

His-142-333 ParB (constructed here) and His-187-333 ParB (Chapter 2; (Surtees and FunneII, 

1999) correspond to these two tryptic fra,ments (Fig. 4-2A, (Surtees and FunneII, 1999). To 

examine the function of the extreme C-terminus of ParB, I removed 3,8,  and 16 residues from its 

C-terminus, generating His- 1-330 ParB, His- 1-325 ParB and His- 1-3 17 ParB. Finally, I made 

two interna1 deletions of ParB that removed the putative helix-turn-helix motif- The first 

removed only this predicted motif (residues 166-1 84) and the second removed residues 143- 184, 

the region between the start sites of the two stable tryptic fra,pents mentioned above (Fig. 4- 

2B). 

1 first tested the dimerization activity of the new protein fragments in a cross-linking 

assay (Fig. 4-3). His- 142-333 ParB and both proteins with interna1 deletions (His-A 166- 184 

ParB and His-A143-184 ParB) were cross-linked to dimer-sized smears in the presence of DSP, a 

cross-linking reagent that reacts primarily with lysines. His- 1-330 ParB and His- 1-335 ParB 

were also able to dimerize, as determined by this assay (Fig 4-3). His- 1-3 17 ParB, however, 

was not cross-linked, indicating that it is predominantly monomeric in solution. It behaves as 



Figure 4-2. The stmctural and functional domains of ParB. A. Schematic of PxB domains. 

The coloured regions represent the regions of ParB involved in protein-protein and protein-DNA 

interactions. The HTH indicates a predicted HTH motif and the DRS represents a second region 

implicated in DNA binding (see text). The dirnerization and oligomerization domains are at the 

C- and N-termini, respectively. The N-terminus also contains a region required for interactions 

with ParA. The m o w s  indicate the N-terminus of fra,oments generated by tryptic cleavage of 

ParB (Chapter 2). B. Diagram of ParB fragments used in this chapter. The coloured regions of 

ParB are as in A. Dimerkation activity, as determined by DSP cross-linking, is indicated in the 

first column. The second column summarizes the ability of ParB fragments to bind pars and the 

third coIumn indicates whether binding was stimulated by MF. N/A, not applicable. 
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Figure 4-3. Cross-linking of His-ParB and of ParB fragments. His-tagged 

proteins were incubated with DSP at room temperature for 20 minutes and analyzed 

by electrophoresis through a 12% SDS polyacrylamide gel. These experiments were 

performed as descnbed in Chapter 2. Lane M, size markers; XL, cross-linked 

products. 



His-1-3 12 ParB (Fig. 4-3), which 1 previously reported to not be cross-linked by DSP (Chapter 2: 

Surtees and Funnell, 1999). Therefore, the region between residues 3 17 and 325 of ParB defines 

the C-terminal boundary of its dimerization domain, The abilities of previously isolated Pas 

frqments to dimerize are surnmarized in Fig. 4-2B (Surtees and FunnelI, 1999). 

The region between residues 142 and 325 contains al1 information required for 

binding to the full pars site. In the presence of MF, one dimer of ParB binds to pars  in a very 

high-affinity protein-DNA complex (Chapter 3) (Funnell, 199 1 ; Bouet et al., 2000). This 

interaction requires that ParB contact its specific recognition sequences on either side of the HF- 

directed bend simultaneously (Funnell and Gagnier, 1993). In the absence of MF, ParB affinity 

for pars  is much lower and binding is primarily dependent on the box A and box B sequences on 

the right side of the IHF site (Fig. 4- LA). Therefore one can distinguish two types of ParB 

binding: the latter (low-affinity), requiring specific contacts but not MF, and IHF-stimulated 

DNA-binding (high-affinity), requiring both specific contacts and the MF-directed bend in the 

DNA. In this work, 1 address the question of what regions of ParB contribute to the different 

aspects of ParB's DNA binding activities. 

I first examined several C-terminal fragments of ParB (i-e. truncated from the N- 

terminus) for their pars-binding activity. Full-length ParB (or His-PzrB i r i  my assays), and three 

fia-ments, His-47-333 ParB, His-67-333 ParB and His-142-333 ParB, bound to pars  and this 

binding was stimulated by MF (Fig. 4-4A,B,C). The rntnity of the fragments for pars  differed, 

but the relative affinity of each ParB fragment for pars  was much higher with than without 

MF. Therefore the first 141 residues of ParB are not required for IHF-stimulated pars  binding. 

Next, I assessed the importance of the central portion of ParB in DNA binding. His- 187- 

333 ParB and His-275-333 ParB contain both the C-terminal dimerization domains and the 



Figure 4-4. DNA binding activity of several ParB fragments in the presence and absence of 

IHF, measured in gel mobility shift assays. 3'~-labeled pars fragments were incubated with 

the ParB proteins ancüor IHF, and the mixtures were analyzed by electrophoresis through a 5 4  

polyacrylamide p l .  The pars fragments were generated from BarnHI (panels A,B,LI,E,F,G,HJ) 

or XbaI (panels C and Z) digests of plasmid pBEF165, yielding 252-base pair and 132-base pairs 

substrates, respectively. The BarnHI digest also generated a 120 base pair and a 3040 base pair 

vector fragment. The XbaI digest created only one 3280 base pair vector fragment. MF, when 

present, was 400 nM. The positions of free DNA (pars) and the MF-pars (1) complexes are 

indicated, The concentrations of His-ParB and of al1 ParB truncations are nM monomers. Note 

that the large vector fragment contains an IHF binding site. A, His-ParB and His-47-333 ParB in 

the presence and absence of IHF. B, His-67-333 ParB in the presence or absence of MF. The 

same substrate was used in both panels, but the gel in the right panel was run further and the 

smalI non-specific (non-pars) fragment ran off the bottom of the gel. C, His-142-333 ParB in 

the presence and absence of IHF. D, His-187-333 ParB in the presence of MF. ET His-Al66- 

184 ParB in the presence and absence of IHF. F.  His-A143- 184 ParB in the presence and 

absence of MF. G, His- 1-330 ParB in the presence and absence of HF. H, His- 1-325 ParB in 

the presence and absence of MF. 1, His-1-3 17 ParB in the presence and absence of MF. J ,  His- 

1-3 13 ParB in the presence and absence of HF. 
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discriminator recognition sequence (DRS), but are missing the putative helix-turn-helix domain 

located near the centre of ParB (Fig. 4-2). Neither fra,ment had any pars-binding activity, with 

or without MIF (Figs, 4 4 D  and 4-8 and data not shown). Therefore, a region N-terminal to 

residue 187 is required for stable pars  binding in this assay. Since the first 141 residues were 

not required for binding (Fig. 4-4C), the region between amino acids 142 and 187, which 

includes the putative HTH motif, contains information required for DNA binding. 1 next 

exarnined the activity of ParE3 fragments lacking only this region, His-Al66-184 ParB and His- 

A 143- 1 84. Neither protein bound pars with or without MF (Fig. 4-4 E,F) although some 

apparentiy non-specific or unstable binding activity was observed at the highest protein 

concentrations. These results indicated that the central region of ParB is required for pars 

binding and the C-termina1 DRS is not sufficient for stabk parS binding. 

Finally, 1 was interested in the role of the C-terminus of ParB in DNA-binding. 1 

deleted 3 and 8 residues from the C-terminus of ParB, and tested the resulting fragments of ParB 

for their ability to bind parS in the gel mobility shift assay. His- 1-330 ParB and His- 1-325 ParB 

both exhibited IHF-stimrilated DNA-binding (Fig. 4-4G,H), and both were able to dimerize as 

judged by cross-linking assays (Fig. 4-3). 

DNase 1 footprinting experimen ts showed that His-ParB, His-47-333 Par& His-67-333 

ParJ3 and His- 142-333 ParB exhibited very similar patterns of protection of the parS sequence 

(Fig. 4-SA and data not shown). As predicted from the gel rnobility shift experiments, these 

results indicate that the first 141 amino acids of ParB are not required for minimal partition 

complex formation. Neither His-187-333 ParB nor His-275-333 ParB provided any protection of 

pars  from DNase 1 cleavage, also consistent with the results from the gel mobility shift assays 

(Fig. 4-5 E, F). Similarly, His-A 143- 184 ParB and His-A 166- 184 afforded no protection frorn 



DNase 1 cleavage (data not shown). 

Footpnnting experiments with His-1-330 ParB produced a pattern of protection similar to 

that of His-ParB, but with additional enhancements (Fig. 4-5B,C). First, on the upper strand of 

pars, one band in box B 1 is strongly enhanced (Fig. 4-5B). On the lower strand, one band near 

the centre and one near the right boundary of the KHF binding site are strongly enhanced (Fig. 4- 

5C). These differences indicate changes in the geometry of the cornplex that make the minor 

groove more accessible to DNase 1 in these regions. These enhancements were not observed in 

the presence of His-1-325 ParB, whose protection pattern was very similar to that of His-ParB. 

C-terminal dimerization is required for high-affinitypars binding. In contrast to the 

fra,gnents with srnall C-terminal deletions, His- 1-3 17 ParB, His- 1-3 12 ParB, His- 1-393 ParB and 

His- 1-274 ParB bound pars, but a high protein concentration was required in order to observe 

binding (500-1000 nM) and littIe or no stimulatory effect by MF was observed (Fig. 4-4 I,J and 

data not shown). The IHF-insensitive binding is relatively weak (Le. low dfinity), as is full- 

length ParB binding to p a r s  in the absence of MF, (Funnell, 199 1)- Therefore removal of oniy 

16 amino acids from the C-terminus removed the ability of IHF to stimulate ParB's specific 

DNA binding activity. The appearance of MF-insensitive binding also correlated with the loss 

of dimerization activity (Surtees and Funnell, 1999, Figs. 4-2 and 3). Note that the N-terminal 

fragments with IHF-insensitive binding activity retain the putative helix-turn-helix domain. His- 

1-3 17 ParB and His- 1-3 12 ParB dso  retain the DRS. 

ParB fragments that exhibited MF-insensitive DNA binding activity in a gel mobility 

shift assay showed no detectable protection patterns in pars in DNaseI footprinting experiments 

(Fig. 4-5D and data not shown). This was surprising because 1 had expected to observe binding 

to at least the box A motifs because these fia-pents retained the putative HTH motif. 1 



Figure 4-5. DNase I footprinting of His-ParB and ParB fragments atparS. The upper and 

lower strands correspond to the upper and lower strands drawn in Figure 4- 1A. The DNA 

substrates were 2 1 I bp (panels A, B and D)  or 240 bp (panel C)  DNA fragments that were 3 ' ~ -  

labeled at the 3'-end of either the upper or lower strand. Protein-DNA complexes were treated 

bnefly with DNase 1 (see Experimental Procedures) and analyzed on 6% sequencing gels. IHF, 

when present, was at 400 nM. ParB concentrations are reported for monomers. On each gel, 

Maxam-Gilbert G>A sequencing reactions were included as markers. The box A, box B and 

MF sites are drawn alongside each gel. A, Protection of the upper strand oFparS from DNase 1 

digestion by His-142-333 ParB or His-ParB. B, Protection of the upper strand of p a r s  from 

DNase 1 by His-1-325 ParB, His-1-330 ParB or His-ParB, C, Protection of the lower strand of 

pars from DNase 1 by His-ParB or His-1-330 ParB. Arrows indicate enhancements created by 

His- 1-330 ParB. D, Protection of the upper strand of p a r s  from DNase 1 digestion by His-ParB, 

His- 1-3 17 ParB or His- 1-3 12 ParB. The arrow indicates the enhancement generated by His-l- 

3 17 ParB. E, Protection of the lower strand of pars from DNaseI digestion by His-275-333 ParB 

and ParB. F, Protection of the upper strand of pars from Dnasel digestion by His-ParB and His- 

187-33 ParB. 
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concluded that the pars-binding activity of these MF-insensitive ParB fragments was too weak 

to be detectable in a DNase 1 footprinting assay. For instance, the fragnents may bind pars for 

too little time to protect the DNA from cleavage. However, His- 1-3 17 ParB did show evidence 

of a specific interaction with parS. The same enhancements observed in the presence of His-l- 

330 ParB were also observed with His-1-3 17 ParB (Fig. 4-5C,D). 

1 tested whether the IHF-insensitive binding activity was still specific for pars, using 

competition assays (Fig. 4-6). The ability of an N-terminal fragment of ParB to bind to a labeled 

pars  substrate was chailenged by a 270 bp, unlabeled DNA fra,ment containing either the pars  

sequence or a non-specific sequence. With both His- 1-3 17 ParB and His-1-3 I I  ParB, the parS 

DNA was a better competitor than the non-specific DNA, indicating that binding is specific (Fig. 

4-6 and data not shown). Al1 ParB fragments that bound pars also contained some non-specific 

DNA binding activity, a property of the full-length protein (Funnell. 199 1). 

N-terminal fraements srnaller than His-1-274 ParB had no DNA binding activity (data 

not shown). His-1-334 ParB is not cross-linked by DSP and His- 1-1 89 ParB has some self- 

association activity through the N-terminal oligornenzation domain (Chapter 2) (Surtees and 

Funnell, 1999). Neither fragment interacted with parS. Therefore a region C-terminal to residue 

234 is required for binding and N-terminal self-association is not sufficient for DNA binding. 

Binding to isolated box A or box B sequences. While the different DNA-binding 

activities of the ParB fragments used in this study supported the hypothesis that the putative 

HTH and the DRS regions interact with box A and box B sequences, respectively, 1 wanted to 

demonstrate direct interactions. 1 designed synthetic oligomer (25 bp) substrates that contained 

only the box A inverted repeat (Le. box A2-box A3), only a single box B sequence (box B2) or 

the box A inverted repeat overlapping a box B sequence (box A2-A3/box B2) (Fig. 4-1B). As 
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Figure 4-6. Cornpetition analysis of His-1-317 ParB binding to parS. The "P-labeled 

DNA substrate was a BarnHI restriction digest of pBEF 165. The fiagrnent containing parS 

was 252 bp (arrow). Increasing amounts of unlabeled 270 bp DNA fiagrnents containing 

pars or non-specific sequence (indicated above lanes in fmol) were added to the reaction 

mixtures prior to the addition of His-1-3 17 ParB (at 1 pM monomer). No H F  was added 

and the mixtures were analyzed by electrophoresis in a 5% polyacrylamide gel 

(Experimental Procedures). 



controls, 1 designed two non-specific oligomer substrates. One contained the same sequence as 

the box B oligomer, except that the box B sequence itself was scrarnbled, and the second 

contained an unrelated 25 bp sequence (Fig. 4-IB). Since the synthetic substrates were small, 1 

expected, and found, that the a.ffinity of the V ~ ~ O U S  versions of ParB for the sequences would be 

significantly reduced- Much higher protein concentrations were required for binding cornpared 

to reactions with intact pars, indicating weaker binding to the sites, Further, in most cases, 

smeary rather than discrete complexes were observed, indicating less stable binding. 

Nonetheless, 1 did observe specific binding with several protein-substrate combinations that 

provided additional insight into ParB binding. To control for differences in the specific activity 

of different substrates, 1 quantified the amount of binding as the loss of substrate band migrating 

at the "free" position (Table 4- 1). 1 observed similar binding activity when I performed these 

experiments so that the substrates were adjusted to approximately equal specific activity with 

unlabrled substrate (data not shown). 

His-ParB bound al1 of the synthetic substrates, including the negative controls. However, 

His-ParB forrned complexes with the box A and the box B substrates at Iower protein 

concentrations than with the control substrates, indicating site specificity. Furthermore, His- 

ParB bound the box A/B substrate at even Iower protein concentrations than it bound to the other 

substrates, indicating that the presence of both sites has at least an additive effect on binding 

While I believe that these experiments represent specific binding to the box A and box B 

sequences, there remains a significant amount of non-specific binding. This is consistent with 

previous work that showed wild-type ParB has high non-specific DNA binding activity, 

particularly in the absence of IHF (Funnell, 199 1). This property appears to be unique to the 

full-length protein (Fig. 7A-F). 



Figure 4-7. DNA binding activity of ParB fragments to oligomeric DNA substrates. The 

oligomeric DNA substrates are described in Figure 4- IB. Increasing arnounts of His-ParB and 

ParB fragments wereincubated with each of the oligomeric substrates and analyzed by 

electrophoresis in a 5% polyacrylamide gel. Protein concentrations at pM monomer. 
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TABLE 4-1, Quantification of synthetic substrate binding activity 

Protein 
His-ParB 

His- 142-333 ParB 

His-A 166- 184 ParB 

His- 1 -3 30 ParB 

His- 1-3 17 ParB 

His- 1-3 2 2 ParB 

Substrate 
Non-specific 
Box A 
Box B 
Box B-scrambled 
Box A/B 

Non-specific 
Box A 
Box B 
Box B-scrambled 
Box A/B 

Non-specific 
Box A 
Box B 
Box B-scrambled 
Box AR3 

Non-specific 
Box A 
Box B 
Box B-scrambled 

Non-specific 
Box A 
Box B 
Box B-scrambled 

Non-specific 
Box A 
Box B 
Box B-scrambled 

% Free Substrate (at 8 PM) 
52 +/- 19 
21 +/- 7 
17 +/- 9 
73 +/- 15 
20 +/- 9 

For these experiments, binding was defined as the disappearance of the substrate band. 
En quantifying the data, 1 determined the ratio of substrate to total signal in each lane. 
The ratios were then nomalized to the "no protein" Iane for each substrate. Each value is 
the average of at least 3 separate experiments. 



His-142-333 ParB exhibited weak binding to the single site substrates (Fig. 7B), but 

showed a reproducible preference for these substrates over the control substrates (Table 4-1). As 

with the full-length protein, His-142-333 ParB bound to the box A 5  substrate better than to 

either single-site substrate. The effect of the presence of both the box A and the box B 

sequences is more than additive, strongly supporting the idea that His-142-333 ParB interacts 

with both the box A and the box B sequences. This is in contrast to His-A166-184 ParB and His- 

A143-184 P x B  (Fig. 7 C  and data not shown). Both showed detectable but weak binding to the 

box B sequence, whereas only background binding was observed with the box A sequence, as 

compared to non-specific DNA. Furthermore the binding activity of His-A166- 184 ParB is 

apparently unaffected by the presence of the box A inverted repeat in combination with the box 

B sequence. These results support an essential roIe for the putative HTH in box A recognition 

and indicate that this region is not required for box B binding, although the additional protein 

length did stabilize the contacts with box B. 

His- 1-330 ParB and His- 1-325 ParB bound to both the box A and the box B substrates 

(Fig. 4-7D and data not shown). Non-specific DNA binding activity appeared to be reduced 

cornpared to His-ParB. 1 tested the ability of His- 1-3 17 ParB and His- 1-3 12 ParB, frazments 

which showed no dimerization activity but contain the DRS, to bind in the oligomer assay. Both 

bound box A (Fig. 4-7 E,F). Only His-1-3 17 ParB aIso bound the box B substrate, albeit weakly. 

These results suggest that residues more C-terminal than the DRS also f o m  part of the box B 

binding domain of ParB. 

The putative helix-turn-helix domain can function as a monorner. My experiments 

indicate that a dimerized C-terminus of ParB is  necessary but not sufficient for MF-stimulated 

DNA binding activity: ParB rnust contain both the C-terminus (including the DRS) as well as the 



HTH for this activity. Since helix-tum-helix domains often function as dimers (Pabo and Sauer, 

1992), 1 asked whether this region in ParB must be dimerized via the C-terminal domain in order 

for ParB to bind parS. 1 formed heterodimers between native ParB (no histidine ta& and His- 

275-333 ParB, at a 10: t molar ratio, by denaturing and then slowly renaturing the protein 

mixture. This small C-terminal fragment of ParB is able to dimerize but has no DNA- binding 

activity (Figs- 3 3  and 8A)- To confirrn that heterodimers were formed, a portion of the ParBMis- 

275-333 ParB mixture was purified by nickel affinity chromatography. The majority of the 

mixture was retained on the column (data not shown), ParB dimers that bound the column must 

contain at least one histidine ta= and therefore must be present in the form of heterodimers. 

The renatured proteins were used in gel mobility shift assays (Fig. 4-8). In the presence 

of MF (Fig. 4-8A), the ParB/His-275-333 ParB heterodimer mix formed a complex that 

migrated between the pnrS+MF complex and the parS+IHF+ParB complex (Fig. 4-8A). This 

intermediate complex, 1+(8/275) 1, represents heterodimers binding to parS. Therefore a single 

putative helix-turn-helix domain, in the presence of a dimerized C-terminus is sufficient to allow 

MF-stimulated pars binding. Native ParB dimer complexes were also produced from the 

mixture, even when the heterodimers had been repurified over nickel affinity column. This 

suggested that homodimerization of native ParB occurred over the course of the experiment. 

Finally, no intermediate complexes were observed in the absence of MF (Fig. 4-8B); only 

complexes of the size expected from full-length ParB were seen. 



Figure 4-8. ParBMs-275-333 ParB heterodimers bind topa& A, DNA binding by His- 

275-333 ParB, ParB homodimers and ParEVHis-275-333 ParB heterodimers in the presence of 

MF. The proteins were incubated with 132 bp pars fragment and the reaction mixtures were 

analyzed by electrophoresis through a 5% polyacrylamide gel. The protein concentrations (as 

dimers) are indicated above each lane. The concentration of ParB/His-275-333 ParB 

heterodimers assumes that ai1 ParB monomers are paired with a His-275-333 ParB fragment. 

When present, MF was at 400 nM. To form ParB/His-275-333 P x B  heterodimers, 25 pg of 

ParB and 65 pg of His-275-333 ParB (IO-fold molar excess) were mixed, diluted in 100 FI of 6 

M guanidine-HCI, 0.1 M NaH2P04, 0.01 M Tris; pH 8.0 and then dialyzed against 300 ml of the 

same bufier for 4 hours at 4°C to denature both proteins. The proteins were renatured by 

successive dialysis steps against decreasing concentrations of ganidine HCI foIlowed by a final 

dialysis against 50 rnM Na-phosphate, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 7 rnM p-mercaptoethanol, 10% 

(v/v) glycerol. Both His-275-333 ParB and ParB were denatured and renatured in separate 

dialysis bags as controls. To repurify the ParB/His-275-333 ParB mixture, half of the 

denaturedlrenatured mixture was purified over a 20 pl nickel-agarose affhity chromatography 

column (Surtees and FunneIl, 1999). Bound protein was eluted with 500 mM irnidrizoIe. The 

arrows indicate the following complexes: 1 complex, MF complex; I+B 1 complex, IHF plus 

ParB complex 1 ; I+(B/275) 1, MF plus ParB/His-275-333 ParB compIex 1. B, DNA binding by 

homo- and heterodimers in the absence of MF. B 1, ParB complex 1. 



pars -b 



Discussion 

Assembly of the Pl  partition complex first requires the binding of one dimer of ParB and 

one a / p  heterodimer of IHF to pars ,  forming a very high-affinity protein complex. Previous 

biochemical experiments have shown that ParB simultaneous1y contacts its recognition 

sequences on both sides of the MF-induced bend in the DNA (FunneII and Gagnier, 1993). 

Here, 1 have used a series of ParB fragments to determine the role of different domains in pars-  

binding activity and to position the different regions of ParB within the nucleoprotein complex. 

My results show that dimenzation is essential for the ability of H F  to stimlrlate ParE3 binding to 

parS. Therefore the ParB-ParB interaction across the MF-directed bend is at the dimenzation 

interface. In addition, my data support the prediction that the ParB HTH region recognizes the 

box A motifs, and that the DRS is part of the domain that recognizes the box B motifs. WhiIe 

ParB recognizes two distinct sequences with two distinct regions of the protein, both interactions 

are important in order to observe maximal pars-binding activity. 

Figure 4-9 illustrates how 1 think one dimer of Pa.& interacts with and might be 

positioned on pars  in the presence of MF. His-142-333 ParB interacts with both the box A and 

box B sequences and this interaction is stimulated by IHF. Therefore His- 141-333 ParB contains 

al1 the information required for assembly of the minimal partition complex that contains one 

dimer of ParB. The putative HTH motif of ParB is required for stable binding to the intact parS 

site (Fig. 4-4E.F), and is necessary for a detectable interaction with an oligonucleotide substrate 

containing a box A inverted repeat (Fig. 4-7C). In my model, the HTH region of each monomer 

interacts with a box A sequence in the A2-A3 inverted repeat, similar to a typical HTH protein 

such as the lambda repressor. My results also indicate that the C-terminus is directly involved in 

box B binding (Fig. 4-7C,E,F), and that the bend induced by IHF is unable to stimulate ParB 



Figure 4-9. Model of the minimal partition complex. A. Schematic of the regions of 

ParB that are involved in binding the box A and box B sequences ofparS. The black bar 

above represents the minimal region sufficient for pars-bindhg activity. Below the 

schematic is the predicted secondary structure of ParB (PHD) (Rost and Sander, 1993; Rost 

and Sander, 1994). The green boxes indicate predicted loops, the red arrows show predicted 

B-sheets and the orange cylinders denote predicted a-helices. Ody structures predicted with 

greater than 82% probability are shown. B. Model of a single ParE3 dimer in the partition 

complex. 142-333 Par8 contains d l  of the information required for DNA binding therefore 

the N-terminus is omitted fiom this diagram. The dimerized C-termini hold the two box B 

sites together, effectively wrapping the DNA around the ParB dimer. The two HTH motifs 

bind the box M-A3 inverted repeat. The N-terminus of ParB (not shown) would be available 

for dimer-dimer and ParA-ParB interactions. 



binding to pars in the absence of the C-terminal dimerization domain of ParB (Fig. 4-41,J). 

These observations support the previous prediction that the dimerized C-termini of a ParB dimer 

interact with both box B 1 and B2 simultaneously at or near the dimerization interface (Chapter 3; 

Bouet et al., 2000). 

Two observations suggest that dirnerization and box B binding are at least partially 

separable functions. First, His-1-3 17 ParB, a protein fra,gnent that did not dimerize, was able to 

recognize the box B sequence, as evidenced by the enhancernent observed in its DNase 1 

footprint (Fig 4-5C). Second, His-1-3 17 ParB bound the box B oligomer with higher affinity 

than it bound the scrambled box B oligomer (Fig. 4-7E), supporting the idea that dimerization 

and box B binding are separable functions. However 1 cannot exclude the possibility that a small 

arnount of dirnerization occurs in the presence of the DNA, particuiarly if this deletion has only 

partially destabilized the dimerization domain. 

The putative helix-trirn-helix domain. Based on sequence alignments, ParB has been 

predicted to contain a helix-tum-helix domain between residues 166 and 187 (Dodd and Egan. 

1990). Secondary structure prediction of ParB by PHD (Rost and Sander, 1993; Rost and 

Sander, 1994), shown schematically in Fig. 4-9A, indicates a high probability that a heiix is 

forrned between residues 169 and 174 and between residues 180 and 188 of ParB. Between 

these two helices is a gap that includes a glycine residue, a residue that is highly conserved in the 

turn region of a classical HTH motif (Pabo and Sauer, 1992). While my biochemistry does not 

provide any structural evidence for such a domain, 1 have shown that the region spanning this 

putative motif is required for native DNA binding activity. 

Typically, helix-turn-helix proteins, such as the lambda repressor, bind their recognition 

sites as dimers (Pabo and Sauer, 1992). The arrangement of a ParB dimer interacting with boxes 



A2 and A3 resembles that of a typical HTH dirner interacting with an inverted repeat binding 

site. The formation of an HF-stimulated complex by ParBWs275-333 ParB heterodimers (Fig. 

4-8) shows that the HTH region need not act as a dimer. However, binding of ParBMs-275- 

333 ParB heterodimers to pnrS was completely dependent on MF. Therefore in the absence of 

IFE,  both HTH domains must be present. These results suggest that the relative importance of 

box A and box B sequences differs in complexes with and without MF. Without MF1 both box 

A2 and A3 must be filled to promote binding, whereas with MF, the box B sequences tethered at 

the dimerization interface can cornpensate for the loss of one HTH-box A interaction. 

ParB-like proteins share only limited homology (Motallebi-Veshareh et al.. 1990; Hanai 

er al., 1996: Mohl and Gober, 1997), but one thing that many have in common is a predicted 

helix-turn-helix motif (Dodd and Egan, 1990). Similady, the sequences of the specific sites that 

have been identified to date are quite different, but al1 the known sites contain an inverted repeat 

(Davis and Austin, 1988; Ludtke et al,, 1989; Mori et al., 1989; Lin and Grossman, 1998). It 

will therefore be interesting to see whether these other proteins bind their cognate site in a 

manner similar to that of Pl ParB. 

Higher-order partition compiexes. The minimal partition complex contains one dimer 

of ParB, but at higher protein concentrations additional dimers join the complex to form even 

higher-order compiexes (Bouet et al., 2000). 1 have suggested that additional ParB dimers are 

stabilized by interactions between the N-terminal self-association domains in Par& as well as by 

protein-DNA interactions (Chapters 2 and 3; (Surtees and Funnell, 1999; Bouet et al., 2000). 

DSP cross-linking experiments showed that this domain was in  the N-terminal half of ParB, but 

yeast two-hybrid experiments suggested that it is within the N-terminal 61 residues (Surtees and 

Funnell, 1999). Both His-ParB and His-47-333 ParB formed higher order complexes in my 



experiments, while His-67-333 ParB did not, consistent with my rnodel. However, His- 142-333 

Par13 d s o  appeared to form higher-order complexes. 1 cannot tell whether there are additionai 

self-association contacts that are more C-terminal to residue 142 of ParB, or whether these 

higher-order complexes are promoted only by protein-DNA interactions. Another possibility is 

that the N-terminal oligomerîzation domain is mainly involved in dimer-dimer interactions that 

mediate pairing of partition complexes. The roIe of this domain awaits further structural 

anaiyses of ParB in these higher-order complexes. 



CHAPTER 5 
Influence of deletions and DNA on ParB's structural domains 

Future Directions 

1 performed al1 of the experiments in this chapter. 



Introduction 

A ParB dimer has a distinct domain structure with specific charactenstics, defined by 

limited proteolytic digestion of the protein (Chapter 2; Surtees and Funnell, 1999). As 

proteolysis progressed, trypsin cleaved ParB at increasingly C-terminal sites, and penerated 

fragments that extended to, or close to, the C-terminus of the protein (Fig. 5- 1A) (Surtees and 

Funnell, 1999). The way in which the tryptic digestion of ParB occurs in time course 

experiments suggests that Band B is derived from Band A, Band C from Band B and Band D 

from Band C (Fig. 5-lB, Chapter 2; Surtees and Funnell, 1999). Therefore each subsequent 

cleavage may be dependent upon the previous cleavage. 

This proteolytic pattern has particular implications about the domain structure of ParB. It 

shows that the N-terminal appro~imately 80 residues of ParB are quickly degraded by trypsin, 

indicating that this region is not stably folded and rnay be flexible in solution. In contrast, the C- 

terminal half of ParB folds into a very stable domain that is quite resistant to further proteolysis. 

One major tryptic cleavage site in ParB is on the C-terminal side of residue 184, near the C -  

terminal boundary of the predicted helix-tum-heIix motif- The accessibility of this predicted 

DNA binding region is reminiscent of studies with other DNA-binding proteins that have shown 

that DNA recognition domains are sometimes hypersensitive to proteases (Tasayco and Carey, 

1992), consistent with a surface location of the domain. Alternatively, a DNA binding domain 

may be somewhat disordered, or not stably folded, in the absence of DNA (SpoIar and Record, 

1 994). 

In this chapter, 1 examined the domain structure of ParB in the presence of DNA to 

determine whether binding of ParB to DNA protecred regions of the protein from proteolysis or 

resulted in any conformational changes. 1 have also examined the domain structure of several 

142 



additional ParB fragments to determine whether they retain the same domain structure as intact 

ParB, again by limited proteolytic digestion. 



Experimental Procedures 

Proteins. Al1 fraagnents of ParB useci in this chapter contained a histidine tag. They 

were purified as descnbed in Chapters 2 and 4. IHF was punfied as described previously (Bouet 

and Funnell, 1999)- 

DNA fragments. The pars and non-specific DNA fragments were each 270 bp in 

length. They were generated by PCR and purified as described in Chapter 4. 

Proteolysis. His-ParB or ParB fragments were incubated with trypsin in 50 mM Tris- 

HCl (pH 7.5); 100 rnM NaCl: 0- 1 rnM EDTA and 20% (v/v) glycerol at room temperature. The 

protein:protease ratios used was 1000: 1 (w/w). Digestion was stopped by the addition of acetic 

acid to I% (v/v). For sequencing of the N-termini, proteolytic digestions were flash frozen on 

dry ice and stored at -20°C. 

Protein sequencing. The protein products were separated and prepared as described in 

Chapter 2. Sequencinz was performed at the Alberta Peptide Institute, Edmonton, Alberta, 

Canada, 



Results and Discussion 

Disruption of the C-terminal dimerization domain destabilizes ParB's domain 

structure. In this chapter I have treated several of the ParB fragments described in Chapter 4 

with low levels of trypsin to determine the effect of the arnino acid deletions on ParB's domain 

structure (Fig. 5-lB,C,D). Al1 ParB fra=ments used here were His-tagged and were treated with 

a limiting amount of trypsin for a 24-hour time course. Samples were removed and proteolysis 

was stopped at the indicated times (Fig. 5- 1). Initial tryptic fragments (especially of His-ParB) 

represent the clipping of the histidine tag from the N-terminus (Fig. 2-2). His-1-330 ParB 

produced a pattern of tryptic digestion sirnilar to that of the full-length protein (Fig. 5-l), 

dthough each band had a slightly faster mobility than those generatrd by His-ParB, presumably 

as a result of the missing C-terminal residues. Therefore, removing the last three residues of 

ParB does not dismpt the overall folding of the protein. These data also support my previous 

suggestion that the extreme C-terminus of ParB is included in these proteolytic fragments 

(Chapter 2, (Surtees and Funnell, 1999). Treatment of His-1-3 17 ParB with trypsin gave a 

pattem that was very similar to His- 1-293 ParB and His- 1-3 12 ParB when treated with trypsin 

(Chapter 2, Figs. 2-4 and 5- 1 ; Surtees and Funnell, 1999). These ParB fraLgnents were relatively 

unstable in the presence of protease and produced a different pattern of proteolytic fragments 

when compared with His-ParB. In full-length ParB, the C-terminal half of the protein is very 

stably folded, presumably around the C-terminal dimerization domain. C-terminal deletions that 

disrupt C-terminal dimerization (e-g. His- 1-3 17 ParB, His- 1-3 12 ParB, His-1-293 ParB) likely 

destabilize the C-terminal core of ParB, leading to decreased stability in the presence of protease. 

His- 1-325 ParB produced a tryptic pattern that was intemediate between that of His- 

ParB (and His-1-330 ParB) and that of His-1-317 ParB (Fig. 5-1). Fra,ments that likely 



Figure 5-1. Tryptic digestion of His-ParB and ParB fragments. Each protein was treated 

with trypsin at a 1000: 1 (w/w) ratio of protein:protease at 20°C for the indicated times. 

Digestion at each time point was stopped with 1% ( v h )  acetic acid. The resulting proteolytic 

fragments were separated by electrophoresis in SDS- 15% poiyacrylamide gels and visualized by 

Coornassie blue. A. Schematic of the structural and functional domains of ParB. The arrows 

(A-D) indicate the N-termini of the four major tryptic fragments identified in Chapter 2 and 

(Surtees and Funnell, 1999). B. Tryptic digestion of His-ParB, His-1-330 ParB and His-142-333 

ParB. C .  Tryptic digestion of his-ParB, His- 1-325 ParB and His- 1-3 17 ParB. Arrows (a) and 

(b) (red) indicate tryptic fragments of His-1-325 Pad3 that are sirnilar to those produced by His- 

1-3 17 ParB. D. Tryptic digestion of His-ParB, His-A 143- 185 ParB and His-A 166- 184 ParB. 

Arrows 1 and 2 (red) indicate stable fragments generated by tryptic digestion of Wis-A143-185 

ParB and His-A 166- 184 ParB that were subsequently sequenced (see Table 5- 1). M, size 

markers. 
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correspond to Bands A to D (with the last 8 residues missing) were produced. These fra*gnents 

persisted for most of the time course, dthough they were less stable than those produced by His- 

ParB and His- 1-330 ParB. Fragments with mobilities similar to those produced by His- 1-3 17 

were also observed (e-g. bands a and b in Fig. 5-1C). This second set of fragments may be 

generated as a result of a somewhat destabilized C-terminus. This result suggests that although 

His-1-325 dimerizes, the C-terminal dimerization domain of this ParB fragment is less stably 

folded as a result of the missing residues. Thereofre, while proteolysis continues to proceed 

from the N-terminus, in some cases the weakened dimerization interface allows access of trypsin 

to the C-terminus of His- 1-325. 

Limited proteolysis of His-1-330 ParB and His-1-325 ParB indicates that the overall 

domain structure of these ParB fragments is not significantly altered. This is consistent with 

their in vitro DNA binding activities, which are similar to those of His-ParB. Both fragments 

bound pars in an IHF-stimulated manner (Fig. 4-4) and protected the pars site from digestion by 

DNaseI (Fig. 4-6). That the C-terminus of His-1-325 ParB may be destabilized may explain its 

sornewhat lower affinity for pars (e-g. Fig. 4-5). In contrat, the domain structure of His- 1-3 17 

ParB was altered and was less stable in the presence of trypsin. The susceptibility to protease 

correlates with this protein's inabihty to dimerize (Fig. 4-3). Tnis in turn correlates with the 

specific, but MF-independent parS binding activity of His-1-3 17 ParB (Chapter 4, Fig. 4-4). 

The two proteins that lack the HTH, His-A 166- 184 ParB and His-A 143- 184 ParB, were 

also examined by proteolytic digestion (Fig. 5-1 D). His-A 143- 184 ParB is missing the entire 

region between tryptic cleavage sites C and D (Fig. 5-1A and Chapter 4). Following removal of 

the histidine tag, His-Al43- 184 ParB generated a pattern of tryptic fra*pents that was similar to 

Bands A, B and C of His-ParB, given that 40 residues are missing from the centre of the protein. 



The smallest of these bands was sent for N-terminal sequencing (see Table 5- 1). The sequence 

confirmed that this ParB fra,ment starts at residue 142 and therefore corresponds to an intemally 

deleted Band C .  Because the region between residues 142 and 185 has been removed, this 

fia-ment essentially represents Band D as well. In contrast, tryptic digestion of His-A166-184, 

missing only the putative HTH motif, generated only two major proteolytic fragments. The 

larger fragment had a mobility that may correspond to Band A (which starts at residue 83) 

missing 17 residues. The next major fraament was much smaller and miprated between Bands C 

and D (starting at residues 142 and 185, respectively). This fragment was also sequenced and 

starts at residue 16 1, resulting from tryptic cleavage on the C-terminal side of RI 60 (Table 5- 1 ). 

Therefore the absence of only the putative helix-turn-helix motif alters the position of the 

cleavage site, although cleavage still occurs within the vicinity of the HTH. Therefore this 

region of the protein is accessible to the protease, as would be expected given its role in DNA 

binding. Funher, removal of this exposed region does not prevent stable folding of the C- 

terminal half of ParB, since the smallest fragment persisted throughout a 24 hour tirne course. I 

showed in Chapter 4 that the C-terminal DRS in both proteins is still able to interact with the box 

B site (Fig. 4-7), indicating that these ParB fraagnents are partially functional. 

His- 147-333 ParB corresponds to a stable tryptic fra,ment (Chapter 2: Surtees and 

Funnell, 1999) and contains al1 the information required for DNA binding (Chapter 4). When 

this protein was treated with trypsin (Fig. 5-IA), the tag was removed and the resulting fragment 

was relatively stable. At later time points, a band that migrated with 185-333 ParB (Band D) 

was produced. No additional fragments were generated. Therefore, although His-142-333 ParB 

is missing a substantial portion of the N-terminus of ParB, the remaining protein folds Iike the C- 



TABLE 5-1. N-terminal sequences of proteolytic fragments generated by trypsin 

B andQ N-terminal sequenceb Starts at  # 

f Asp-Ser-Ser-Ala-Leu-Gln 143 

2 Met-Lys-Asn-Asp-G1 y-Ser 161 

ci. The bands refer to those indicated in Figure 5- 1, 

b. The sequences were determined by Edman degradation and the first 5 residues are shown. 



terminal hdf of His-ParB. This native-like domain structure of His-142-333 ParB correlates 

with its native-like in vitro pars  binding activity (Figs. 4-4 and 4-6). 

DNA binding alters the conformation of His-ParB. I examined the tryptic fragments 

produced by His-ParB in the presence and absence of DNA (Fig. 5-2). His-ParB was mixed with 

a 370 base pair DNA frqgment containing either p a r s  or non-specific sequence at a I :2 molar 

ratio of DNA to His-ParB dimer. The mixtures were then treated with trypsin in a 24 hour time 

course. In the presence of DNA, a substantial proportion of full-length His-ParB (minus the 

histidine ta$ persisted throughout the 24 hours. Some fraction of ParB was cleaved by trypsin 

in the presence of DNA, producing a pattern of fragments very similar that observed in the 

absence of DhTA. The amount of Band A, however, was reduced. These results suggest that the 

N-terminus of ParB became more stably folded and therefore less accessible to trypsin upon 

DNA binding. One additionai frqment was also observed. The extra fragment had a slightly 

lower mobility than the frabgment starting at residue 185 (Band D) and appeared at the later time 

points. 

Tryptic digestions of His-ParB performed in the presence of specific and non- 

specific DNA fragments produced very similar results. In both cases the N-terminus of ParB 

was stabilized and a significant amount of undigested protein (minus the tag) remained at the end 

of the experiment. At these high protein ParB concentrations (- 5 w), specific and non-specific 

DNA-binding by ParB are approximately equally favourable, particularly in the absence of IHF 

(Funnell, 199 1). It did appear, however, that a larger proportion of intact protein persisted in the 

presence of p a r s  than in the presence of non-specific DNA. The significance of this observation 

is not clear. One possibility is that ParB spends more tirne bound to the p a r s  DNA than to the 

non-specific DNA and therefore the fonner affords more protection from the protease. 

15 1 



Tirne of digestion (hr.) 

Figure 5-2. Tryptic digestion of His-f arB in the absence and presence ofpars or non- 

specifc DNA fragments. The DNA fragments were 270 bp in length. The DNk-protein 

dirner ratio was 1 :2 in these reactions. For each t h e  course, the protein-to-protease ratio 

was 1000:1 (w/w) and the digestions were performed at 20 C for the indicated tirnes. The 

proteolytic products were separated by electrophoresis on a 15% SDS polyacrylamide gel. 

The arrows on the left indicate the stable proteolytic hgments  of His-ParB (see Figure 5- 

1). M, size markers. NS, non-specific hgment.  



1 also performed these proteolysis experiments in the presence of MF, both in the 

presence and absence of parS (Fig. 5-3). MF binds its specific site in the centre of pars (Fig. 1- 

2) and btings the two sides of the site into close proximity. This increases ParB7s affinity for 

pars (Funnell, 199 1 ). In these experiments, ParB and IHF were present at approximately 

equimolar concentrations. 1 observed no differences in the proteolytic pattern of f arB in the 

presence of pars +/- MF;. The same proteolytic patterns were observed in the presence of non- 

specific DNA, although again sornewhat less intact ParB appeared to remain in the presence of 

the non-specific DNA (data not shown). This result indicates that there are no ParB-IHF 

interactions that alter ParB's domain structure (as measured by sensitivity tu proteolysis) in 

either the presence of absence of DNA. 

The results indicate that ParB is altered upon DNA-binding In particular, the N-terminus 

of ParB becomes significantly more resistant to proteolysis in the presence of DNA. It is 

possible that the presence of DNA blocks accessibility of the protease to this region of ParB. 

Remember, however, that the N-terminus of ParB is completely dispensable for ParB's specific 

DNA binding activity (Chapter 4). Therefore any direct contact between the ru'-terminus of ParB 

and the DNA would presumably be non-specific. Alternatively, the N-terminus of ParB may 

undergo a conformational change in the presence of DNA. One possibility is that DNA-binding 

promotes a ParB conformation that perrnits N-terminal oligomerization, as 1 suggested in 

Chapter 2 (Surtees and Funnell, 1999). The resulting N-terminal protein-protein interactions 

might then protect this region of the protein from proteolysis. These changes may, in tum, 

facilitate the ParA-ParB interactions that are required for plasmid partition (souet and Funnell, 

1999; Erdmânn et al., 1999). 



A +  
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Figure 5-3. Cornparison of tryptic digestions of His-ParB +/-purs in the presence and 

absence of LHE In reactions containing IHF, ParB dimers and IHF heterodimers were present 

at equimolar concentrations. The ParB-to-pars hgment  ratio was 2: 1. Each tirne course was 

performed at 20 C and ûypsin was present at a 1000: 1 ration of protein:protease. The arrows 

indicate the tryptic hgments of His-ParB (see Figure 5-1). M, size markers. 



Thesis Summary 

In this thesis 1 have undertaken the molecular dissection of P 1 ParB. 1 have used limited 

proteolytic digestion and deletion analyses to determine the structural and functional domains of 

ParB. In particular, 1 have identified two independent rnultimerization domains in ParB, one at 

the C-terminus and the other at the N-terminus (Chapter 2) .  My data indicate that the C-terminai 

haif of Parl3 foIds into a very stable domain around a dimerized core. The N-terminus of ParB 

does not appear to oligomerize, however, unless the protein has undergone some forrn of 

conformational change (Chapter 2) ,  perhaps the one observed upon DNA binding (Chapter 5). 

Binding to p a r s  might stimulate ParB dimer-dimer interactions to occur through the N-terminus. 

These interactions would stabilize additional ParB dimers that load ont0 the partition complex 

(Chapter 3) to form a large nucleoprotein structure (see Fig. 5-5). Since specific pars DNA is 

not required to induce the appropriate conformational change at the N-terminus of ParB (Chapter 

3, ParB dimers could continue loading onto non-specific DNA, as is observed in gene silencing 

(Rodionov et al., 1999). 

N-terminal oligomerization of ParB upon DNA binding could also mediate plasmid 

pairin; (Fig. 5-5). Partition models suggest that sister plasmids pair via their partition complexes 

and are then separated and positioned pnor to ce11 division (section 14). Pairing of R1 plasmids 

has been observed in virro and was mediated by the ParR-parc partition complex of this plasmid 

(Jensen et al., 1998). Pl pairing could similarly occur by N-terminal oligomerization of ParB 

dimers in separate partition complexes. 

Dimerization is a fundamental characteristic of ParB and a single ParB dimer binds an 

MF-pnrS complex to initiate formation of the partition complex (Chapter 3). The DNA binding 

data have particular implications regarding the architecture of the partition complex (Figs. 4-9 



Figure 5-4. Mode1 of ParB DNA binding. A. Schematic of the specific regions of ParB that 

interact with the box A and box B sequences within parS. The solid lines represent interactions 

that occur when a single dimer binds pars (Chapters 3 and 4) to forrn the minimal partition 

complex. The broken lines indicate interactions that occur when additional ParB dimers are 

loaded into the minimal partition complex. B. A drawing of how IHF and a ParB dimer interact 

with purs. The N-terminus has been left out because it is not required for specific interactions 

with the DNA (Chapter 4). The N-terminus would, however, be available to mediate additional 

protein-protein andior protein-DNA interactions (see also Figure 5-5). 



and 5-4). In vitro DNA binding assays performed with ParB fra,pents have shown that His- 

142-333 ParB contains al1 the dimerization and DNA-binding information required for wild-type 

binding of at least a dimer to pars  (Chapter 4)- Furthemore, the central putative helix-tum-helix 

motif is required to bind a box A inverted repeat (Le. box A2-A3) on the right side of parS. The 

C-terminal DRS interacts with a box B sequence (Chapter 4) and the dimerized C-termini of a 

ParB dimer likely interact simuitaneously with the two box B sites within pars  (Fig 5-4). 

It has recently been shown that ParA interacts with ParB assembled in the partition 

comp1e.u (see section 1-2.2) (Bouet and Funnell, 1999)- The nature of this interaction is 

dependent on ParB concentration. At high ParB concentrations, ParA is recruited to the partition 

complex, whereas at low ParB concentrations, ParA interfered with ParB binding to pars. It is 

possible that ParA is recruited only to a partition complex that contains two or more ParB dirners 

(complex I+B2 or higher, Chapter 3) (Bouet et al., 2000), perhaps explaining a requirement for 

high ParB concentrations in vitro, as weIl as in the bacterial ceIl. It is tempting to speculate that 

the destabilization of ParB binding to pnrS is a manifestation of ParA's roIe in separating paired 

plasmids (Fig. 5-5). As more ParA-ATP binds the partition complexes, the ParAParB ratio 

changes, perhaps providing a signal to initiate plasmid separation and/or positioning at the ce11 

quater positions. The process of separation presumably requires ATP hydrolysis, generating 

ParA-ADP dimers. This form of ParA has lictle or no affinity for ParB in the partition complex, 

at least in vitro (Bouet and Funnell, 1999), and so wouid Iikely dissociate from the partition 

complexes. 

ParB also interacts with ParA in the absence of p a r s  DNA (section E2) (Davis et al., 

1992; Davey and Funnell, 1997). The region of ParB that interacts with ParA is at its extreme N- 

terminus (Chapter 2 )  (Radnedge et al., 1998; Surtees and Funnell, 1999). It is possible that the 



Figure 5-5. A mode1 of Pl plasrnid partition at the level of the partition complex. A, ParB 

exists as a dirner in solution (Funnell, 199 1)- Dimerkation is mediated through the C-terminal 

domairi (Chaprer 2) (Surtees and Funnell, 1999). The N-termini are not able to self-associate in 

solution, either because they are occluded by the C-terrnini or because the conformation of ParB 

holds the N-tennini away from each other (Chapter 2) (Surtees and Funnell, 1999). B. ParB 

binds pars in the presence of IHE. DNA binding alters the conformation of the N-termini of a 

dimer, allowing them to interact with each other and/or with the N-termini of other ParB dimers. 

C. N-terminal ~Iigomerization may also mediate plasrnid pairing. D. ParA-ATP interacts with 

ParB assembled in the partition complex. This interaction only occurs when large amounts of 

ParB have bound the partition complexes. E. As more ParA-ATP binds the partition complexes, 

the ParA:ParB ratio changes, ATP hydrolysis is stirnulated and plasrnid separation is initiated. 

ParA-ADP presumably dissociates from the separated andor positioned partition complexes. 
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DNA-induced conformational change at the N-terminus of ParB (Fig. 5-2) modulates the ParA- 

ParB interaction to specify plasmid positioning. 

Future Directions 

Stmcturai studies 

It is intriguing that 142-333 ParB is sufficient for both IHF-stimulated parS binding (Fig. 

4-4) and full protection of the minimd pars site from DNaseI (Fig. 4-6). The protein fra,ment is 

very stably folded and retains the domain structure of the C-terminus of the intact protein (Fig- 5- 

1). Al1 of these characteristics indicate that 143-333 ParB is a good candidate for X-ray 

crystallography- 11 could be crystallized on its own or in the presence of a DNA site such as the 

minimaal pars site, box A2-A3 and box B2 (Fig. 1-31. It may be possible to crystallize the entire 

partition complex, but formation of MF-DNA CO-crystals has proven to be complicated (Rice et 

al., 1996). 

An alternative way to visualize the intact partition complex (Le. pars-ParB-MF) is by 

atomic, or scanning force microscopy ( S M )  (reviewed in (Bustamante and Rivette, 1996). SFM 

is high-resolution microscopy in which a sharply pointed sensor, or "tip", scans the surface of a 

sample. Interactions with the sampk cause deflections of the tip, and reveal the topography of 

the sample. The technique is ideal for large nucleoprotein complexes and has been used to 

characterize transcription complexes of E. coli RNA polymerase (Rees et al., 1993), h Cro 

dimers bound to operator regions (Erie et al., 1994) and enhancer-bound NtrC (Wyman et al., 

1997). 

ParA-ParB interactions 

ParA and ParB interact at various stages of partition. ParB stimulates ParA's repressor 

and ATPase activities (Davis et al., 1992) and ParA interacts with the partition complex in an 



ATP-dependent manner (Bouet and Funnell, 1999). The extreme N-terminus of ParB is required 

for an interaction with ParA (Chapter 2; Radnedge et al., 1996; Surtees and Funnell, 1999). Are 

other regions of ParB dso required for this interaction? For example, does ParB have to be 

dimerized to interact with ParA? Does the C-terminus of ParB inhibit ParA-ParB interactions in 

the way that it inhibits ParB N-terminal oligomerization? 1 propose that ParA and ParB may 

have different requirements for their protein-protein interactions at parOP and at parS. The 

ParB fragments that 1 have constnicted and characterized could be used to answer these 

questions. 

First, an in vivo system to test ParA's repressor activity was established by Emma Fung. 

In this assay it would be possible to test the ability of different ParB fragments to act as a co- 

repressor of transcription. The effect of ParB fra,ments on ParA's in vitro ATPase activity 

could also be tested, 

Second, it wouId be interesting to see if ParA is able to interact with ParB-pars 

complexes containing ParB fraapents lacking the C-terminus, Le. those that bind pnrS in an 

MF-independent manner. If ParB has to be in a particular conformation on the DNA in order for 

ParA to bind, fragments such as His- 1-3 17 ParB might not be able to support a ParA interaction, 

as determined by gel mobility shift assay. Altematively, ParA rnay only require the N-terminus 

of ParB for an interaction. Certainly ParB need not be bound to DNA to stimulate ParA's 

ATPase activity, for example (Davis et al., 1992) and therefore this ParA-ParB interaction does 

not necessariIy require that the N-terminus of ParB be dimerized (see above). Therefore small 

N-terminal fragments that do not bind DNA might compete away the ParA-partition complex 

shift. If ParB N-terminai self-association inhibits ParA-ParB interactions by occluding the 

necessary region of ParB, then N-terminal fra,ments that do not dimerize (e.g. His- 1-6 1 ParB) 



might compete with intact ParB in the partition complex for ParA interactions, while N-terminal 

fragments capable of self-association (e-g. His- 1 - 177 ParB) might not. 

Irnrnunofluorescence microscopy 

Endogenous ParB has been visuaf ized in fixed E. coli cells by immunofluorescence 

microscopy (Erdmann er al., 1999). ParB was found to converge on pars which generated large, 

bright foci. Localization of the foci was dependent on ParA. Visualization of ParB fragments in 

this system could define the requirements for each step. For instance. 142-333 ParB is sufficient 

to form a minimal partition complex, but would it be able to recruit a sufficient number of 

additional dimers to f o m  the large foci observed with the intact protein? If the N-terminus of 

ParB is required to mediate dimer-dimer interactions that support formation of the nucleoprotein 

compIex, then 142-333 ParB would likely not be able to forrn large foci. Sirnilarly, would ParB 

fra,ments lacking the C-terminal dimerization domain converge on pars? Presurnably very high 

protein levels would be required for stable binding, given the low affinity of these ParB 

fragments for pars (Chapter 4). And if these fragments form complexes, would they be 

substrates for ParA localization? The protein retains the ParA interaction domain, but may not 

adopt a conformation that is recognized by ParA. 

P l  partition complex formation is a crucial early step in partition. These unique 

nucleoprotein structures are thought to be involved in plasmid pairing (Austin and Abeles, 

1983b; Austin and Nordstrom, 1990; Gerdes et al., 2000) and are specifically localized during 

the ceIl cycle (Erdrnann et  al., 1999). ParA interacts with ParB in the partition complex in an 

ATP-dependent manner (Bouet and Funnell, 1999) and this interaction is required for proper 

pIasrnid positioning. In this thesis 1 have exarnined the roles of ParB dimerization and ParB 

DNA binding activities in forming and maintaining the architecture of the Pl partition complex. 



My mode1 of this compIex emphasizes the importance of both the central putative HTH domain 

and the dimerized DRS regions of ParB within the complex and aIlows for additionaI protein- 

protein interactions to occur through the N-terminus. Further details of the interactions required 

for the formation of the partition complex await structural anaiysis. En the meantime, we have a 

clearer picture of the partition complex and its potential role(s) in partition. 
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